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ABSTRACT
Touch-less based fingerprint verification systems are free from the problems of image deformation, latent
fingerprint issues and so forth that appear in the contemporary touch based fingerprint verification systems.
Coupled with template protection mechanism, a touch-less fingerprint verification system is further enhanced. In
this paper, a secure end-to-end touch-less fingerprint verification system is presented. The fingerprint image
captured with a digital camera is first pre-processed via the proposed pre-processing algorithm. Then, Multiple
Random Projections-Support Vector Machine (MRP-SVM) is proposed to secure fingerprint template while
improving system performance.

Keywords
Touch-less based Fingerprint Verification, Template Protection, Support Vector Machine.

1. INTRODUCTION

initiated to secure biometric templates. This concept
is important because biometric templates are not
revocable and their compromise is permanent
[Sch99]. A good cancellable biometric formulation
must fulfill four requirements [Mal03]: (i) diversity;
(ii) reusability; (iii) one way transformation; (iv)
performance.

A preponderance of the fingerprint sensors available
today use “touch” method. However, the durability
of a touch-based fingerprint scanner is weakened if it
is used heavily. Additionally, the pressure of the
physical contacts degrades the quality of the touchbased fingerprint images. Conversely, touch-less
fingerprint acquisition technology is free from these
problems [Son04]. Furthermore, touch-less based
fingerprint verification systems have great potentials
in building secure verification systems provided that
they are free from latent fingerprint (the trail of the
fingerprint on the contact surface of the sensor)
issues which can lead to fraudulent use [Lee06a].
Hence, with the incorporation of cancellable
biometrics in these fingerprint features, the security
and privacy protection of fingerprint biometric
templates are enhanced. Cancellable biometrics is a
concept

1.1 Related Works
1.1.1 Touch-less Fingerprint Recognition
Digital Descriptor System Inc. (DDSI) [Mai06]
produced the world first contact-less fingerprint
capture device which can be integrated with
Fingerprint Matching Solution [Dig00]. Later, TST
Corona-GmbH developed biometric recognition
systems using novel touch-less optical fingerprint
scanning technology. Song et al. proposed a preprocessing technique for their custom designed
touch-less sensor [Son04]. Using a strong view
difference image rejection method, [Lee06a]
resolved the three-dimensional (3D) to twodimensional (2D) image mapping problem which
appeared in [Son04].
Pre-processing of the
fingerprint images captured with mobile camera has
been proposed by [Lee06b]. To make 3D touch-less
fingerprints interoperable with the current Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS),

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.
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Chen et al. [Che06] proposed an unwrapping
algorithm that un-folds the 3D touch-less fingerprint
images into 2D representations which are
comparable with the legacy rolled fingerprints.

1.1.2

powerful classifier – Support Vector Machine (SVM)
while still retains the properties of MRP.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2
provides the details of the proposed system. Section
3 shows the experiment results. Discussions are
presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given
in Section 5.

Cancellable Biometrics

Ratha et al introduced the first notion of cancellable
biometric formulation. The underlying idea is to
generate deformed biometrics data by distorting the
biometric image in a repeatable but non-reversible
manner [Rat01]. Teoh et al. [And04] introduced
another cancellable biometrics approach using
iterative inner product between tokenized pseudorandom numbers (PRN) and biometric data. But, this
formulation suffered from the stolen-token scenario
when the genuine token is stolen and utilized by
impostor to claim as the genuine user. Savvides et al.
[Sav04] encrypted the training images which are
used to synthesise the correlation filter for biometrics
authentication. They showed that different templates
can be obtained from the same biometrics by varying
the random convolution kernels. Thus, those
templates can be cancelled. Ang et al. [Ang05]
generated a cancellable fingerprint template via a
key-dependent geometric transformation on a
minutiae
based
finger-print
representation.
Nevertheless, the matching accuracy is degraded
notably in the distorted domain. In [Bou06], the
authors introduced the concept of biometric-based
tokens that support robust distance computations,
which offers cryptographic security such that it can
be revoked and replaced by a new one. Teoh and
Chong [And07] introduced Multispace Random
Projection (MRP) as one of the cancellable
biometrics approaches that fulfils good cancellable
biometrics requirements as stated above. However,
the Equal Error Rate (EER) result is only 30% due
to the poor classification capability of the matching
metric.

2. TOUCH-LESS FINGERPRINT
VERIFICATION ALGORITHM
2.1 Pre-processing
Initially, the captured fingerprint image in RedGreen-Blue (RGB) format is converted to grey scale
[0-255]. To reduce the problem of non-uniform
lighting in the image, local normalization is adopted
to reduce the intensity variations in the image. Local
normalization of o( x o , y o ) is computed as follows
[Bio02]: S ( x o , y o ) =

o( x o , y o ) m o ( x o , y o )
where
σ o ( xo , y o )

o( x o , y o ) is the original image, mo ( x o , y o ) denotes
an estimation of a local mean of o( x o , y o ) ,

σ o ( x o , y o ) indicates an estimation of the local
standard deviation. Next, the fingerprint region is
segmented from the raw image by applying skin
color detection, adaptive thresholding, and
morphological processing [Hie06]. Then, the local
normalized image is multiplied with the fingerprint
binary mask to get the segmented image. The
resulting image is cropped and enhanced by using the
Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) analysis
[Chi05]. Subsequently, the ridge orientation is
calculated and the core point is detected from the
enhanced image [And03]. The true and false core
point detections are obtained by: (number of true
core point detected images/total number of
fingerprint images) and (number of false core point
detected images/total number of fingerprint images)
respectively. The detail description can be obtained
in [Hie06]. After the core point detection, the preprocessed image is created by cropping the local
normalized image into a size of 200 x 200 with the
core point as the centre.

1.2 Our Approach
A secure digital camera based fingerprint verification
system is presented in this paper. This system uses
“touch-less” method with a digital camera to capture
fingerprint images. The problems appeared in the
digital camera acquired fingerprint images are: (i)
low ridges valleys contrast; (ii) defocus; and (iii)
motion blurriness. To reduce these problems, the
fingerprint images are pre-processed using the
proposed method [Hie06]. To protect the template
and improve the system performance, a variant of
MRP [And07], named as Multispace Random
Projections-Support Vector Machine (MRP-SVM), is
proposed. MRP-SVM is performed after preprocessing. In MRP-SVM, MRP, which used
normalized dot product, is replaced with a more

2.2 Multispace Random ProjectionsSupport Vector Machine (MRP-SVM)
2.2.1 Brief Review of Multispace Random
Projections (MRP)
MRP covers two stages: (i) feature extraction: feature
vector, f ∈ ℜ d , with fixed length d is extracted; (ii)
random projections: the feature vector is projected
onto a random subspace, which is formed by
externally derived random matrix, R ∈ ℜ m×d , where
m ≤ d. The R is formed by the independent, zero
2

mean and unit variance Gaussian distributed random
bases. Thus, the user-specific random-projected
vector, p ∈ ℜ m is described as

probability density

p = 1 / m Rf

genuine

(1)

During verification, the extracted feature vector is
mixed with the genuine R. The resulting vector is
compared with the enrolled template using the
normalised
dot
product,
a
dissimilarity
T
measure, γ = 1 − x y , where x and y are the
normalised feature vectors. From the performance
perspective, three scenarios are considered when
MRP is applied: (i) Legitimate-token: in which the
genuine biometric is mixed with the user-specific
token; (ii) Stolen-token: wherein an impostor has
possessed genuine token and used by the impostor to
claim as the genuine user; (iii) Stolen-biometrics:
where an impostor assesses intercepted biometric
data of high possibility to be considered genuine.
Through the theoretical and experimental analysis
[And07], Figure 1 illustrates the original system
performance and performance behaviour of MRP in
the legitimate-token, stolen-token and stolenbiometrics scenarios using the genuine-impostor
distributions. By referring to Figure 1, MRP’s
genuine, impostor and genuine-impostor distributions
in the legitimate-token, stolen-token and stolenbiometrics scenarios with its respective recognition
performance are summarised in Table 1.

impostor

m=100
m=80
m=60

Original & Stolen-token

m=40

Legitimate-token & Stolenm=20
biometrics

Figure 1. Genuine-impostor distributions of the
original system and performance behavior of
MRP in the legitimate-token, stolen-token and
stolen-biometrics scenarios.
The individual’s feature matrix is extracted from the
pre-processed image through Gabor filter feature
extractor. The adopted feature extraction method is
similar to the method described in [Lee99]. Initially,
the pre-processed images are sampled by Gabor
filters. Given that a band of Ω Gabor filters is
applied in an experiment, the filtered images are
divided into a set of MxM non-overlapping blocks,
respectively. The resulting magnitude will be next
converted to a scalar number by calculating its
standard deviation value. The scalar numbers form
the Gabor features of each image. Finally,
N = (200 / M ) × (200 / M ) × Ω Gabor features are
extracted from each image.

2.2.2 Multispace Random Projections-Support
Vector Machine (MRP-SVM)

Then, PCA is used to compress the feature vectors.
An eigenspace is built during the training phase.
During the testing phase, each testing Gabor feature
vector is projected onto the eigenspace to form
eigenGabors, f with feature length d [Tur91]. Before

MRP-SVM is applicable to biometrics features
represented in feature vector format. This technique
consists of three stages: (i) feature extraction, (ii)
random projection, and (iii) SVM classification.

2.2.2.1 Feature Extraction
Scenario

Genuine
distribution
(intra-class
variation)
Preserved

Impostor distribution
(inter-class variation)

Genuine-Impostor
Distributions

Recognition
Performance

Impostor distribution is amplified. Clear separation can be Significantly
The mean is 1 whereby the curve attained, hence zero EER, improved.
is centred at 1; the distribution if Y is sufficiently large as
profile’s shrinking rate (standard depicted in Figure 1.
deviation) follows 1 / Y .
StolenPreserved
Reverts to its original state Reverts to its
token
in feature vector level and original state
thus the performance is in
feature
retained as like original vector before
state before the random MRP
is
projection is performed.
applied.
Table 1. MRP’s genuine, impostor and genuine-impostor distributions in the legitimate-token, stolentoken and stolen-biometrics scenarios with its respective recognition performance
Legitimatetoken
Stolenbiometrics

3
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applying Multi-space Random Projection, each
eigenGabors is normalised to unit length, ||f|| = 1.

radial basis function). Subject to constructing the
optimal hyper-plane for SVM with non-linear kernel
involves the following dual:

2.2.2.2 Random Projection
Subsequently, the unit length feature vector is
projected onto a random subspace as described in
Section 2.2.1. The user-specific random-projection

NS

(

NS

)

Gdv = w T p + b = ∑ α j q j K p, p j + b
j =1

p Tj

p (in Eq.4) and

(

K p, p j

similarity measure comparing

(3)

(4)

)

(5)

(in Eq.5) are a

p (test sample) and

p j (support vectors) in input space and feature
space respectively. G dv is a weighted sum of the
similarity between p and

p j . Comparison is made

between G dv and a threshold, Thdv . The claimed user
is accepted if G dv < Thdv and rejected if G dv ≥ Thdv .

3. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
3.1 Pre-processing Experiment Results

pi either belongs to genuine’s or impostor’s random
projection vector, qi indicates the label (+1 for

Pre-processing experiments are conducted by using
all digital camera acquired fingerprint images (1938
images) described in [Hie06]. The results are
assessed subjectively by visual inspection. The
proposed pre-processing provides admirable results
as shown in Figure 2. By counting the number of
false core point detection, it reveals that the proposed
pre-processing algorithm can achieve an accuracy of
95.44% of core point detection whereas the false
core point detection is only 4.56%. Deep wrinkle,
motion blurriness and defocus problems are the
causes of the core point detection failure [Hie06].

genuine, -1 for impostor), Q denotes the number of
training samples, and m signifies the feature length.
During training, SVM looks for an optimal hyperplane, which takes the form w T p + b = 0 where

w is the normal to the plane, b denotes the bias
term. The optimal hyper-plane is a separating hyperplane, which gives the largest margin. Assuming that
genuine and impostor samples are linearly separated,
the Langrage Dual optimisation problem for maximal
margin separation is:
i =1 j =1

)

j =1

Then, the random projected vector p is fed into SVM
[Bur98] to discriminate genuine and impostor. Let a
training
set
be
m
( pi , qi ), i = 1, L Q, p ∈ ℜ , q ∈ {+ 1,−1}, where

i =1

i =1 j =1

Gdv = w T p + b = ∑ α j q j p Tj p + b

2.2.2.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classification

Q Q

i =1

(

where p j are the support vectors.

system in p = 1 / m Rf if m < d, based on the
premise that the possible solutions are infinite
[And07]. The detail of the analysis can refer to
[Kar05]. In the event of compromised, the template
could be renewed by just changing R in Eq. (1) of the
compromised biometric template. From this way,
reusability property of MRP-SVM is fulfilled.

Q

Q Q

During verification, w and b learned from training
phase are used. The decision value, G dv of a test
sample of vector p for linear SVM and non-linear
SVM are calculated by Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 respectively,

(RP) vector, p ∈ ℜ m is produced through the random
projection process, which is defined in Eq. 1. The
one way transformation property can be assessed by
looking at Eq. (1). p can be regarded as a set of
underdetermined systems of linear equations (more
unknowns than equations) if m < d. Thus, it is
impossible to find the exact values of all the elements
in f by solving an underdetermined linear equation

max. L D = ∑ α i − 1 2 ∑ ∑ α i α j q i q j p iT p j

Q

max. LD = ∑ α i − 1 2 ∑ ∑ α iα j qi q j K pi , p j

(2)

Figure 3 depicts the comparison of the proposed
algorithm to those of existing enhancement methods
in the literature by using cropped local normalised
images of our independent database. As illustrated by
the region rounded by circles shown in Figure 3,
some portions of the images are not enhanced
fittingly by Hong enhancement and root filtering. It
can be witnessed that the proposed algorithm
performs more competent than Hong’s and root
filtering. It signifies that image cropping is needed to
eliminate the gratuitous noisy background; local
normalisation succours in reducing the non-uniform
lighting effect.

Q

subject to ∑ α i qi = 0 and C ≥ α i ≥ 0 where α i are
i =1

the Langrage multipliers, C is the regularisation
constant.
The extension to non-linear boundaries is determined
through projecting each data point to a higher
dimensional feature space [Bur98], which may be
carried out through the use of kernels: (i) polynomial
kernel as (the order of the polynomial) or (ii) radial
basis function (RBF) kernel as (the width of the
4

Original
Image

Local
Normalised
Image

Segmented
Image

Cropped Enhanced
Image
Image

samples with different random partitions between
training and testing images, and the results are
averaged.

Core
Point
Centered
Image

The verification accuracy is tested using linear SVM,
polynomial SVM and RBF SVM. To fix the feature
length, the eigenvectors are extracted from the Gabor
feature vectors with the dimensionality of 100.
Setting

No. of No. of
No. of
Testing Client Impostor
Image, 9- Tr
1
8
8x103 8x103x102
=824 =84048
2
2
7
7x103 7x103x102
=721 =73542
3
3
6
6x103 6x103x102
=618 =63036
4
4
5
5x103 5x103x102
=515 =52530
Table 2. Configuration for the experiments using
SVM on eigenGabors

Figure 2. Results for the proposed pre-processing
Original Image

Cropped
local
normalised
image

Hong
enhancement

Root
filtering

Proposed
algorithm

No. of
Training
Image, Tr
1

Before comparing the performance of linear,
polynomial and RBF SVM, the optimal parameter
values for polynomial (degree) and RBF SVM
(gamma and C) are investigated. This investigation is
necessary as these parameter values will affect the
results. In this study, the polynomial of degree
between 2 and 5 are tested. Besides, different
parameter values of RBF SVM (gamma=1, C=10;
gamma=10, C=1; gamma=1, C=1; gamma=10,
C=10) for both uncompressed Gabor features and
eigenGabors are investigated. After the parameter
value tuning, the best parameter values of
polynomial SVM (degree=2) and RBF SVM
(gamma=1 and C=10) are fixed for further evaluation
tests. Table 3 shows the EER (%) results for linear,
polynomial and RBF kernel with different number of
training image, Tr. For Tr=1…4, it can be seen that
the EER results of Linear SVM kernel is the worst
while the EER results of RBF SVM kernel is the
best. The best result (EER=1.23%) is obtained when
Tr=4 and RBF SVM kernel is adopted as indicated in
the table below.

Figure 3. Comparative results for different
enhancement algorithms

3.2 Verification Experiment Results
without MRP
In lieu of using all of the raw images described in
[Hie06] directly, a total of 1030 core point centred
local normalised fingerprint images are used in
performing the verification experiments. These
fingerprint images originate from 103 different
fingers with 10 images for each finger. The system
performance is determined by using EER, i.e. False
Accept Rate (FAR) = FRR. The lower the EER, the
more accurate the system is considered to be.
The parameters of the Gabor filter feature extractor
are set as: (i) number of Gabor filters ( Ω )=6; (ii)
frequency ( f g )=10; (iii) variance ( σ x2g and

Tr

1

2

3

4

18.89

9.47

6.48

4.21

Polynomial
(degree=2)

14.57

6.26

3.25

1.76

RBF(gamma=1,
C=10)

5.09

2.75

1.83

1.23

SVM
kernel type
Linear

σ y2g )=128; (iv) number of non-overlapping blocks
(M)=8. To get eigenGabors, the features derived
from the Gabor filter based feature extractor are
compressed using PCA. One Gabor feature vector
from each finger class is used for training, while the
rest will be used as testing data. The eigenGabors are
normalised to be of unit length before verification
test is conducted. The experiment setting is fixed and
shown in Table 2. To enhance the reliability of the
assessment, we perform ten runs for each of Tr

Table 3. EER Results (%) of linear SVM,
polynomial SVM and RBF SVM using
eigenGabors (dimensionality = 100) with different
number of training image, Tr
5
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in practical application whereby MRP survives either
in stolen-token or in stolen-biometrics attack and also
capable to offer significant improvement in
verification setting with better classifier.

3.3 Multispace Random Projection
(MRP) Experiments
3.3.1

Performance Results

To evaluate the performance of MRP on the best
performing SVM classifier, we conceal the
eigenGabors through MRP before feature matching.
During the experiment, setting 4 of Table 2 is
adopted. Again, we perform ten runs for each of 4
samples with different random partitions between
training and testing images. Then, the results are
averaged. egsvm, mrpsvm-m, mrpsvm-m(stolentoken),
mrpsvm-m(stolen-biometrics)
denote
eigenGabors, legitimate-token, stolen-token and
stolen-biometrics scenarios respectively. The feature
length of eigenGabors (egsvm) are fixed as d = 100.
Besides, the eigenGabors is normalised to unit length
before MRP. To infer the recognition performance,
three different scenarios (as described in Section
2.2.1) are considered, i.e. legitimate-token, stolentoken and stolen-biometrics scenarios. For these
three scenarios, the eigenvectors are extracted from
the Gabor feature vectors with the dimensionality
varied from 10 to 100 in intervals of 10. Later on, the
normalized eigenGabors are used in these three
different scenarios.

From Table 5, it can be observed that the impostor
distribution’s mean and standard deviation for both
eigenGabors and stolen-token scenario are the same
when m≈d. Similar result can be seen in the genuine
distribution where the mean and standard deviation
of stolen-token scenario are equivalent to the mean
and standard deviation of eigenGabors when m≈d.
This indicates that the preservation of genuineimpostor distribution is maintained under SVM
framework when m≈d. It is also depicted in Figure 4
where the separation of genuine-impostor class
distribution for eigenGabors and stolen-token
scenario is almost identical. The preservation of the
intra-class variations (genuine distribution) as well as
inter-class variations (impostor distribution) asserts
that SVM statistical properties are preserved under
the MRP framework.

3.3.2

Diversity Test

In order to fulfil the diversity requirement of
cancellable biometrics, Pairwise Independent Test is
conducted to inspect whether the MRP template with
PRN A and MRP template with PRN B (both with
same fingerprint feature) are associated. The same
fingerprint feature is mixed with different PRNs. We
observe that the scores generation procedure has
followed the impostor distribution as described
above. Figure 5 exhibits the Pairwise Independent
Test of MRP. As indicated in Figure 5, the mean and
standard deviation are 1.0177 and 0.2982,
respectively. It can be concluded that MRP is
Pairwise independent as the histogram of Figure 5
approaches the independent and similarly distributed
(i.i.d) random variables drawn from Gaussian
distribution, N(-1610.2, 407.3). This means that there
is almost no correlation between the refreshed MRP
template and old MRP template. Therefore, random
number refreshment is equivalent to issue a new
template to the user. In the real application, every
user is assigned a unique random number. Hence,
only the respective template is renewed in the event
of compromise.

Table 4 shows the performance comparison of
eigenGabors, legitimate-token, stolen token and
stolen biometrics scenarios. From Table 4, for
d=10…100, it is clearly shown that legitimatetoken’s EER results outperform the eigenGabors’s
EER results (egsvm in this context). Legitimatetoken and stolen-biometrics scenario attain better
EER results than the eigenGabors in the range
of 40 ≤ m ≤ 100 . On the other hand, the EER of
eigenGabors and stolen-token scenarios are equal
when m≈d. In other words, stolen-token scenario
reverts the system to its original state when m≈d.
For legitimate-token and stolen-biometrics scenarios,
the MRP performance can be boosted through a
classifier with better separation whilst the classifier
quality will determine the performance of MRP in
stolen-token scenario. However, it would not be
poorer than its original method i.e. classification
using eigenGabors without MRP. This is favourable
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Table 4. EER results (%) of egsvm, mrpsvm-m, mrpsvm-m(stolen token) and mrpsvm-m(stolen
biometrics) for RBF SVM with different feature length, d
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scenario
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μ genuine

μ imposter

σ genuine

σ imposter

-0.6445
1.0668
0.4428
0.3188
100
-0.6445
1.0668
0.4428
0.3188
90
-0.6582
1.1212
0.4410
0.3463
80
-0.6742
1.1880
0.4380
0.3776
70
-0.6867
1.2799
0.4363
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60
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50
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40
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30
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0.6831
20
0.4513
1.3946
0.3854
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0.2172
0.3227
Table 5. Statistics measurement of egsvm and mrpsvm-m(stolen-token) for RBF SVM
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egsvm
mrpsvm-m
(stolen-token)
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Figure 4. Genuine and impostor class distribution for: (a) egsvm; (b) mrpsvm-m (stolen- token).
The inheritance of the MRP characteristics (e.g.
reusability and diversity properties) by MRP-SVM is
concretised by the experiment results given in
Section 3.3.2. The experiment results shown in Table
5 and Figure 4 deliver our assertion that SVM
statistical properties are preserved under the MRP
framework.

4. DISCUSSIONS
MRP maps the data onto a random subspace while
preserving the pair-wise distance that is quantified by
dot product. Hence, MRP can be generalised for
Linear SVM as the original data points are quantified
by the dot product, piT p j in Lagrange dual
optimisation problem as shown in Eq. 2.
Furthermore, a dot product p Tj p also appears in

In short, SVM is another classifier that can be used
in MRP as it contains the property of dot product and
non-linear kernel. SVM is still preserved under MRP
framework. Moreover, it has better discrimination
power compared with normalised matching metric.

decision stage as exhibited in Eq. 4. Therefore, SVM
inherited the MRP characteristics that described in
[And07]. As stated in Section 2.2.2.3, to extend the
idea to non-linearly separable data, a non-linear
kernel is needed. The dot product of piT p j in input

probability density

space is substituted with K ( pi , p j ) in the Langrage
dual optimisation problem as displayed in Eq. 3. On
the other hand, the dot product of p Tj p in input
space is substituted with K ( p, p j ) in deciding the
decision value as shown in Eq. 5. The non-linear
kernel measures the similarity between two feature
vectors. Typically, it represents the dot product
between two representations in the transformed space
in which the data are linearly separable.

Figure 5. Pairwise Independent Test of MRP
using RBF SVM
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Legacy Rolled Images. in Proceedings of Biometric
Symposium, Biometric Consortium Conference, 2006.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A complete secure digital camera based fingerprint
verification system is proposed. This system uses
“touch-less” based method. The proposed preprocessing which encompasses of skin colour
detection,
local
normalisation,
fingerprint
segmentation, image enhancement, and core point
detection resolves the problems exist in its images.
After pre-processing, MRP-SVM which comprises
Gabor feature extraction, PCA, MRP and SVM
verification is performed. The employment of MRPSVM protects the template whilst improving system
performance. In MRP-SVM, SVM with high
discrimination power is preserved under MRP
framework as it has the property of dot product and
non-linear kernel. Experiments show that MRP-SVM
contributes high recognition performance and
functions well without compromising the verification
performance in the event of compromised token.
MRP-SVM is proven to fulfil other cancellable
biometrics properties, i.e. diversity property and nonreversible property into the bargain.
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Abstract
We present an approach to simulate and visualize the paleontological change of the terrestrial globe through time. As input,
maps of the Earth at different points in time, each showing a specific stage in the Earth’s development, are used. To display
the continuous change of Earth through time, smooth transitions between consecutive input maps are computed by manual
correspondence matching. Our system makes it is possible to display the Earth’s paleogeographic development as an interactive
globe in real-time.

Keywords: plate tectonics, paleography, interactive real-time visualization, 3D modelling, morphing

1

INTRODUCTION

swiftly. The presented system consists of two parts.
The first part is an editor, which allows the user to process the initial textures and export the data into a designated format. This data consists of several meshes representing the continents and their movement and transformation over time. The second part is the interactive
viewer, which gives the user the opportunity to view the
continental drift at any time from any viewing angle at
any point in time.
In Section 2, related work of paleogeographic visualization system and also of morphing techniques are
presented. Section 3 gives a brief introduction to plate
tectonics in general. Our tectonic morphing model is
introduced and discussed in Section 4. The manual creation of meshes and their transformations with our editor application is described in Section 5. Finally, we
present results in Section 6 before we conclude in Section 7.

Paleogeography is an important as well as popular topic
in geography education, especially when considering
the high interest in the fields of climate change and
fossil fuels. Historical views of the Earth’s configuration have been printed in geological atlases for decades,
but still a simple and interactive technique to display
the changing appearance of Earth is missing. While
there are scientific simulations that create highly correct
data in order to support research in geology and geophysics, they are not suitable for a interactive real-time
display of the tectonic movement through time. Looking at the PLATES Project of the University of Texas
[6], the data generated in simulations is used to create
animated video sequences. These, however, are not interactive and only allow to watch the continents movements from a fixed point of view. Alternatively, Artistic
animations of the continents’ movement must be produced in a very labor-intense manner. Our goal is thus
to create a system to display the change of the Earth’s
surface as correct as possible and interactively in realtime. It is designed to be an educational tool that offers
a much richer experience than static maps or globes.
A set of texture maps, each representing the Earth’s
surface at a specific point in time, is used as initial input
data and processed by manual correspondence matching to create geometrical data for each continent. The
shape and movement of the continents are then interpolated in real-time. (see Fig.1). We explicitly allow for a
manual processing of the data. In order to keep human
labor at a minimum, we employ a tectonic morphing
model that enables the user to create these transitions

2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Tectonics simulation and animation

Various systems exist that produce animations of the
Earth’s lithosphere through time. These can be categorized into two major groups of tectonic animation systems.
The first group is directly connected to tectonic simulations. An example for this software is the PLATES
Project [6]. Animations of continental drift are a byproduct of actual tectonic simulations. These reconstructions are of high precision, however, each visualization output requires a remarkable amount of preprocessing that inhibits real-time computation. Furthermore, only raw geographic information is displayed.
The second group focuses on the visual aspects. Taking the raw geological data of actual simulations as a
basis, they enrich the data by taking information about
vegetation and climate into account. The resulting data
sets usually consist of hand-painted texture maps at discrete time steps, e.g. [4], [13]. Thus, content creation
is usually labor-intensive and is only feasible for a few
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Figure 1: Morphing of continental structures
between two time slices. The two texture maps
(left and right) serve as input. A
three-dimensional depiction of intermediate
points in time is obtained by morphing.
dozen time steps. Animations are created by morphing between these images. Again, artists have to create
transitions manually. Two prominent examples are [5]
and [11], where pre-rendered animations are projected
onto a spherical display.
As our system is also designed to give a visually
pleasing experience, we designed our system to work
with artistically enhanced texture maps. Compared to
existing approaches, we contribute two major advantages. First, we keep the creation of transitions as simple and fast as possible by using a manual correspondence matching technique specifically tailored for paleogeographic data sets. Second, we do not need to prerender the animation, so that the Earth’s surface can be
rendered on-the-fly for any viewpoint at a given point
in time.

2.2

Therefore, morphing 3D geometry is a more appropriate approach to generate interpolated views of the
terrestrial globe. In fact, transforming two meshes to
an intermediate spherical representation is a common
approach to the general problem of polyhedral morphing [9], a thorough survey can be found at [1]. Avoiding the pitfalls of 2D morphing, the remaining problem
with 3D mesh morphing is to find correspondences between two such meshes. Since the differences in shape
and appearance between two states of the Earth can
be quite large and may often be ambiguous, an automatic feature extraction and matching is not feasible in
our case. Whole islands or even continents disappear
between two consecutive depictions of the Earth (see
Fig.12). Two continents with distinctive shorelines may
also form a continuous super-continent (e.g., Pangea or
Gondwana) in another time slice (see Fig.1). To summarize, automatic 2D or 3D morphing techniques are
neither robust nor accurate enough to cope with the
available and coarse data sets. Instead, we rely on a
manual approach that is closely linked to the general
plate tectonics model and produces visually convincing
results with only little user input.

Morphing Techniques

In order to investigate the possibility of creating transitions between time instants automatically, we evaluate
state-of-the-art morphing techniques. At first thought,
two dimensional morphing techniques seem adequate
to solve the problem. The principle of image morphing in 2D space is very common in computer graphics.
Many approaches and solutions have been developed to
automatically transform one image into another. This
is often done by computing the optical flow between
a pair of images, a well-established technique [2]. A
survey of recent approaches can be found at [3]. Image based morphing is able to smoothly transform both
shapes and colors of objects in these images. The problem remains that an adequate 2D parametrization of the
surface has to be found. Cylindrical, azimuthal or conical projections are commonly used for this task. All
these projections encounter the one common problem
of mapping singularities of the poles. Conformal mapping [10] allows to choose the locations of the poles on
the globe’s surface. However, there are no two opposite
locations on Earth that are covered by sea at all paleogeographic stages. In addition, distortions appear in all
regions that are not in the equatorial zone.

3

BACKGROUND

At the beginning of the 20th century geologists and
physicists developed a new theory of the physical behavior of the Earth’s composition and its development
over time. Prior to this new theory the Earth was assumed to be rigid. The new theory assumed a dynamical system of continental plates drifting over the
Earth’s liquid interior, the almost matching coastlines
on either side of the Atlantic Ocean initiated the development of this theory of continental drift. Alfred
Wegener pointed out, that the congruency of the coastlines of South America and Africa never could have
been caused by rising water levels or sinking landmass
[14]. Thus, the theory of diverging landmasses, which
were touching at these coastlines in the past, was more
likely. J. Tuzo Wilson also proved the fact of diverging and moving continental plates using the example of
the Hawaiian Islands forming a nearly straight line of
10

volcanic islands [15]. Observations in submarine geology, change in magnetism and volcanic activities triggered further research in this field. Since then, geologists have evaluated data from geological structures distributed over the present continents to generate historical maps, which display the configuration of the Earth’s
surface in the past. The cause for the drift is assumed to
be convection of magma within the mantle of the Earth.
Upwards flowing magma pushes onto the planet’s crust
and pushes it to either side. New crust is being created
at the region where the continental plates drift away
from each other by the uprising magma which hardens
as it reaches the surface. According to [13], evidence
of the continents’ past position is given by paleomagnetism, linear magnetic anomalies, paleobiogeography,
paleoclimatology, and geologic history. Due to the individual motion of the continental plates, three basic
zones can be found when two continents are adjacent:
divergence zone, convergence zone and transform zone
(see Fig.2).

Figure 3: Morphing of a continent situated around
the polar region in spherical space (top) and in
texture space (bottom). A simple linear
translation of the continent in spherical space
with no change in shape (upper right) results in a
complex distortion in its shape in texture space
(lower right).
automated morphing in texture space using optical
flow requires to identify and match corresponding
features in a pair of texture maps. When having two
converging continental plates, that merge from one
time slice to another, features in the merged region
cannot be identified properly and thus, no plausible
flow in that region can be computed. Also, the maps
available are often not very similar, since the time
difference between two maps may be several million
years. In this period of time the face of the Earth
may change dramatically and it is be hard to identify
corresponding regions even for the human eye. The
solution to this problem is to choose another morphing
approach for this application. Instead of morphing
textures it is more appropriate to morph the geometry
itself. Continents may be modeled as single patches
of geometry emphfloating on the globe’s surface.
Using the Euler pole notation a continuous motion
of a continent can be described by interpolating the
given values between time slices. Given a geometry
patch as a polygonal mesh, every vertex can be moved
separately by interpolating the vertices’ positions
between consecutive time slices. Thus, the shape of
a geometry patch can be altered locally as well in
addition to the basic movement. Together this yields a
technique of moving and morphing continents on the
globe’s surface. Neglecting tectonic movement below
sea levels and elevation change in general, this model
still bears much resemblance to the original plate
tectonics model. Changes in shape and elevation can
both be taken care of by applying local deformation,
which leads to the same visual effect. The problem of
merging and separating continents is also solved, since

Figure 2: Three typical zones of continental drift:
a) divergence zone, b) convergence zone and c)
transform zone
The motion of each plate can be described as a motion along circles on the spherical surface. Every point
of a plate moves along its own circle around the sphere.
The center point of these concentric circles is called the
Euler pole [8]. Every point of a plate is rotated by the
same angle around this Euler pole as the plate moves
over the surface. In order to describe a motion for a
single continental plate only three values, the longitude
and latitude of the Euler pole and the angle of rotation
around it, have to be defined. For introductions into paleogeography, we refer to [7], [12].

4

A TECTONIC MORPHING MODEL

As stated in section 2.2, using an image based morphing technique causes problems near the poles. E.g., a
continent that covers the south pole at one point of time
and moves away towards the equator at another point
of time changes its projected shape significantly, even
if its actual shape remains unchanged (see Fig.3).
As far as we know, there is no parametrization of
a spherical surface that does assign only a single and
unique set of parameters to a sphere’s pole. These singularities in 2D parametrization seem to be inevitable.
Therefore, morphing in the projected texture space
given by the parametrization of the sphere can be very
hard for some configurations. Another problem is that
11
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a new set of geometry can be used for each time slice.
In the case of two merging continents one can use two
geometry patches for each continent while they are
still separate. Upon aggregation of the two continents,
a single geometry patch is used to represent this new
continent in the future.

rotation axis~r ∈ R3 and the corresponding angle φ ∈ R,
the circular rotation axis ~rc ∈ R3 and the corresponding
angle θ ∈ R, a transformation ratio r ∈ R and a rotationfunction rotate : R3 × R3 × R → R3 using quaternion
rotation, the following steps have to be computed consecutively:

4.1

1. Rotate every vertex around the global rotational axis
~r about the ratio r of the rotation-angle φ (see Fig.4)

Continental Meshes

We developed an appropriate model called Continental
Mesh which is capable of transforming a patch of geometry belonging to one point in time to how the patch
would look like in the succeeding point in time. Ideally,
one continental mesh corresponds to a single continental plate or a coherently moving group of islands.
A mesh may consist of several faces which are stored
in a designated list. The faces’ vertices are stored separately and referenced by the faces for memory optimization. Each vertex has an assigned transformation vector which allows to alter the mesh’s shape during transformation. Furthermore, angles and rotational
axes are defined for each Continental Mesh on the
globe’s surface. In order to morph and render the continents over time, it is necessary to blend texture colors
smoothly. This may happen when a region changes its
vegetation or a mountain emerges at a region of two colliding continents. For this purpose, a Continental Mesh
contains two lists of static texture coordinates - one for
the texture map of the first of two succeeding time slices
and another one for the second. While morphing between two time slices, the color values of both textures
can be blended linearly by the ratio of transformation.

4.2

~v′ = rotate(~v ,~r, r · φ )
i
i

∀~vi ∈ V

(1)

2. Rotate every vertex around the central rotational axis
~rc about the ratio r of the rotation-angle θ
′
′
∀~vi ∈ V

′′
′
v~i = rotate(~vi ,~rc , r · θ )

(2)

3. For every vertex ~vi add the ratio r of the corresponding transformation-vector ~ti (see Fig.5)
∀v~i ∈ V
′′

′′

′′′
′′
v~i = v~i + r ·~ti

(3)

′′′
The vector v~i is the final rotated vertex, which can be
now rendered to the screen.

Mesh transformation

To move a Continental Mesh on the spherical surface,
the common representation of Euler poles [8] can be
realized by quaternion rotation. A Euler Pole depicts a
point on the globe’s surface, defining a rotational axis
through this point an the center of the globe. Every vertex of a mesh may be moved on a spherical surface by
rotating it around an axis defined by a given Euler Pole.
Having the sphere originate at (0, 0, 0)T in space the coordinates of an Euler Pole already represent the vector
of the rotational axis. Furthermore, a mesh may also rotate around its central point while simultaneously moving along a trajectory on the spherical surface. A rotational axis through a central point is used to rotate all
vertices and achieves a circular rotation of the complete
mesh. The set of per-vertex-transformation vectors is
precomputed by storing the euclidean distance of every pair of corresponding vertices. Because a rotational
technique is used for moving whole meshes over the
globe’s surface for longer distances, it is negligible that
the transformed vertices do not move on an arc-like trajectory but on straight lines through space, since these
transformations remain quite small. Given the vertex
set V , the transformation vectors ~ti ∈ T ⊂ R3 , the global

Figure 4: Rotation of mesh around a global axis.
After defining an Euler pole for a continental
plate, it can be rotated around the axis through
this point.

Figure 5: Every vertex has its individual 3d
transformation vector, allowing smooth
transformations of the mesh’s shape.
The texture coordinates are constant for all times and
only the ratio of blending two texture layers together
changes over time.
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5

MANUAL CORRESPONDENCE
MATCHING

stages, only pixels depicting continents, islands and ice
masses, such as polar caps, are considered.

By using the Continental Mesh model as a representation of the continental drift, it is necessary to preprocess
the texture data first. The texture maps of the continents
are a basis for the selection and manual correspondence
matching of continents. Creating a simulation of the
Earth’s tectonic movement consists of these three succeeding steps.

5.2

Editor Workflow

The editor is used for creating smooth transitions between each pair of consecutive time slices. It is loaded
with a certain configuration defining which time slices
are available and which texture files to load from disk
(see Fig.7). This initial data provides a textured spher-

• Loading and pre-processing of input data (texture
maps)
• Using texture data to create morphable continental
meshes
• Morphing and display of meshes
The second step involves manual work, since for every time slice a set of meshes has to be created and
adapted to the following time slice.

5.1

Input data
Figure 7: Processing and propagation of data
throughout the program. The editor uses a config
file containing information about available time
slices and file paths to their texture maps. After
manual correspondence matching of the input
data, a configuration file for the viewer and a set
of meshes is created and finally displayed by the
viewer.
ical, static mesh for each time step. The user is able to
move back and forth between these time steps and may
also rotate the globe in any preferred way. Having a
single globe for each time slice, the user selects several
disjoint regions, each corresponding to a single continental plate (see Fig.9). These highlighted regions are
converted into separate, disjoint Continental Meshes.
Please note that these selections do not actually have
to correspond to the actual continental plates. Any selection of a region that moves more or less uniformly is
valid. For each Continental Mesh, a global transformation as well as several local transformations are defined
by the user. The texture coordinates of the transformed
vertices according to the next time slice’s texture are
computed automatically. This process has to be done
for each continental plate in each time step. Creating
and editing Continental Meshes from a textured globe
follows a certain workflow (see Fig.8).

Figure 6: This is a sample map of the Earth’s
appearance 105 million years ago (from [4]),
which is used as an input texture map for this
time slice. The input texture maps include
information on both vegetation (e.g., desert
regions in the subtropics) and climate (e.g., no ice
caps on poles).
Altogether, we used 26 texture maps of rectangular
shape distributed between 600 million years ago and
the present day (see Fig.6). This data set was provided
by the Northern Arizona University [4]. Each texture
map has a resolution of 3000 px x 1500 px. Time differences between two consecutive textures range from
15 million years to 40 million years. In addition to geographic information, differences in vegetation and climate are visible.
After loading each texture from disk, pixels belonging to oceans are tried to be identified, using their colorhue value to distinguish if a given pixel represents
water or landmass. So far this is not an adaptive process
and some regions might be labeled false. However, using the texture set provided by [4] oceans are identified
very well using this technique. During all succeeding

1. Selection of faces
2. Creation of a mesh from this selection
3. Adjusting the mesh to the next time slice
4. Saving the mesh to disk
13
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Figure 8: Editor Workflow. The user selects a
continental plate from the first time slice (Texture
A) and provides correspondences to the second
key frame. This must be done for every
continental plate. The meshes and their
transformations are saved to disk.
At first the user selects faces on the globe’s surface
representing a single continental plate. The user may
adjust and refine the shape of the current selection,
which is quite useful in regions where two continental
plates are very close or touch each other. Then the selected region is exported into a new Continental Mesh.
This mesh can be moved on the globe’s surface to match
the corresponding region’s position in the succeeding
time slice. Also its shape may be adjusted by selecting
and moving single vertices. This helps to match coastlines and important details of the moved region. To
give a feedback of the current matching accuracy, the
underlying globe is textured with the succeeding time
slice’s texture in this editing step. In common cases
and depending on the size of a given continental plate,
a created mesh consist of about 100 to 300 vertices. Although this may sound very labor-intensive, this part
of the workflow is actually quite efficient due to two
facts. First, the alignment of continental plates is often
quite good after setting a global transformation during
the previous step. This transformation has to be defined
only once per mesh and affects all vertices at the same
time. Second, the mesh resolution is quite coarse (we
place a vertex at roughly each 4 degrees of longitude
or latitude), so that in most cases only a few vertices
along the coastal lines have to be adjusted. Still, we
observe that this resolution is sufficient to achieve the
desired visual accuracy. The adjustment itself is done
by a simple click-and-drag action per vertex while the
moved vertices always stay on the globe’s surface during translation. After aligning everything properly, the
user can save this particular mesh and continue to select and modify new continental meshes. Finally, everything is saved into a configuration file.

Figure 9: Editor Window. While selecting a mesh
(here representing the South American continent).
The user is able to select specific regions and
move/adapt them to their position in the
succeeding time slice. The buttons on the right
allow to select and modify meshes and save this
configuration. The buttons on the bottom are used
to navigate through available time slices.

6

RESULTS

The task of displaying the continental drift in real-time
is solved by using the Continental Mesh data structure
for each continent and a datastucture to manage several time slices and their corresponding sets of Continental Meshes. We are able to display a linear interpolation of a continent’s shape and texture between two
succeeding time slices. Using different sets of Continental Meshes for each time step also makes it easy
to create merging or even diverging continents. Since
14

such events frequently occurred in Earth’s history, being able to display this process in a proper way is essential. After having created appropriate data from texture
maps using the editor module, the viewer application
(see Fig.11) can be started with the created configuration (see Fig.10). The user is able to navigate through
time using a timeline slider. Manual correspondence
matching between two time slices takes approximately
30 to 60 minutes, depending on the number of continents and islands present at that time. For the whole
data set of 26 time slices, two working days were spent.
Using a higher resolution than this does not necessarily
improve the result’s quality, since continental motions
usually do not change very rapidly and a higher resolution would only increase the amount of manual work.
So using a larger texture set for the same time span is
not necessary.

Figure 11: Viewer window displaying South
America and Africa 105 mya (million years ago).
By using the time slider on the right, the user is
able to freely navigate through the available
period of time.

Figure 10: A basic display of the timeline used by
the viewer for loading the correct set of meshes
for each time slice. For every point in time the set
of meshes of the preceding time slice is chosen
and displayed after transformation.
The viewer loads the correct set of meshes for
any given point in time and transforms these meshes
by linearly interpolating their position, orientation,
shape and texture. This is done in real-time using
the OpenGL pipeline and taking advantage of GLSL
shader programs to interpolate textures and display
shaded meshes. Since every Continental Mesh is handled seperately, they are accumulated during rendering
into a final framebuffer, which will be displayed after
all continental plated have been rendered. Since only
approx. 3200 faces are rendered and only two textures
have to be loaded separately, real-time frame rates can
be achieved on standard hardware. Shaders, that adapt
to the graphics cards capabilities, e.g. available texture
units used during accumulation, are used to speed up
the rendering process. When the user drags the time
slider, the surface of the globe immediately alters its
appearance (see Fig.12). The angle of view can be
changed by dragging and rotating the rendered globe
in any direction. The user might also zoom into view
parts of the globe in more detail. The motion of each
continental plate drift can be viewed at any speed and
from any angle.

7

Figure 12: Several interpolated views of the globe
in four steps between 65 mya and 90 mya. One
noteworthy event during this period is the breakup
of eastern Siberia, which separated Sakhaline and
the Japanese islands from the mainland. An
automatic matching in this region between the
two time instances can hardly be devised.
manner. The user is able to view the motion of continental plates and their transformation on a 3D globe
from arbitrary perspectives. Thanks the employed morphing model, the amount of time that has to be spent
on producing transitions between time slices is reasonable. The user does not need to know how to use complex modelling software such as Maya or 3dsMAX to
create and texture a morphing geometry, but instead is
provided a system to quickly match continental plates
through consecutive time slices. The editing process is
very intuitive and is easy to use even for people not familiar with commercial modelling software. The set of
possible actions to deform and move geometry is pre-

CONCLUSION

Using the presented approach, it is possible to display
the continental drift through time in a visually pleasing
15
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defined and the user is able to quickly create the desired
results. In contrast to several exitsing pre-computed animations, the user is able to move back and forth in time
at arbitrary speed and may watch the continental drift
from any preferred perspective. Being able to view the
earth’s surface from all possible points of view makes
it easier to understand the transformation processes that
have happened in the past, which was the aim of our
system. There are still some issues with the current
system. Selection and transformation of geometry is
so far a purely manual task. In the future, user interaction should concentrate solely on resolving ambiguous cases, e.g., by defining the global transformation of
continents. State-of-the-art shape matching techniques
could then provide for accurate local motion estimation
of coast-lines and other fine structures. Also the linear
texture blending allows not to properly display the formation of lakes, rivers and other details placed within
continental meshes. Erosion techniques could be used
to display more transformations in these cases more realistic. Also, the current project does not yet display the
ocean beds. These are of interest since many diverging
zones like the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, where new crust is
being created through uprising magma, are located in
these regions. Another major improvement will be the
inclusion of altitude into the model. Although changes
in local shape can currently make up for changes in altitude, a more realistic model would explain the appearance and disappearance of islands and mountain ranges.
Also slices through the Earth’s mantle would be possible, enabling a visual exploration of the underlying geology and tectonic processes.
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ABSTRACT
We introduce an improved algorithm for streak line approximation in 2D and 3D time-dependent vector fields. The algorithm
is mainly based on iterative refinement of an initial coarse approximation of the streak line. The refinement process is steered
by a predicate indicating the local approximation quality. We apply the algorithm to several real-world data sets to prove its
applicability and robustness. An error analysis and a comparison show that the algorithm produces more accurate streak lines
in shorter time compared to previous approaches. Finally we show how the new algorithm can help to improve the construction
of streak surfaces.

Keywords: Flow visualization, streak lines, adaptive refinement, unsteady flow, time-dependent vector fields.

1

INTRODUCTION

keeping the accuracy of the streak line approximation
as high as possible, i.e. to trace only particles at those
parts of the streak line that experience strong deformation by complex patterns in the vector field.

Unsteady flows are ubiquitous in nature and consequently in science. To be able to deduce the laws governing the behavior of flowing fluids scientist perform
experiments and simulations. In both cases the effects
under investigation appear to be invisible quite often.
Making them visible is crucial and common. In experiments, a widely used technique is the injection of visible material into the fluid. Examples are dye for hydrodynamic and smoke for aerodynamic experiments. If
a material is constantly injected from a fixed location,
the patterns that become visible in the flow are called
streak lines.
The same patterns are achievable for vector fields
stemming from computational fluid dynamics (CFD),
i.e. from flow simulations. The patterns are again called
streak lines. Here a certain number of virtual particles
is placed in the vector field at a fixed location at consecutive times and the particles are computationally traced
through time and space [KL96, SMAM99]. The whole
procedure will be described in more detail in the next
section.
The aim of this paper is to significantly accelerate
the computation of such streak lines in flow data given
as 2D or 3D time-dependent vector fields. The central
idea is to reduce the number of traced particles while

2

STATE OF THE ART

The first part of this section outlines the mathematical
basis for particle tracing and the techniques that were
used for streak line approximation up to now. The second part summarizes work related to streak lines and
their effective use for flow visualization.

Streak Line Computation
As already adumbrated, streak lines can be described as
a continuum of particles that were injected into a flow at
the same location but at different times. To enable their
computational approximation we will give the mathematical definition of streak lines. To ease understanding of the definition, we first review the definitions of
two other line types, streamlines and path line, too.
For the following definitions let
v : R3 × [tmin ,tmax ] → R3
be a continuous time-dependent vector field. Let a ∈
R3 be the position of a particle in space and let t ∈
[tmin ,tmax ] be a certain time.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Stream Lines Stream lines are integral curves ca,t (u)
of vector fields which are tangential to the vectors of
a field’s domain. They can be interpreted as trajectories of particles in a steady flow. For time-dependent
vector fields streamlines are of little use as they stay
in a single time step. Thus they do not show actual
17
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particle motion but theoretical trajectories of particles with infinite velocity.

An early implementations of streak lines for large
unsteady flow fields was reported by Lane [Lan93]. In
the literature we found only few papers dealing with
accelerating streak lines. All of the reported approaches
are complementary to what we present. One of the first
ideas was trying to accelerate streak line computation
by simply accelerating particle tracing. The first
paper in this direction was written by Kenwright and
Lane [KL96]. They increase the performance of the
particle tracing by improving the cell search which
is necessary for interpolation in unstructured grids.
Later papers use also improved integration schemes,
see [MLP+ 09] for details.
A paper by Sanna et al. [SMA00] might seem similar to our work because they use adaptive streak lines
for visualizing unsteady flows. However their method
is quite different and does not have the aim to accelerate streak line computation. They are interested in
a large number of densely seeded streak lines that produce visualizations similar to texture-based flow visualization [LHD+ 04]. Their approach is only adaptive regarding the seeding of the streak lines which is steered
by the local vorticity of the flow field.
Becker et al. [BLM95] extend the one dimensional
streak lines to flow volumes that are seeded at several
positions lying on a polygonal surface instead of only
from one position. Particles are injected and traced
from all positions simultaneously thus producing an
evolving volume. They use an adaptive insertion of particles to keep the flow volume dense. Their criterion for
insertion of new particles is the distance between particles. This is similar to what we present as distance
criterion for streak lines. We will show that a distance
based criterion is not the best approach to steer refinement.
Just recently flow visualization research has focused
on streak surface visualization. Streak surfaces can be
observed when particles are seeded from a line instead
of a point. They correspond to a continuum of streak
lines. The methods reach from a straight forward algorithm producing special streak surfaces called eyelet path surfaces [WS05], over GPU implementations
for structured grids [vFWTS08, BFTW09], to a method
that manages a complete triangulation of the surface
and is also applicable to data given on unstructured
grids [KGJ09].
Although many papers report the effectiveness of
streak lines [Lan93, KL96, MLP+ 09] for flow analysis others emphasize that care has to be taken when interpreting the resulting visualizations [Ham62, WH80,
KS86].

u →
7
ca,t (u)
ca,t (0) = a
∂ ca,t
(u) = v(ca,t (u),t)
∂u
Here u is a time-independent parameter, t selects the
time from which the vectors v are taken and a is the
streamline seed at u = 0.
Path Lines In contrast to stream lines, path lines pa,s
in unsteady flow, indeed, are the paths of moving
particles. Path lines are obtained by integration over
space and time.
t →
7
pa,s (t)
pa,s (s) = a
∂ pa,s
(t) = v(pa,s (t),t)
∂t
Here s is the seed time. Note that path lines and
stream lines are identical for steady flow.
Streak Lines Streak lines la,t are imaginary lines connecting the locations of particles that were released
into a flow at consecutive time steps. The lines can
be observed when looking at the particles at a certain time t. As streak lines consist of particles and
we need to trace these along their paths through the
field, it is useful to describe streak lines in terms of
path lines:
s 7→ la,t (s) = pa,s (t)

(1)

Note that t is fixed and s varies. Like path lines,
streak lines coincide with stream lines in the steady
case.
It is worth mentioning that there exists another type
of streak lines. In contrast to ordinary streak lines, the
seed point for the particles varies in this new concept,
i.e. instead of a constant position a they use a location
a(s) moving along a path q. These so called generalized streak lines lq,t (s) = pa(s),s (t) where introduced
by Wiebel et al. [WTS+ 07] just recently. Their paper
shows the usefulness of generalized streak lines in the
context of flow separation at boundaries of object immersed in the flow.

Related Work
A general overview of line based visualization of
fields can be found in the State-of-the-Art report by
McLoughlin et al. [MLP+ 09]. In the following we
will go into detail only for a number of streak line
techniques especially relevant for our work.

3

ACCELERATED STREAK LINE
COMPUTATION

Before we start to explain the actual technique, we
should state that it is not needed for streak lines in
18

steady flow. As streak lines are identical to streamlines
in the steady case, the usual streamline approximation
methods are sufficient. Also note, that the presented
technique is applicable to generalized streak lines without any changes because both, ordinary and generalized streak lines, have the same digital representation
as a polyline connecting the particles injected at different times.

Idea
The idea of the approach we present is to accelerate
the computation of a streak line by reducing the number of particles traces that have to be computed. It is
clear that we can only compute an approximation of
the real streak line because we can trace only a finite
number of particles in finite time. However, the aim
still has to be as accurate as possible. Thus, we try to
trace as few particles as are needed for a certain accuracy. We begin with a very coarse approximation, i.e.
with only few particles started at equidistant points in
time. Each traced particle results in a sample on the
streak line (Fig. 2 left). The samples are joined with
straight lines to form a polyline approximation of the
streak line. Actually, the polyline is a linear interpolation of the samples. Please note that even though the
particles all have the same distance in time, the samples
do not have to have the same distance in space. In fact,
most of the time this is not the case because the streak
line is usually stretched and compressed.
To increase the accuracy of the approximation one
decreases the time interval between the traced particles. The simplest and most common approach for this
refinement is to decrease all time intervals uniformly,
yielding an equidistant seeding in time again. This is
most conveniently achieved by seeding one new particle
in each interval between the particles of the coarser approximation. Thus is it possible to reuse the previously
computed samples. The sampling density is doubled by
this step.
The approach we suggest is to add new particles only
in intervals in which the accuracy is low, i.e to steer
the refinement by the local accuracy. The middle and
right images in Figure 2 show the result of the two approaches applied to the coarse approximation shown in
the left image of the same figure. Comparing the number of samples it becomes clear that the common approach is less efficient, as it produces more samples for
a comparable accuracy.

Figure 1: Different refinement criteria: angle α, area A
and distance d.
Therefore we introduce three heuristic quality criteria
in this section.
Figure 1 illustrates the three different quality criteria we employ for steering the refinement process. For
each of the criteria we consider three consecutive points
on the polyline representing the approximation: The
current point x, its predecessor p and its successor s.
Let x p = p − x and xs = s − x.
Angle As the angle α between x p and xs comes closer
to 180◦ the polyline becomes more similar to a
straight line at x. As we use linear interpolation
between the samples, a straighter polyline implies
a higher accuracy. Thus we prescribe the desired
quality using a minimum angle threshold kα . The
desired quality is reached if
kα < arccos(x p · xs )
with x p and xs being normalized vectors.
Area A small area A also indicates a relatively straight
line. Thus we prescribe the desired quality using a
maximum area threshold kA . The desired quality is
reached if
1
kA > kx p × xs k.
2
Distance A small distance between samples naturally
guarantees a high quality. Thus we prescribe the desired quality using a maximum distance threshold
kd . The desired quality is reached if

Accuracy Estimation
In order to be able to seed particles only in intervals
with low accuracy we need to measure the accuracy
somehow. The best measure would be the distance between the approximated line and the correct streak line.
As we do not have the correct streak line, we need to
estimate the accuracy from the approximation alone.

kd > kx p k + kxs k.
We would like to mention, that one could make the
above computations directly in homogeneous coordinates as suggested by Skala [Ska06]. It can be shown
19
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Figure 2: Comparison of refinement based on angle criterion and simple up-sampling. From left to right: Initial
sampling of streak line, adaptive refinement and equidistant sampling with half of initial distance. For comparable
precision adaptive refinement needs only 16 samples compared to 21 with simple sub-sampling.
that a solution of linear equations is equivalent to a generalized cross product.

for both examples. At first we compute a reference
streak line using the common method with a very high
resolution. In all examples the reference streak lines
have 5000 samples while the other streak lines compared against it consist of only up to several hundred
particles. The reference streak line is considered to be
the ground truth. To compare the efficiency of the different methods we compute a streak line with each of
them. These streak lines start at the same position and
cover the same time interval. For each method we vary
the threshold for the used quality criterion and note the
number of samples together with the achieved accuracy.
The accuracy is measured by comparing the streak lines
with the reference streak line and computing their distance. Our distance measure is evaluated as follows:
For each point of the reference streak line we compute
the shortest distance to the current streak line. Then
we compute the mean of these distances. The resulting
number is the average distance of the reference streak
line to the current streak line and thus the error of the
current streak line. We use the samples on the reference
streak line to compute the distance and not those of the
current streak line in order to have the same sampling
density for all distance computations. This is important
to make the computed distances comparable.

Algorithm
In the following we describe the procedure for the adaptive streak line computation. As mentioned earlier, the
first step of our algorithm constructs a coarse approximation of the desired streak line with the common
method. This can be done quickly because the coarse
approximation includes only the tracing of very few
particles. Having the coarse line, we start with a first
iteration along the line. We consider three consecutively computed particle positions and the intervals between them as a triplet. For each such triplet, starting
with the one that has the youngest particles, we evaluate the quality criterion. If the criterion evaluates false
we mark both intervals for refinement. After evaluation and marking have been performed for all triples
we check all intervals. For each marked interval we
trace a new particle starting at the time exactly in the
middle of the times of the two particles bounding the
interval. This completes the first iteration. We repeat
the steps described for the first iteration until no intervals are marked during the evaluation phase or a maximum number of iterations has been reached. This completes the computation for the whole streak line. In the
first case we have the streak line with desired accuracy
ready. The second case is only for convenience. Particularly, it avoids infinite loops that might occur due user
chosen thresholds that are beyond the sensible numerical bounds.
For the angle criterion we have implemented an additional condition that avoids endless refinement at sharp
edges of the correct streak line. We omit the details of
this condition here, as it will turn out later that the performance of the angle criterion is the worst. So we do
not want encourage its reimplementation by the reader.

4

The four different streak lines we compare against
the reference streak line are the three described above,
i.e. angle-based, area-based and distance-based adaptive streak lines and a non-adaptive streak line that
is equidistantly sampled with a prescribed number of
samples. We carry out the comparison for three test
cases, i.e. streak lines from one position in a 2D data
set and streak lines from two different positions in a 3D
data set. The 2D data set is the simulation of the flow
around a cylinder (see Figure 3). The three-dimensional
data set represents the fluid flow around a cuboid (see
Figure 4). Figures 3 and 4 show the shapes and start
positions of the considered streak lines.

RESULTS

The results of the analysis of the different streak line
methods are shown as graphs in Figure 7. The graphs
reveal that the angle criterion performs worst. The
adaptive computation using the angle criterion is even
worse than the non-adaptive method. The results of
the distance-based method are not that clear. In the
first two examples, where the streak line has nearly

We applied our novel method to a number of data sets
to prove its usefulness and robustness.
In this section we analyze two of these examples to
demonstrate the efficiency of the new method and determine which of the quality criteria should be chosen.
We compute streak lines using five different methods
20

Figure 3: Streak line in flow around cylinder.
Figure 5: Thirty streak lines in flow around cuboid.
Surface connecting the streak lines in blue.

Streak Surface
Our method is suitable to accelerate streak surface algorithms that build up the surface by a number of streak
lines. By accelerating each streak line computation as
described in this paper the whole computation time for
a surface can be reduced. The streak surface shown in
Figure 5 is constructed in this way, i.e. using a number
of streak lines computed with the adaptive method and
connected by a greedy tiling as described by Hultquist
for his stream surface algorithm [Hul92].
Note, that the latest published algorithms for streak
surface computation which we mentioned in the related
work section chose different techniques. They do not
construct streak lines explicitly but trace the particles
of the streak surface independently.

Figure 4: Streak lines in flow around cuboid. Labels
A and B mark the seed points for the orange resp. red
streak line.
no straight parts that could be exploited by the adaptiveness, the distance-based refinement is not as accurate as the non-adaptive streak lines (upper two images). If the real streak line, however, comprises some
straight parts both, the non-adaptive and the distancebased adaptive method, perform very similar (lower image). The best method in all examples is the area-based
adaptive method. It is only slightly better where the
adaptiveness is not very useful (upper two images) but
develops its full efficiency where the adaptiveness can
sample straight parts sparsely (lower image). In the latter case the area-based method performs approximately
three times better than the distance-based and the nonadaptive method (note the log scale of the graphs). In
all our experiments the time used for particle tracing
outweighs the time used for evaluating the quality criteria.
Finally, it should be noted that the number of computed samples increases monotonic with monotonic
changes of the the quality criteria (increasing angle,
decreasing area or decreasing distance).

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a novel adaptive
method to approximate streak lines. We have applied
the method to data sets in 2D and 3D to demonstrate
its usefulness. Additionally, we have carried out a
thorough performance analysis that showed that only
one of the three suggested quality criteria outperforms
the conventional equidistant sampling. The analysis
showed that the area-based method performs three
times better than the common non-adaptive method.
We are aware that the initial coarse approximation
might miss some of the smaller features of the correct
streak line. The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem
implies this restriction. However, smaller features are
most often found in a later refinement step resulting
from the evaluation of one of our quality criteria in its
neighborhood.
For the future, we plan to enhance the accuracy between the sample points by replacing the linear interpolation producing polylines by higher order interpolation
schemes that produce smooth lines.

Read-world Example
The cylinder and cuboid data sets discussed so far are of
academic nature. We applied our new algorithm also on
a real application data set: an aerodynamic simulation
of a delta wing. The resulting streak lines can be seen in
Figure 6. As the images show the methods works also
on this complex data given on a large unstructured mesh
consisting of 11 million cells (tetrahedra and prisms).
As the acceleration method itself does not depend on
the underlying mesh, it performs well as expected.

6
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Figure 1: Anime-like shadow animation created with our system
We edit the images in the three key-frames (highlighted in red). In the left image, the characters and their shadows are depicted in their initial states. Then, when the characters crouch down, their shadows shrink at the
same time (middle). Finally, when the characters jump up, their shadows stretch in a similar manner (right).

ABSTRACT
In traditional 2D Anime, shadows are drawn by hand, and play a significant role in the creation of symbolic visual effects related to the character’s position and shape. However shadows are not always drawn as a result of
time constraints and a lack of animators. We develop a shadow generation system that enables animators to easily create shadow animation layers based on character outlines. Our system is both simple and intuitive. The
only inputs required are the character animation layers generally used in the Anime industry. Shadows are automatically generated based on these inputs, and then generated shadows are fine-tuned by simple mouse operations. First, shadows are rendered using Shadow Map Method based on the transparency information of the
character animation layers. Subsequently, our system applies some filters that enable the generated shadow
shape to convert into the effective shadow shape such as the elliptical shape or the wavy shape. Through these
processes, our system enables animators to create simple Anime-like shadow animation easily and in a short
time.

Keywords
Cartoon animation, Cel animation, interactive techniques, Non-photorealistic rendering, Shadows

1. INTRODUCTION
Shadows play a significant role in specifying a character’s position ([THO81]). In other words, audience
is able to perceive whether a character is standing on
the ground or not from the position of shadows (see
Fig.2). In cartoon animation, shadows are rendered
not only to represent the relationship between objects
and backgrounds but also to draw the attention of
audience to particular characters and scenes. Unlike
the detailed shadows of photo-realistic animation,
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this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
Copyright UNION Agency – Science Press, Plzen, Czech
Republic.
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Decoro et al. [DEC07] created a user interface that
can be used to design several forms of shadows for
rendering non-photorealistic shadows. We are influenced by this concept and develop our system that
simplifies shadows as they appear in Anime. Nakajima et al. [NAK07] developed a tool that takes advantage of both 3D and 2D techniques. Their goal
was to editing shadows for Anime-like expression to
3DCG model intentionally. Conversely, our method
focuses on editing shadows in 2D, and enables animators to create simple shadow animation quickly
using 3DCG techniques.

Figure 2: Specifying the position of character
(a) Uncertain position (b) Standing (c) Floating in
shadows in cartoon animation can be simplified because they are not required to be totally realistic. Despite importance of shadows, animators might not
draw shadows at all because of a lack of animators
and time constraints. Since drawing detailed shadows
in each individual frame requires a substantial
amount of time, animators frequently do not have
enough time to draw detailed shadows according to
their intentions ([PET00]).

Likewise, there is a lot of previous research on
Anime, cartoon animation, and non-photorealistic
rendering ([Gooch and Gooch 2001]). Lake et al.
[LAK00] developed several real-time methods of
rendering for cartoon-like animation, but they did not
address shadowing techniques. Regarding highlighting techniques in Anime, Anjyo and Hiramitsu
[ANJ03], Anjyo et al. [ANJ06] achieved a tool for
editing highlights tweakably. Likewise shade in
Anime, Todo et al. [TOD07] developed a system that
enables animators to edit shade according to their
preference. Their goal was to emulate Anime-like
edit on 3DCG model.

To solve this problem, we develop a system that can
produce simple shadows automatically. Our final
goal is to enable animators to easily create a layer of
shadow animation in a short time. Our system requires only hand-drawn layers of character animation
as inputs. Figure 3 shows how the layers are composited.

Our system obtains the outline of the character as
input data, and then uses this shape to create a layer
of shadow animation. Juan and Bodenheimer
[JUA06] developed a method that extracts the character from existing Anime sequences, and then generates inbetween frames using these characters. This
method is useful for creating animations using archived Anime. However, when animators need to
create an original animation from nothing there is no
need for them to extract the character from composite
animation as the complete animation consists of separated layers such as the character layer, shadow layer
and background layer. Thus, to create shadow animation semi-automatically, our method focuses on the
Anime work-flow that creates animations by composing several layers without extracting the character
from existing Anime.

First, animators input layers of the character animation. Because these inputs are transparent except for
the character, shadows are rendered automatically by
Shadow Map Method. In general, Shadow Map
Method is used for a 3D object. On the other hand,
our system applies Shadow Map Method to transparence information in layers of character animation.
Subsequently, several simple shadow shapes are designed by fine-tuning these shadows. The parameters
in our system are the position where characters stand
on the ground, the position of the light, and parameters of Filters for deforming a shadow’s shape. Our
system enables animators to produce simple Animelike shadow animation by fine-tuning these parameters in each key-frame.

2. RELATED WORK
Several user interfaces have been presented for editing shadows in computer graphics. Petrovic et al.
[PET00] proposed an innovative method that creates
Anime-like shadows semi-automatically. Our system
inherits their key concept of shadow generation.
Their method requires an amount of time to create
shadow animation. On the other hand, our method
enables animators to create shadow animation
quickly. Pellacini et al. [PEL02] developed a user
interface that enables animators to edit shadows directly on the editing screen. Like their interactive
interface, we implement our user interface that allows
animators intuitive and simple mouse operations.

3. AUTOMATIC SHADOWING FROM
ANIME SEQUENCE LAYERS
In this section, we describe our system for creating a
shadow animation from 2D Anime sequences. First,
animators set character animation layers sequence as
input. Subsequently, our system renders shadows by
applying Shadow Map Method to the input. Animators can fine-tune shadows by adjusting parameters
with simple mouse operations. As a result, simple
shadow animation is produced in a short time. Figure
3 shows the implementation of our system in the
Anime work-flow.
26

3.1. Inputs

3.2. Location of Silhouette planes, View
point and Grounds

With our system, animators use layers of character
animation as input. There are several layers that correspond to each component, such as the character
layer, shadow layer, and background layer, in the
Anime work-flow. Animators compose each layer for
final rendering. Usually, everything within these layers is transparent apart from the characters themselves, so that our system is able to apply Shadow
Map Method to them.

Our system renders shadows onto the ground using
silhouette plane with transparence information. Figure 4 shows the locational relationship between the
silhouette plane, view point and ground respectively.
First, in our system the silhouette plane is set vertically to the direction from the view point of the camera (see Fig.4). We then define the position of the
ground based on the declination θ between the silhouette plane and the ground. As a result, our system
enables animators to render a character’s shadow
from the input

Our system generates the Silhouette plane using
transparency information of these input images. This
silhouette is usually similar to the character shape.

3.3. Deforming Character’s Silhouette

Animator’s fine tune

Inputs

If the character stands slantwise, generated shadows
do not come in contact with the character’s feet (see
Fig.5 left). For solving this problem, our system generates the deformed silhouette from input image.

•Ground
•Lights
•Filter’s parameter
•Character’s body tilt

Kagezou
Outputs

Background

Figure 5: Deforming character’s silhouette.
Left : The shadow which is generated using character’s silhouette do not come in contact with a character’s right foot. Right : The shadow which is generated using deformed silhouette seem to come in
contact with the feet.

Results

Figure 3: Implementing our system in the Anime
work-flow.
Silhouette plane
Silhouette plane

Input image
Light
Ground declination

θ
Ground

Light

φ
Character’s body tilt

View point

Figure 6: Location of Input, Silhouette plane.
Input image is set vertically to the direction from the
light. The position of the Silhouette plane is based
on character’s body tilt on the declination φ between the input image and the silhouette plane.

Figure 4: Location of Silhouette plane, View
point, and Ground.
Silhouette plane is set vertically from the view
point. The ground position is based on a declination
θ between the silhouette plane and ground.
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First, in our system the input image is set vertically to
the direction from the light (see Fig.6). We subsequently define the character’s body tilt on the declination φ between the input image and the silhouette
plane. Finally, we project the character’s silhouette
onto the Silhouette plane using Shadow Map Method.
The projected Silhouette is deformed, looks like rotated character’s silhouette.

3.5. Fine-Tuning Operation

As a result, our system generates the shadows coming in contact with the character’s feet (see Fig.5
right). In our system, animators can create these fine
shadows easily using the parameter of Character’s
body tilt.

Light Position: In our system, animators are required to set the light first. The shape and the scale of
shadows depend on this factor.

When our system renders shadows, there are several
factors which are used in fine-tuning: position of
light, ground position, ground declination, and Character’s body tilt. Red arrows in Figure 4, 6 show several fine-tuning parameters.

Ground Position: In order for our system to render a
shadow, animators are required to set a ground position. Since audience recognize the position of objects
in Anime by their shadows on the ground, it is essential to set the ground position (see Fig.2). Initially,
the ground position is the lowest position of intransparent region domain. Our system then allows
animators to easily fine-tune the ground position using simple mouse operations.

3.4. Applying Shadow Map Method to the
input layer
Although there several possible shadowing techniques exist that could be incorporated into our system, we use Shadow Map Method. Shadow Map
Method is commonly used for rendering shadows
([WIL78]). Several research projects have been dedicated to developing a means of producing highquality shadows in a short amount of time (Lokovic
and Veach [LOK00], Stamminger and Drettakis
[STA02]). Since our algorithm is not essentially related to these several improvements of Shadow Map
Method, we do not discuss this issue in our paper.

Ground Declination: Animators can set the ground
declination in the same way: thus allowing animators
to create various types of shadowing.
Character’s body tilt: In the case that the character
stands slantwise, animators have to set the character’s
grounding points for setting character’s body tilt.

3.6. The Filters

There are two advantages of using Shadow Map
Method in our system. One is its high-speed performance that enables the interactive fine-tuning of
shadows, though ray-tracing would not be available
for interactive editing shadows. The other advantage
is that Shadow Map Method is flexible use with various backgrounds. In general, in our system, shadows
are drawn on flat ground. However, we would like
our system to be able to handle complicated backgrounds in addition to flat ground. Though simple
affine transformation, calculated by the relationship
between the input, light, and the ground, is possible
for flat ground, simple affine transformation is not
practical for a complicated background. Therefore,
we apply Shadow Map Method to our system.

Our system applies some filters that enable the generated shadow shape to convert into the effective
shadow shape. These filters enable animators to create the effective shadow animation quickly. In this
section, we describe two effective filters.

3.6.1. Simplification Filter
Since our research objective is shadowing in 2D
Anime, it is important that the shape of shadows are
simplified. The simplest shape of a shadow is considered to be an ellipse, so our system needs to gradually convert complex shadow shapes into ellipses.
Gaussian filter is applied to the shadow for simplification by controlling Simple parameter denoting s
and the Distance parameter denoting d interactively.
Simplification filter S is represented by following
equations.

In general, Shadow Map Method is applied to 3D
objects. On the other hand, our system renders shadows using a hand-drawn character layer as input.
First, our system stores the distance from the light to
a character layer and the plane of shadow projection
in the depth buffer looking from the light position. A
texture visualized by this stored information is called
a Shadow Map. Then, looking from an initial view
point, our system finally renders shadows by referring to the Shadow Map.

S (u , v) =

1
2πσ

⎧ s v − v0
⎪
P (v ) = ⎨ d
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We describe the case of generating the shadow on the
water (see Fig.8 right). First, the texture D, the basis
for Bump Mapping, is created by the equation 3. D
stores the wave direction of each pixel.

σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution, and is the lowest position of characters. (See
Figure 7 as an example).
Simple parameter: s in our system, the kernel of
Gaussian filter is controlled for making the shape of
shadows ellipse gradually. As s becomes larger, the
shape of shadows becomes simpler. Animators can
adjust the parameter s for simplifying shadows overall.
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⎩
λ is the wavelength, a and b are the parameter related
to the wave direction, vel is the velocity of the wave,
and t is time sequence. Subsequently, our system
creates Bump Map D’ by applying the following
formula to D. A is the amplitude parameter.

Distance parameter: d Animators can adjust Distance parameter d to convert the shape of shadows
locally. As for shadows in photorealistic situation,
the shadow of a character’s legs tends to be drawn
accurately compared to that of the upper body. In
traditional 2D Anime, the shadow of a character’s
legs tends to be drawn in detail as well as in photorealistic; however, the shadow of the upper body is
simpler than photorealistic. Our system enables animators to control Simplification filter according to
Distance parameters locally. When d equals 0, shadows are simplified overall, which means all kernels
are equal in each area of shadows. On the other hand,
when d does not equal 0, is determined by the distance from a character to the shadow: the farther
shadows from the lowest position of the character are,
the larger is. The shapes of shadows become simpler
in proportion to the distance of the shadows (see
Fig.7 right). By applying these parameters, our system achieves simplification of shadows (see Fig.7).

⎛ D 'u ⎞ ⎛ Du ⎞⎛ A00
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟⎜⎜
D
'
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A10 ⎞
⎟ ( 4)
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Compositors can easily create a variety of waves by
tuning above mentioned parameters. Finally, our system creates random waves by mapping two sets of
Bump Map D’ with shadow layer.

3.7. Lighting from overhead of the character
Our system enables animators to create shadows by
applying Shadow Map Method to 2D characters.
However, lighting from overhead of the character
plane can not be rendered at all by same algorithm.
To solve this problem, when a light is at overhead of
characters plane, our system axisymmetrically sets
four virtual lights from the character’s overhead. We
define this domain where the light would be set as a
virtual light area, and animators can fine-tune this
domain. Figure 9 shows an overview of this extension algorithm in the view from the vertical direction
of a character plane.

3.6.2. Bump Mapping Filter
For creating the shadow on the swayed ground, like
water, requiring substantial time to draw, our system
provides Bump Mapping Filter. This filter enables
the shadow shape to convert simple shape into the
waving or striped shape. Bump Mapping technique is
applied to the shadow for distortion.

Figure 8: Applying the Bump Mapping filter.
Left : Applying no Filter. Right : Applying the
Bump Mapping Filter. Generated shadow looks like
the shadow on the water.

Figure 7: Applying the Simplification filter.
Left: the initial shadow. Middle: rounded shadow.
Right: applying Distance parameter d.
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Virtual light 1, 2

audience is encouraged to focus more on the characters themselves. Next, we create other simple shadows (3rd row in figure 12). Finally, we create shadows on the water (bottom row in figure 12). This
animation is fine-tuned only in the first frame.

Virtual light 3, 4

Our system enables animators not only to create simple shadows edited only in the first frame, but also to
create Anime-like shadows used in several keyframes. Figure 1 shows Anime-like shadow animation created with our system. We edit the shadows in
these key-frames for creating Anime-like shadows.
As demonstrated in Figure 1, 2, 11 and 12, our system enables animators to create different types of
simple shadows, which can be rendered more easily,
and in a shorter time than was previously possible
using hand-drawn methods.

Silhouette plane
θ

View point

Ground declination
Figure 9: Overview of lighting from the overhead

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we demonstrate examples of finetuning shadows and animation results created by our
system. Our prototype system runs on an Intel T7800
2.60-GHz platform with NVIDIA GeForce Go, and
Direct X as the graphics API. The input size we used
for the purposes of this paper is approximately 1000
* 1000 pixels as is commonly used in the cartoon
animation industry as a previewing size. The frame
rate range for fine-tuning shadows in our system is
more than 30 fps for all operations.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
We have developed an innovative system that enables animators to create simple shadow animation
easily and quickly. Since our procedure is simple and
intuitive, animators can use this system on generalpurpose computer. The operation examples in Figure
11 demonstrate that animators can fine-tune shadows
interactively using Shadow Map Method. In addition,
Shadow Map Method also enables animators to imitate complicated backgrounds by adding 3D shapes
primitives on the ground as can be seen in Figure 10.
The images represent a shadow on a wall. In Figure 1
and 12, our animation results demonstrate the practicality of our system in the creation of simple shadow
animation in Anime.

Figure 11 shows examples of fine-tuning shadows
using our system. The image on the far left shows a
character used as input. The next one is the default
shape of shadows as output. We then fine-tune the
light position, the ground position, declination, and
the Simplification filter’s parameters s, and d. Since
animators can fine-tune these parameters in each
frame, they can create their desired shadow keyframe animation (see Fig.1).

As mentioned in Section 2, several research projects
re-use the archived Anime by extracting characters
from animation sequences. The research is certainly
useful for creating customized animations from archives, however, when animators need to create
original animation from nothing, these approaches
might not be practical. For creating original animation, animators firstly draw or render images at each
layer. They then create the final animation by composing these layers. That is, extracting characters
from Anime sequences is not suitable for the actual
Anime work-flow. By focusing on Anime work-flow,
our system innovatively improves the efficiency of
shadow rendering.

Figure 12 shows practical animation created using
our system. The top row images represent the character animation used as input. We set the input into our
system, and fine-tune only in the first frame to create
simple shadows. We then compose each layer; inputs,
outputs, and backgrounds (see 2nd row, figure 12).
As a result of the simplification of the shadows,

Prior to our research, Petrovic et al. [2000] developed
a system that enables animators to create shadow
animation from Anime sequences. Their method,
although more effective than previous hand-drawn
practices, is still labor intensive and time-consuming
because animators must create character’s 3D model
frame by frame. On the other hand, by using input

Figure 10: Extensions for 3D backgrounds.
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images directly, our system enables animators to create Anime-like shadow animation in a shorter time
than is possible using Petrovic’s method, by simply
setting a few factors in the key frames. For Figure 12,
it took less than 10 minutes to create shadow animation for a 336-frame cycle with 2 layers. With our
system, by fine-tuning the shadows only in the first
frame, animators can create simple shadow animation
without Anime-like direction such as key-framing as
can be seen in Figure 11. Furthermore, animators can
create Anime-like key-frame shadow animation, such
as that shown Figure 1. Even in such case, our system enables animators to render shadows in less time
than Petrovic’s method.

A., AND RUSINKIEWICZ, S. 2007. Stylized
Shadows. Proceedings of the 5th international
symposium on Non- photorealistic animation and
rendering, 77-83. [4] GOOCH, B., AND GOOCH,
A. 2001. Non-Photorealistic Rendering. A. K. Peters.
[JUA06] JUAN, C., AND BODENHEIMER, B.
2006. Re-using Traditional Animation: Methods
for Semi-Automatic Segmentation and Inbetweening. Proceedings of the 2006 ACM SIGGRAPH/Eurographics symposium on Computer
animation, 223-232.
[LAK00] LAKE, A., MARSHALL, C., HARRIS, M.,
AND BLACKSTEIN, M. 2000. Stylized rendering techniques for scalable real-time 3D animation. Proceedings of Non-Photorealistic Animation and Rendering 2000, 13–20.

However, several issues need to be addressed in our
future work. Currently, animators can use the easy
interface that enables adding several types of simple
primitives to handle several types of background
situations. In actual Anime, 2D character animation
could be combined into 3D background. To leverage
this 3D background data, we need to customize our
system to process the background.

[LOK00] LOKOVIC, T., AND VEACH, E. 2000.
Deep shadow maps. Proceedings of the 27th annual conference on Computer graphics and interactive techniques, 385-392.
[NAK07] NAKAJIMA, H., SUGISAKI, E., AND
MORISHIMA, S. 2007. Tweakable Shadows for
Cartoon Animation. Proceedings of the 15th international Conference in Central Europe on
Computer Graphics, 233-240.

In addition, our prototype system described in this
paper is a stand-alone system, which has not been
integrated into an authorized pipeline such as “Adobe
After Effect” (TM). In the future, with a plug-in version of our system, animators would be able to create
animation more effectively.

[PEL02] PELLACINI, F., TOLE, P., AND GREENBERG, D. 2002. A user interface for interactive
cinematic shadow design. ACM Transactions on
Graphics, Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH2002
21, 3, 563–566.
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Figure 11: Fine-tuning shadows.
The image on the far left shows an input character. Next, the initial shadow is rendered by our system using default fine-tuning parameters. Starting from the initial shadow, we fine-tune in this order the light position, ground
position, ground declination, Simplification parameter, and Distance parameter.

Figure 12: Results produced by our system.
The images on the top row show input images. After inputting these images into our system, we fine-tune several
parameters only in the first frame to create different types of simple shadows: simple shadows related to character’s shape (2nd row images), simple shadows (3rd row images), and shadows on the water (bottom row images).
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ABSTRACT

Modeling dynamic characters, in observance of calligraphic rules can be done with the help of parametric
curves. The class of Bézier curves is a powerful tool for modeling the outlines of the surface razed by a nib's
calligrapher. Unfortunately, after capturing the character's hand-drawn outlines, the surface delimited
by the outlines doesn't correspond to the space to shade when writing the character. Some of the curves
pieces of the outlines are to be subdivided at some appropriate points. In order to identify these points,
decompositions of the Bézier curves involved, with respect to particular directions, are necessary. This
paper presents a simple and eective mathematical method for doing such decompositions.The proposed
method helps to determine the points as extrema of certain functions. Then, the method is implemented
and used to design some Arabic dynamical characters. This will help in building dynamic fonts respecting
calligraphic strong rules.

Keywords

Bézier curves, decompositions with respect to a given direction, Arabic dynamical characters.
the scope of this paper. One of the preliminary
problems to solve before designing applications
for generating fonts can be stated as follows:
after capturing hand written characters, or more
precisely the nib's motion outlines, blacken the
surface delimited by the Bézier curves [Bézi 77]
representing the movement of the nib's vertices
will not produce the original character. In
order to reproduce the original characters, these
Bézier curves have to be decomposed in some
particular points. Then the nib's motion have to
be considered according to the resulting curves
separately. How to identify these points? This
paper proposes a mathematical method to do so.
nding out these points leads to the study of the

1. OVERVIEW

One of the big challenges in typesetting Arabic
alphabet based texts consists on designing Arabic dynamical fonts respecting strong rules of a
very well established calligraphy. The characters
are context dependent. Some of them are to be
stretched and inter-connected with small curves
called Kashida [MEss 87].
Traditional software assisting to develop fonts,
such as FontCreator [HiLo 05] and others don't
provide enough support for developing Arabic
fonts which can respect the calligraphic rules.
In particular, stretching characters, with small
curves, according to the context is not available. The general features and characteristics of
a software to support these special needs are out of

variations of parametric curves with respect to a
given direction. The method presented in this paper concerns parametric curves in general. Cubic
Bézier curves are particular cases. Such curves
are used in font development languages such as
PostScript [Adob 99] and Metafont [Knut 86] .

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for prot or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the rst page. To
copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specic permission
and/or a fee.

After showing the need for a method for studying variations of parametric curves according to a
given vector, the proposed mathematical method
will be presented in detail. Then the way to de33
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compose some Bézier curves will be presented and
illustrated by an example.

M23

M13

2. PROBLEM

One of the ways to build a program that can
help in developing Arabic fonts can be described
as follows: After displaying a scanned image of
the character, the font developer will seek the
draw with it's mouse pointer as if it were a nib's
head. Therefore, the program will generate the
PostScript encoding corresponding to the character in the font. The program will have to take
into account the curvilinear stretching, or Kashida
[MEss 87], of the characters .

M22
B2
M30
M20
M40
M10

M21
S1

B1

M12

M11

u

v

In the Arabic writing, the nib's head can be represented as a shaded rectangle whose width is one/a
sixth of the length. The character is materialized
by the surface razed by this rectangle. According to the writing style, Naskh, Roqaa, Diwany
etc..., the angle between the rectangle's length and
the baseline can vary a little or remain unchanged
while writing. For instance, in the Naskh style
this angle remains at about 70° with the baseline
[MEss 87, MEss 94] (See Figure 1).

α

Figure 2. Surface S1 razed by the side
[M10 M20 ]

The movement of the vertex M10 is represented
by the Bézier curve with four control points M10 ,
M11 , M12 and M13 . From now, we make the assumption that the angle α remains invariant while
the rectangle is in motion (all movements are reduced to simple translations, no rotations are performed). Taking into account rotations will need
supplementary eorts on approximation. Now, it
is out of the scope of this paper. The three vertices will seek a similar movement through trans−
−
−
−
lations of vectors →
u, →
u +→
v and →
v respectively
−−−−−→ −−−−−→
−−−−−→
(M10 M20 , M10 M30 and M10 M40 ). How to shade
the surface razed by the rectangle? A way to
do so consists on shading the surface razed by
each of the rectangle's sides. So for the segment
[M10 , M20 ], we will have to shade the surface delimited by the Bézier curve B1 with control points
M10 , M11 , M12 and M13 , the segment [M13 , M23 ],
the Bézier curve B2 with control points M23 , M22 ,
M21 and M20 , and nally the segment [M20 , M10 ].
The points M20 , M21 , M22 and M23 are derived from M10 , M11 , M12 and M13 trough the
−
translation of vector →
u . Consider the movement
of the segment [M10 , M20 ], then we dene the
Bézier outlines associated to this movement to be
the multi-curve (B1 , [M13 , M23 ] , B2 , [M20 , M10 ]).
This way is meaningful. Actually, the PostScript
language supports operators for shading outlines
as with graphic development languages such as
Java [Java 05].

70˚

Figure 1. Nib's head in Naskh style, in
12mm size.
In the Arabic writing, many characters are dynamic, the shape and size of the character are
context dependent. The stretching or change of
size of the character in a given context is not a
linear scaling nor a simple enlargement. Therefore, no suitable vectorial modeling can be found
of a character through focusing on the outlines of
the surface razed by the nib's head. The optimal solution consists on the curves modeling the
nib's head motion instead of those representing
the razed surface outlines. Then, the draw modeling the character is to be shaded taking into account the nib's head movement.
The rectangle modeling the nib's head can be considered as a rigid body (the length, width and
angles between sides are invariant). The movement of one of the rectangle vertices determine entirely the movement of the other vertices through
simple translations. The rectangle represented
in Figure 2 has a length M10 M20 and a width
M10 M40 . It makes an angle α with the baseline.

This method of shading surfaces doesn't provide
always the desired results. Actually, consider a
very smart nib (a nib with a negligible thickness
(width)) or simply a segment in motion (in general case, the surface razed by the nib's head is ob34

tained through considering the surfaces razed by
all the edges). As in Figure 3 where the segment
[M10 , M20 ] is in movement, the extremity M10 follows the cubic Bézier's curve B . The surface razed
by the segment is presented in Figure 4 and the
surface delimited with the outlines associated to
the movement doesn't t exactly with the surface
razed by the segment [M10 , M20 ] (See Figure 5).
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M20

Figure 6.
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Figure 7. Area corresponding to B1
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Figure 4. The Surface razed by the segment

Figure 8. Area corresponding to B2

[M10 , M20 ]

M23
B2

M13

M20
M20
j

M10

O

i

j

M10

O

i

S2
S1
B1

Figure 9. Superposing areas S1 and S2

Figure 5. Surface delimited by the outlines
associated to the movement

The coecient of decomposition T is an extrema
of the Bézier parametric curve. Of course, there
is no order relation in an ane plane. Next, we'll
dene comparison operators that will make the
study of parametric curves as easy as the study of
real functions with a single variable.

Now, let us decompose the curve B with the generalized algorithm of renement [Bars 85, Je 81,
Hosa 80, Gold 82] (case of none median decomposition) with respect to the coecient T =
0.3613981051. We get two Bézier curves B1 and
B2 that can represent the vertex's M10 movement
(See Figure 6). Let S1 and S2 be the surfaces delimited by the outlines associated to the curves B1
and B2 (See Figure 7 and 8). Superposing S1 and
S2 will give a shaded surface that ts exactly with
the surface razed by the segment (See Figure 9).

3. ORDER IN AN AFFINE PLANE
IN R3

Consider P an ane plane in R3 containing the
→
−
−
origin O. Let →
u be a given vector in P , the director vectorial plane associated to P . We will
35
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dene in P an equality operator →
= and an order
−

operator

It
 follows that
 

−
→ −
→ 2
−−−→
−
→ −
→
→
−
u ∧ OM1 · P1 ∧ P2 = λ · P1 ∧ P2 and

−
→ −
→ 2
−−−→ −
→ −
→
→
−
u ∧ OM2 · P1 ∧ P2 = β · P1 ∧ P2
−
→ −
→
But P1 ∧ P2 6= 0.
Consequentlyλ = β .  
−−−→
−−−→
−
−
We then get →
u ∧ OM1 = →
u ∧ OM2

u

−
u.
≤ with respect to the vector →
→
−
u

In the sequel, we consider:
 The ane space R3 with the rectan-

gular


Cartesian
−
→
−
− , →
R O, ı , →
k .

system

of

reference

and nally M1 →
= M2 .
−

 An ane plane P in R containing the origin
→
−
O. Then, P stands for the vectorial space
of translations
in P . A direct orthonormal
−
→
−
→ −
→
basis of P will be denoted by p = P1 , P2 .

u

3

Denition 3 (Order with respect to a vector in an ane plane )
The relation →
≤ dened in the set P , with respect
−
u

−
to the direction →
u , by:
∀ M1 , M2 ∈ P , we have:

→
−
−
 Let →
u ∈ P.

−
−
M1 →
≤ M2 ⇔ R(→
u ,p) (M1 ) ≤ R(→
u ,p) (M2 )
−

Denition 1 (Equality with respect to a
vector in an ane plane )
We dene an equality relation →
= , among points
−

u

is a total order.
Proof (Denition 3)

u

−
in P , with respect to the vector →
u by:
∀ M1 , M2 ∈ P ,
 

 Reexivity: obvious
 Antisymmetry:
Let M1 , M2 ∈ P such that M1 →
≤ M2 and
−

−−−→
−−−→
−
−
M1 →
= M2 ⇔ →
u ∧ OM1 = →
u ∧ OM2
−
u

u

M2 →
≤ M1 .
−

Denition 2 (Direct orthogonal range with
respect to a vector and
 a basis)
→ −
→
−−→ −
−
Let M in P , the value →
u ∧ OM · P1 ∧ P2 ,
−
denoted by R(→
u ,p) (M ), is called the direct orthog−
onal range of M with respect to a given vector →
u
and a normed direct basis p.

u

−
then R(→
u ,p) (M1 )

−
≤ R(→
u ,p) (M2 ) and
−
→
−
R(→
(M
)
≤
R
(M
)
.
2
1
u ,p)
( u ,p)
−
−
So R(→
u ,p) (M1 ) = R(→
u ,p) (M2 )

according to the property 1, it follows
M1 →
= M2
−
u

 Transitivity:
Let M1 , M2 , M3 ∈ P such that M1 →
≤ M2
−

Remark 1

The direct orthogonal range is the component of
−
→ −
→
the surface vector with respect to P1 ∧ P2 .

Property 1 Let M1 , M2 ∈ P , then:
M1 →
= M2 ⇔
−
u

−
R(→
u ,p)

(M1 ) =

−
R(→
u ,p)

u

and M2 →
≤ M3 .
−
u

−
Then R(→
u ,p) (M1 )

−
≤ R(→
u ,p) (M2 ) and
−
−
R(→
u ,p) (M2 ) ≤ R(→
u ,p) (M3 ).
−
−
It follows R(→
u ,p) (M1 ) ≤ R(→
u ,p) (M3 ).
So M1 →
≤
M
3
−

(M2 ).

This property allows to establish a relation of
equivalence in the set of points P . Classes of
equivalence are identied as parallel lines in P
−
with the same direction →
u.

u

 Total order:
Let M1 , M2 ∈ P , then we have
−
−
R(→
≤
R(→
u ,p) (M1 )
u ,p) (M2 )
→
−
→
−
R( u ,p) (M2 ) ≤ R( u ,p) (M1 )
and therefore, M1 →
≤ M2 or M2 →
≤ M1
−
−

Proof (Property 1)
The implication from left to right is obvious.
Conversely,
−
−
suppose that
R(→
u ,p) (M1 ) = R(→
u ,p) (M2 )

−−−→ −
→ −
→
→
−
it means u ∧ OM1 · P1 ∧ P2 =

u

or

u

Thus →
≤ is a total order relation.
−
u


−−−→ −
→ −
→
→
−
u ∧ OM2 · P1 ∧ P2
→
− −−−→ →
−
−−−→ →
−
−
We have →
u ∈ P , OM1∈ P and OM
2 ∈ P.
−
−
−
−
→
→
−
→
−
Therefore →
u ∧ OM1
= λ P1 ∧ P2
and


−

−
−
−
→
→
−
→
→
−
u ∧ OM2 = β P1 ∧ P2 .

4. FUNCTIONS FROM R INTO AN
AFFINE PLANE IN R3

The equality and order relations dened before
will allow studying parametric functions dened
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−−−−→

from an interval in R into an ane plane in the
space R3 reported to
Cartesian sys a rectangular
−
−ı , →
− , →
tem of reference R O, →
k in terms of extrema and variations.
In the following, let P be an ane plane contained
in R3 , containing the origin O, with director vecto→
−
rial plane
associated P and a normed direct basis


−
→ −
→
P1 , P2 .

u

Theorem 2 (Mean value theorem) If f
is a continuous function on [a, b], dierentiable on ]a, b[, then ∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that
(a)
.
f 0 (c) →
= f (b)−f
b−a
−

→
−

−
Consider a given vector →
u ∈ P and a closed interval [a, b] ⊂ R.
Let f be a parametric function (parametric curve)
such that:
f

:

[a, b] −→
t 7−→

u

Proof (Theorem 2)
As in the previous proof (Theorem 1), consider
−
the real function R(→
u ,p) ◦ f .
By the Mean value theorem for real functions of
one variable, we get:
(a)
.
∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that f 0 (c) →
= f (b)−f
b−a
−

P
(f1 (t) , f2 (t))

where f1 and f2 are two real functions dened on
[a, b].

u

Denition 4 (Monotony) A function f is
monotone increasing (respectively decreasing) on
−
u if and only
[a, b] with respect to the direction →
if:
∀t1 , t2 ∈ [a, b] , t1 ≤ t2 ⇒ f (t1 ) →
≤ f (t2 ) (respec−

In the following, we will establish some lemmas
and generalize theorems about real functions in
order to take into account parametric functions
with respect to a given vector. Before that, let us
give an obvious property that will next be used.

u

tively ∀t1 , t2 ∈ [a, b] , t1 ≤ t2 ⇒ f (t2 ) →
≤ f (t1 )).
−

Property 2 Let f be a continuous function dened on the interval [a, b]. Suppose that f is dier−
entiable on ]a, b[. Then R(→
u ,p) ◦f is continuous on

−
[a, b], dierentiable on ]a, b[ and R(→
=
u ,p) ◦ f
0
−
R(→
u ,p) ◦ f .

u

Remark 2
The monotony is strict whenever the order relation →
< is used.
−

0

Theorem 1 (Rolle's theorem) If
tinuous function on [a, b] such that:
 f (a) →
= f (b)
−
u

 f

f

u

−
Lemma 1 The functions f and R(→
u ,p) ◦ f have
the same monotony.

is a con-

Theorem 3 (variations sens) If f is continuous on [a, b] and dierentiable on ]a, b[ then:

and

 ∀t

is dierentiable on ]a, b[

∈

]a, b[ ,

f 0 (t) →
≥ O
−
u

is monotone increasing on [a, b]
−
respect to the direction →
u.

then ∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that f 0 (c) →
= O (O is the
−
point with null coordinates in P ).

−
→ −
→

−
because →
u ∧ Of 0 (c) and P1 ∧ P2 are collinear and
−
→ −
→
P1 ∧ P2 is not null.
Then, we will have
−−−−→ − −−→
−
∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that →
u ∧ Of 0 (c) = →
u ∧ OO.
nally ∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that f 0 (c) →
=
O.
−

f

u

 ∀t

Proof (Theorem 1)
−
The function R(→
u ,p) ◦f is continuous on [a, b], and
dierentiable
on
]a, b[ (from the

 property 2) and
−
→
−
R(→
◦
f
(a)
=
R
◦
f
(b) .
u ,p)
( u ,p)
from Rolle's theorem for real functions of one variable we get:
0
−
∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that R(→
(c) = 0 .
u ,p) ◦ f
Consequently
0
−
∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that R(→
u ,p) (f (c)) = 0 .
Thus,
∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that

−−−−→ −
→ −
→
→
−
u ∧ Of 0 (c) · P1 ∧ P2 = 0 .
It follows ∃ c ∈ ]a, b[ such that

−−−−→
−−−−→
→
−
u ∧ Of 0 (c) = (0, 0, 0) ,

∈

]a, b[ ,

f 0 (t) →
≤ O
−
u

is monotone decreasing on [a, b]
−
respect to the direction →
u.

f

⇔

with
⇔

with

Proof (Theorem 3)
That's an obvious corollary of the lemma 1.

Denition 5 (Extrema) The function f admits
a maximum (resp a minimum) at the point t0 ∈
−
[a, b] with respect to the direction →
u if and only if
there exist t1 , t2 ∈ [a, b], t1 6= t2 such that:
t0 ∈ ]t1 , t2 [ and ∀t ∈ [t1 , t2 ] f (t) →
≤ f (t0 ) (resp
−
f (t0 ) →
≤ f (t)).
−

u

u
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Lemma 2 The functions
the same extrema.

f

−
and R(→
u ,p) ◦ f have

 Let R3 be the ane space with the

rectangular
Cartesian system of reference

−
−ı , →
− , →
R O, →
k .

Theorem 4 (Extrema and derivative)
Suppose that f is continuous on [a, b] and
dierentiable on ]a, b[. Let t0 ∈ ]a, b[. Then
−−−−→
−
if →
u ∧ Of 0 (t) vanishes at t0 and changes its
direction, f admits an extrema in t0 with respect
−
to the direction →
u.

 Let P denote the R2 ane plane with direct
−ı , →
− ) passing through the
normed basis p = (→
origin O.
 Let [M10 , M20 ] be a segment to be translated
in P .

Proof (Theorem 4)
−
As previously, consider the real function R(→
u ,p) ◦
f.
−−−−→
−
→ −
→
−
The vector →
u ∧ Of 0 (t) is collinear with P1 ∧ P2 ,
and −−−−→
→
−
u ∧ Of 0 (t) is null at t0 and changes in direction.
0
−
This will imply that R(→
u ,p) ◦ f is null at t0 and
changes in sign,
−
it follows that t0 is an extrema of R(→
u ,p) ◦ f on

 [a, b] = [0, 1].
 The Bézier curve B describes the movement of M10 . Suppose that their control
points M10 , M11 , . . . , M1n are such that
M1i = (xi , yi , 0).

The curve B can be dened in R3 through considering a null component with respect to the vector
→
−
k:

[a, b]

We will have from the lemma 2, that t0 is an extrema of f on [a, b].

Remark 3

B

At t0 ∈ ]a, b[ which is an extrema according to
−−−−−→
the theorem 4, the directional tangent Of 0 (t0 ) is
−
collinear with the vector →
u.
In the Arabic document processing area, there is
no system that typeset Arabic documents with
a quality that is like the one in the calligrapher
handwritten texts. The simple cause is that the
development of fonts respecting the Arabic calligraphy rules isn't a simple continuation of the
works done concerning the latin documents. The
problem is not simple as the majority had thought
in the beginning. The rst step and mandatory
in this area is to oer to the community a good
formalization of the problem. So the goal of the
paper is not to invent a new theory but to give an
adequate and direct mathematical formalism. The
theory studied here would be extended in some
coming works to oer mathematical ways to develop dynamic fonts of Arabic letters in stretchable outlines when the nib's head is translated
without and with rotations.

:

[0, 1] −→
t 7−→

P
n
X

n−i
n i
M1i
i t (1 − t)
i=0

In order to decompose a Bézier's curve into mono−−−−−→
tone curves, with respect to the direction M10 M20 ,
we should determine the set of extrema of the di−−−−→
rect orthogonal range R(−
◦ B on [0, 1].
M10 M20 ,p)
Then, these extrema will be classied by increasing order. Let T0 = {t01 , t02 , . . . , t0m } be this ordered set, with m ≤ n − 1. Thus, we decompose
B with respect to t01 , we get two Bézier curves
B0 and B1 such that B0 has a constant monotony
−−−−−→
with respect to M10 M20 on [0, 1] and B1 is a curve
to decompose. We don't need to determine the ex−−−−−→
trema of B1 with respect toM10 M20 because the
set of these extrema is T1 = t11 , t12 , . . . , t1(m−1)
−t01
(the formula can be estabwhere t1i = t0(i+1)
1−t01
lished by a an easy calculation). We continue the
process until obtaining the last monotone curve.
This method is presented as an automatic algorithm in the following.
Suppose that we have already dened the following data structures and algorithms:
Point a data structure modeling a point in R3 ,
→
−
Vector a data structure modeling a vector in R 3 ,
(the Point data structure can be used instead of
this one),
Bezier a data structure modeling a Bézier's
curve,
PtVect(M10:Point,M20:Point):Vector a function that results in the vector dened by two
points.

5. BÉZIER CURVES DECOMPOSITION

Up till now, a way to decompose parametric curves
characterizing a segment motion has been developed. So, the surface razed by the segment can
be obtained. It is the same for any rigid body.
Now, we will focus on the polar Bézier curves. In
the following, we'll give a method for decomposing
Bézier curves of any degree. An example with a
cubic Bézier curve will be given as illustration.
38

a
function that results in the number of extrema of
B with respect to U,

of the subdivided curve can be computed by one
execution of the algorithm of de Casteljau. We use
two functions for better clarity and also when we
use the algorithm of de Casteljau we must extract
the decomposition parts separately.
The Method will be illustrated through an example modeling the movement of a segment
[M10 , M20 ] with a cubic Bézier curve B with two
−−−−−→
extrema with respect to the vector M10 M20 (See
Figure 10).

ExtremaNbr(B:Bezier,U:Vector):INTEGER

Extremas(B:Bezier,U:Vector):
array[1..NMax]of REAL a function that re-

sults in an array of extrema of B with respect to
U,
LDecp(B:Bezier,t:REAL):Bezier a function
that results in the left Bézier curve by decomposing B with respect to t,
RDecp(B:Bezier,t:REAL):Bezier a function
that results in the right Bézier curve by decomposing B with respect to t.
Now, we will give the meaning of some variables
and algorithms.
M10, M20 are the points which determine the segment,
U is the decomposition direction,
B is the curve to decompose,
Nx is the B extrema number according to U,
AExt is the array displaying all the extrema of B
according to U,
DBC is the array displaying the Bézier curves obtained by decomposition of B according to U,
Ctrd and Ctre : are indexes for accessing DBC
and AExt arrays

B
j
M20

M10
O

i

Figure 10. A cubic Bézier curve of a movement
The surface razed by the segment [M10 , M20 ] (See
Figure 11) is dierent from the surface delimited
by the outlines associated to the movement (See
Figure 12). The reason behind this is that B is
−−−−−→
not monotone with respect to M10 M20 .
j
M20

M10

..
.
M10,M20 : Point;
U : Vector;
B : Bezier;
Nx : INTEGER;
AExt : array[1..Nmax] fo REAL;
DBC : array[1..Nmax+1] of Bezier;
Ctrd, Ctre : INTEGER;
BEGIN
/* B, M10, M20 initialising
..
.

O

i

Figure 11. Surface razed by the segment
[M10 , M20 ]

j
M20

M10
O

U ← PointVector(M10,M20);
Nx ← ExtremaNumber(B,U);
AExt ← Extremas(B,U);
FOR Ctrd=1, Nx, +1
BEGIN
DBC[Ctrd]←LDecp(B,AExt[Ctrd]);
B←RDecp(B,AExt[Ctrd]);
FOR Ctre=Ctrd+1, Nx, +1
AExt[Ctre]←
(AExt[Ctre]-AExt[Ctrd])/(1-AExt[Ctrd]);
END
DBC[Nx+1]←B;
END

We can remark that there is no need for two separate functions LDecp and RDecp since both parts
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Figure 12. Surface delimited by the associated outlines
We will have to decompose the curve B into
monotone sub-curves with respect to the direc−−−−−→
tion M10 M20 . The B control points are M10 =
(95, 50), M11 = (130, 100), M12 = (135, 20) and
M13 = (165, 70). We determine the direct orthogonal range of B . In order to nd the extrema
on ]0, 1[, we derive this range. Then, we nd
that the direct orthogonal range has two extrema
T01 = 0.1571942250 and T02 = 0.8301512030. We
decompose B with respect to T01 to obtain two
curves; B1 monotone, and a curve B2 to decompose again (See Figure 13).
Journal of WSCG
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Figure 11.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

A method for the determination of the extrema
of a parametric curve is now ready for use. This
method has been used to nd the decomposition's
coecients of cubic parametric curves. This allows generating the PostScript code which supports the movement of an Arabic nib that remains
with a constant angle of inclination with the baseline. The case where this angle is changing will be
presented in a next work. The study of both the
Bézier curves variations and angle's variations will
lead to use also approximations with polar curves.
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ABSTRACT
We present a method of automatic alignment of two partially matching 3D shapes. The algorithm selects large fat
tetrahedrons (LFT) composed of 4 vertices in one shape and exhaustively searches in the other shape for sets of 4
vertices being compatible with the tetrahedron. By selecting such salient tetrahedrons that are relatively wide and
fat, although also being not too unlikely to be contained in the overlap region, the cost of search can be reduced.
The method is relatively insensitive to noise and not depending on the existence of local shape features nor on
feature correspondences. When implemented on a GPU in Cuda, two point sets of 40,000 each can be aligned
within seconds. The method is intended to support interactive 3D scan registration applications.

Keywords
Scan view registration, partial shape matching, fat tetrahedron, GPU, Cuda
which can serve as input to a CAD (Computer-Aided
Design) system for further modeling and processing.
To base a design on an existing object or on reuse of
precedent models is an important paradigm in some
industries, such as industrial design engineering. Such
a method cannot be successful unless occasional
users of scanning devices can easily operate the
system. However, the registration task is, even
nowadays, still an impeding factor. In practice the
user could be a stylist who has manually created a
clay model of a future household device. Whereas
taking the scan views of the clay model is a
commonsense task to him/her, the registration of
view pairs is not. The scanning system’s
manufacturer normally offers an interactive software
package, allowing the user to designate
correspondences he/she observes among the scan
views, as to provide a starting position for a shape
matching algorithm, typically based on the ICP
(Iterative Closest Point) method. Each scan view has
to be aligned, by the user, with scan view(s) aligned
previously. Generally this way of operating the
scanner is perceived as slow and tedious, both by
incidental users and by trained operators.

1. INTRODUCTION
Partial shape matching is an essential step in the
reconstruction of geometric objects. One important
application is 3D scanning of physical objects. To
construct a geometric model from a physical object,
multiple scan views are taken, each consisting of
range data, i.e. 3D points representing the object’s
surface. Since the orientation of the object relative to
the scanning device is different for different scan
views, the collection of points from all scan views do
not as such represent the object’s surface. First the
points need to be aligned to each other, that is be
transformed to a common coordinate system. The
process of aligning the scan views is called scan view
registration. From the aligned point sets the surface of
the object can be reconstructed, either fully or
partially, depending on the coverage of the scan
views. If the surface can be fully reconstructed, it can
be assumed to represent the boundary of a volume, or
solid model. Then a solid model can be derived,
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.

To improve the operation speed and ease of 3D
scanning, the equipment can be enriched with
mechanical or magnetic location/orientation trackers
attached to the scanner or to the object being sensed
or to both of them. Another, commercially available,
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is relatively rare and therefore can serve to detect
correspondences in the two point clouds. However,
since true correspondence exist in the overlap region
only, a bound must be set to the maximum size of the
tetrahedrons. Secondly, since the number of fat
tetrahedrons in point sets can be very large, a
straightforward comparison of two sets of
tetrahedrons (each derived from one point cloud)
would not be efficient. Our algorithm derives a
limited number of fat tetrahedrons from one point
cloud. Then each tetrahedron is tested for being
approximately congruent to any point neighborhood
of the other point set. Although the latter step of the
algorithm is expensive, it can be easily parallelized
and the correct approximate transformation can be
found in about 10 seconds in a Cuda implementation.

solution is based on the detection of optical markers
attached to the object being scanned.
If no additional devices or markers are applied and if
one does not want to rely on human intervention, the
registration problem depend on automatic partial
shape matching. Several approaches have been
reported to the problem of partial shape matching.
From here on we assume that the input data consists
of unordered point sets only. That is, we will not rely
on preprocesses that generate surface meshes, nor on
additional information such as color, texture or
material properties of the scanned object. We focus
on the kernel problem of matching two point sets.
Most methods make use of geometric descriptors
and/or feature points. A geometric descriptor is rule
to assign a characterization vector to each point in a
data set, where the vector is typically computed from
points in the neighborhood around the point. The
geometric descriptor can take many forms, including
moments, FFT coefficients, spin images etc [Johnson
1999]. Since geometric descriptors are invariant
under rigid body transformations, they can be used to
detect correspondences between two shapes.
However, the number of points in a scan view can be
large, possibly leading to too many descriptors,
causing too long processing time. Then one can
attempt to define feature points of shape. Feature
points are invariant under rigid body transformations
as well, and they are typically small in number. If
correct feature points can be generated within the
overlap region of two scan views, then the
approximate transformation can be easily derived and
be applied to the point sets to bring them into a
position from which ICP can be successfully used.
However, feature points are commonly derived from
point differences (for example local curvature) and
hence sensitive to noise, which may cause wrong
correspondence assignments. Defining a feature using
integrated quantities rather than using derivatives
reduces the influence of noise [Gelfland 2005].
Another approach to diminish sensitivity to noise and
data outliers is taken by [Aiger 2008]. He collects
sets of 4 planar points in both point clouds. If a
particular set from one point cloud is approximately
congruent with one from the other point cloud, a
candidate corresponding pair of 4-points sets is
found. If the 4-points set is relatively wide, then the
method is less sensitive to noise. In this paper we will
not further review existing work on partial shape
matching. We refer to [Gelfland 2005] and references
therein for a more extended description of
registration methods.

In the next section the LFT algorithm will be
described. In section 3 we present the achievements
of the method. Conclusions and recommendations are
given in section 4.

2. THE LFT ALGORITHM
Let two point sets A and B be given, originating from
sampling of a portion of the surface of a threedimensional object. There may exist subsets A’ ⊆ A
and B’⊆ B such that A’ and B’ are samples of the
same subsurface of the object. A’ and B’ are then said
to represent an overlap region of the samples.
Let a set of sets Bi be a partitioning of B be defined as
follows. A three-dimensional grid is constructed,
aligned with a bounding box of B. The grid has the
size of the bounding box of B. The block-shaped grid
elements all have the same size and have index i, i =
1, ..., nG, where nG is the number of grid elements of
B. Each grid element encloses zero or more points of
B. Each point of B is enclosed by exactly one grid
element. Bi is the set of points enclosed by grid
element indexed i.
Let A’ and B’ be the largest overlap of A and B,
informally defined as follows. Assuming that A and B
are range images of a physical object, let SA and SB
informally be defined as the portions of the object’s
surfaces represented by A and B, respectively. Then,
both A’ and B’ represent a superset of the surface SA
∩ SB. Depending on the extent of SA ∩ SB , A’ and B’
each may contain zero up to as many points as the
cardinality of A and B, respectively.
Let B’i = Bi ∩ B′ . Our search strategy is based on the
assumption that the overlap region is connected and
has the extent of at least the size of a grid element. In
such cases there might exist sets Bi containing
multiple points of Bi’. A property of any point of B’ is
that its Euclidian distance to A is relatively small,
provided that A and B are defined in the same
coordinate system. However, since A and B originate

Our approach is inspired by the 4-points congruent
sets as in [Aiger 2008]. We look for 4-points sets
which define a large fat tetrahedron (LFT). The
assumption is that the geometry of a large tetrahedron
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for being points in the overlap region. However, in
regions where the object’s surface has low curvature,
points in the overlap region poorly define the proper
transformation Mr. Therefore we need also to
consider the degree of planarity of the points close to
A. When a small set of points (4 or more) of Bi is
close to A and if these points are sufficiently nonplanar, then the transformation to match this set with
A is a relatively good candidate of the Mr we are
looking for. Relying on this principle we base the
algorithm on matching 4 points to A, where the 4
points are contained in the same grid element. The 4
points, denoted l1, l2, l3, l4, are selected from Bi such
that they form L, a large least-planar set, or large fat
tetrahedron (LFT) as follows: l1 and l2 are the points
in Bi which are furthest apart. l3 is the point in Bi
furthest from the line through l1 and l2, that is it
maximizes |(l3 − l1) × (l2 − l1)|. l4 is the point in Bi
furthest from the plane defined by l1, l2 and l3, that is
it maximizes | ((l3 − l1) × (l2 − l1) ) . (l4 − l1) |.

from independent sampling processes, they will in
general be defined in different coordinate systems.
The difference between the two coordinate systems
can be described by a rigid body transformation M,
such that MB and A are defined in the same
coordinate system, where MB is the set of points of B
to which transformation M has been applied. Let bij
be the jth point in Bi, with j = 1, ..., ni, where ni is the
number of points in Bi.
We could naively define a search algorithm as
follows:
Exhaustive search algorithm
for r = 1, ..., nr // loop over possible transformations
for i = 1, ..., nG // loop over grid elements
nri = 0

// number of nearby points so far

for j = 1, ..., ni // for points in one grid element
for s = 1, ..., nA // loop over points in A
if | Mr bij – as| < δ then nri++ // evaluate dist.
endfor
endfor
endfor
endfor,

If L is contained in B′ then the directed Hausdorff
distance of MrL to A will be small for the proper
transformation Mr. To test whether this is the case
and to determine Mr we proceed as follows. At first,
we apply a translation to L such that point l1
coincides with a given point as ∈ A (the following
procedure will be repeated for all points in A). We
will leave point l1 unchanged but otherwise rotate L
around this pivot point to find out whether the
remaining three points can be positioned close to A,
which will be the case when there exist points m2, m3,
m4 ∈ A, such that | Mr lj – mj | is small for j = 2, 3, 4.
Since (l1, l2) is the longer edge of tetrahedron L, all
candidate points m2, m3 and m4 must be on or be
contained in the sphere of radius |l2 – l1| centered at
as. Let us define As ⊆ A as the set of points of A either
on or inside this sphere. Candidate points m2 will be
on the surface of sphere up to some accuracy
depending on sampling spacing and the precision of
the sampling process. Let m2′ ∈ As be such a
candidate point. Then L is rotated about point l1 such
that point l2 comes closest to m2′, which implies that
as, l2 and m2′ are collinear. Now there is one degree
of freedom left for L, namely its rotation about the
line through l1 and l2. If point l3 would
(approximately) hit any point m3 in As then L has
attained a configuration which should be further
evaluated. If, then, point l4 is close to any point m4 in
As, L is called being matching to A. The implied
transformation Mr can be determined, as described
later. All points in Bi are then subjected to
transformation Mr and their distance to A is
determined. If a sufficient fraction of the points are
close to A then Mr is saved as a candidate alignment
transformation.

where r defines the parameters of a rigid body
transformation Mr. One must then assume that the
problem can be solved by considering a finite number
nr of transformations. Typically, r is a 6-dimensional
vector defining translation and rotation in 3D space.
nr is the total number of configurations achieved by
stepping over finite intervals of translation and
rotation. The points contained in A are denoted by as
with s = 1, ..., na . The value nri is the number of those
points in grid element i that are close to A after
applying transformation Mr to B. When nri > 3 (or any
other threshold) we could define r as a candidate
parameter set for an approximate alignment
transformation. The value of δ (in the algorithm) is
typically set to a small multiple of the sampling
spacing of A and B.
It is well-known that exhaustive sampling is generally
too slow for obtaining scan view registration within
seconds, as would be needed for the purpose of
interactive 3D scanning. The critical factors here are
the step sizes in the six dimensions of configuration
space, that define the number nr of point cloud
distance computations. However, using the GPU and
adaptive step sizes might prove exhaustive search be
feasible in the future [Kooijman 2009].
To reduce the number of distance calculations, we
need to extend the algorithm in order to select
“promising” transformations. If, for a particular
transformation Mr, an (even small) number of points
in a grid element is, after transformation, very close
to A then these points could be taken as candidates
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Algorithm based on LFT (Large Fat Tetrahedron)
for i = 1, ... , nG // loop over grid elements
select l in Bi

// l is large fat tetrahedron

for s = 1, ..., nA // loop over points in A
move L such that l1 = as // anchoring 1st point of LFT to A
determine As // points of A in sphere at l1, of radius |l1 – l2|
for moves of L such that l2 reaches As // move 2nd point of LFT to A
for moves of L such that l3 reaches As // move 3d point of LFT to A
if l4 near As then evaluate goodness of matching, using points in MrBi
endif
endfor
endfor
endfor
endfor
= n1 × n2. Thus M3 = T(as) R(d2 , α2) T(−as). The total
transformation gets Mr = M3 M2 M1, and accounting
for some canceling translations we obtain:

The number of candidate transformations Mr depends
on the various distance criteria that should be set in
the algorithm. As a final step, the candidate
transformations are used to compute the set MrB,
involving all points of B, and the degree of matching
of the set to A is determined. The transformation
producing the best alignment is the outcome of the
method. The goodness of an alignment is defined as
the number of points in MrB closer to A than a
predefined threshold distance.

Mr = T(as) R(d2, α 2) R(d1, α 1) T(– l1).

(1)

Mr can be interpreted as a transformation of corner l1
of the LFT to the origin, then two rotations about
lines through origin and finally translating l1 to point
as. The explicit matrix form of transformation
R(v, α), v = (v0, v1, v2) is

The transformation Mr can be written in explicit form
as follows. We define transformation M1 to bring
point l1 to as as translation T(as – l1). Let us apply M1
to L. Subsequently L is transformed by M2 such that
the vector l2 – as is rotated about direction vector d1 =
(l2 − as) × (m2’ − az) to reach direction (m’2 − as),
which requires the rotation angle

 cos α

R(v, α ) = U  sin α
 0


− sin α
cos α
0

with

α1 = acos( (l2 − as) . (m2’ − az) ) / ( |l2 − as| |m2’ − az| ).

 u00

U =  u10
u
 20

The axis of rotation goes through point as, that is the
rotation is indeed around point l1 of L. Therefore M2
= T(as) R(d1, α1) T(−as), where R(d1, α1) is the
rotation of angle α1 about the line through the origin,
with direction d1. An implementation note: the
program gets a bit simpler and slightly more efficient
if we initially transform all points ai with T(−as), that
is point cloud A is moved such that as reaches the
origin and from then on T(as) would become identity.
The next transformation, M3, is a rotation about the
current direction vector l2 − as by angle α2. This angle
is determined by point m3 and computed as the angle
between the vectors n1 and n2, the vectors normal to
the triangles (as, l2, l3) and (as, l2, m3), respectively,
that is n1 = (l2 − as) × (l3 − as), n2 = (l2 − as) × (m3 −
as) and α2 = acos(n1 . n2) / (|n1| |n2|). The rotation
form n1 toward n2 is in positive sense about vector d2
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obtained. The points MrB, which are matching to
shape A are shown, together with points A in Figure
4.
The computation of this partial shape matching
process took 450s on an ordinary PC, which could be
reduced to about 10s when implemented on a GPU,
not including a couple of seconds time to import and
decimate the point clouds.

The transformation of equation (1) can be
implemented efficiently using this form to transform
larger number of points in Bi as to evaluate the
closeness of MrBi and/or MrB to A.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND
RESULTS
First, to illustrate the steps of the LFT algorithm we
apply it to two scan views (A and B) from the
Stanford Bunny data set [Stanford 2009]. The scan
views consist of about 40,000 points each. The
relative position and orientation of A and B are
completely arbitrary, as a result of the particular
scanning process. The scan views were decimated to
3185 and 2406 points, respectively (Figure 1) to
increase the processing speed. In Figure 2 scan view
B is shown as well as one of the tetrahedrons. This
tetrahedron happened to be contained in the overlap
region. The tetrahedron was selected by the algorithm
as follows in this particular example run. The
subdivision grid for points B was chosen to consist of
5×5×5 elements. Out of these 125 elements, 8
contained more than 96 points, which was a lower
threshold (discussed later), as set for this particular
run. In each of these 8 grid elements the LFT was
constructed as described in Section 2. Each of the 8
tetrahedrons was sufficiently fat (criterion discussed
later) and was subjected to the exhaustive test of
congruence with any subset of A. Depending on the
criterion for points of a tetrahedron to coincide with a
point of A, the number of sets in A congruent to a
tetrahedron was typically between 20,000 and
200,000, which is the gross number of candidate
transformations per each grid element. For each
transformation, the fraction of points MrBi (that is the
points inside the current grid element) closer than
some preset distance to A was computed. If this
fraction exceeded a predefined threshold, the number
of points in MrB close to A was determined. The
latter computation, involving the full point set B,
occurred relatively seldom, between 0 and 300 times
only, which is less than 1% of the number of
candidate transformations.

Figure 1. Two scan views (A and B) of Bunny
before alignment.

In Figure 3 the number of points in MrB close to A is
shown for the candidate transformations Mr, where
the x-axis represents the amount of rotation implied
by matrix Mr. A couple of almost similar
transformations, having rotation angle near 90
degrees, produce the highest score. From the ground
truth information that we have about the scan views,
we can conclude that the correct alignment was

Figure 2. Points in scan view B and the best
performing LFT depicted by its 4 edges.
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Figure 3. Number of points of MrB close to A
versus rotation angle of candidate
transformations Mr.
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Figure 5. Two scan views before (left) and after
partial shape matching (right).
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Figure 6. Number of points of MrB close to A
versus rotation angle of candidate transformations Mr for the scan views shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 7 two scan views of an automobile shape
are shown. The physical, scaled, model was about
25cm long and very much simplified, containing no
detailed shape features. The top view of the car
model also contains data from the left side of the car,
as can be seen in Figure 7, however that part of the
surface is recorded at a small incident angle at
relatively poor accuracy. Yet, the tetrahedron
selected by the algorithm in scan view B (see Figure
8) could be matched to the correct location in scan
view A, thus providing a good initial match, shown in
Figure 9. The tetrahedron is quite large because the
size of each grid element is relatively large. We did
not remove “outliers” such as data due to the
supporting platform and therefore the bounding box
got large and so did the grid elements. It can be noted
that the background data of scan view A has not
affected the outcome of the algorithm but has slowed
down the search process, since each point in A is
tested by the LFT algorithm as a potential corner
point of the tetrahedron. Using the full data, without
decimation of the point clouds (containing about
10,000 points each), the computation time is 15s on
GPU. When the point clouds are reduced to about
2000 each, the computation is accelerated

Figure 4. Result of the alignment; point sets A and
Mr B.
As a next example two scan views of a human face,
consisting of about 18,000 points each, were taken
using our Minolta Vivid700 laser scanner, see Figure
5. Since the overlap region of the two views was
relatively large, a good fit could be obtained with sets
down-sampled to 9% of the original cardinality. The
rotation angle plot is shown in Fig. 6. The
computation time for this particular on CPU (not
GPU) was about 40s, not including file read/write
and cloud decimation, which took together 10s. The
best transformation matrix obtained by the algorithm
from the down-sampled data differed only little
compared to the one from the original data. The
amounts of rotations, for example, of the two
transformations differed by 0.6 degrees. It is an
indication that the result of the algorithm is suited for
further processing by common ICP-based registration
software.
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Both the goodness of the transformation Mr and the
amount of computation time spent by the algorithm
depend on the settings of various tolerance criteria.
For example, if the thickness of the spherical surface
of As is too small, the correct position of l2 could be
missed; however if the thickness is taken too large
then the number of candidate tetrahedrons can
become excessive. Similar reasoning can be applied
to the number of grid elements subdividing the
bounding box, and other parameters mentioned. In
our implementation, the chief parameter is the
“assumed scanning distance” d, which is the typical
closest distance between the measured points. All
other geometric thresholds in the algorithm are
currently defined proportional to d.

dramatically to less than 1s on GPU or 19s on a CPU.
The resulting transformation was still approximately
correct, i.e. sufficiently accurate to reach fine
registration using a commercial tool based on ICP or
a general purpose minimizer based on steepest
descent.

The algorithm has provided the correct
transformation for the partial match in all cases we
investigated so far. More examples are being studied.
Figure 7. Top view and left side view of a simple
car model.

Number of coinciding
points

The distance parameter d is critical with respect to
computation time. For example, whereas the
matching example of Figure 3 took 10s with d set to
1.5 units, the computation took 70s with d = 2.0. The
outcome of the algorithm was the same, but there
were relatively many false candidate tetrahedron
placements (4 million compared to 0.5 million at d =
1.5). The increase of the number of false hits can be
seen by comparing Figure 10 to Figure 3.

Figure 8. Point cloud B representing the left side
view of the car and an LFT leading to the correct
transformation Mr. The LFT is depicted by its
four edges.
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Figure 10. Number of points of MrB close to A
versus rotation angle of candidate
transformations Mr for the same scan data
samples as in Figure 3, with larger parameter d.
If the grid element size gets smaller than the overlap
region of the two scan views then the algorithm
would no longer be able to find a correct match.
There should also be a lower limit on the number of
points in a grid element to decide whether an LFT
will be considered. We have set the default threshold
to nB / nG2/3, which is appropriate for point sets B
representing a smooth surface.

Figure 9. Correct matching of the two scan views
from the car model.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The partial shape matching algorithm based on large
fat tetrahedrons (LFT) has been evaluated using a, as
yet still small, number of data sets.

The numerical tests indicate that the method is not
very sensitive to down-sampling of the point clouds
and hence could be scalable. The down sampling
algorithm that we applied simulates lower precision
scanning, and was intentionally not designed to
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partial shapes. The authors look forward to
suggestions to achieve at a repository of partial
shapes to benchmark scan view registration methods.

preserve sharp curvatures. Indeed, the LFT method is
not dependent on high curvature features, but on
“medium-size” aspects, which are preserved under
down-sampling.
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PhotoPath: Single Image Path Depictions from Multiple
Photographs
Christopher Schwartz, Ruwen Schnabel, Patrick Degener, Reinhard Klein
Institute for Computer Science II, University of Bonn
ABSTRACT
In this paper we present PhotoPath, an image synthesis technique that allows the visualization of paths through real world
environments in a single intuitive picture. Given a series of input photographs taken with a hand-held camera along the path,
our method generates an image that creates the impression of looking along the path all the way to the destination regardless of
any curves or corners in the route. Rendered from a pedestrian perspective, this visualization supports intuitive wayfinding and
orientation while avoiding occlusion of path segments in the image.
Our approach intentionally avoids an involved and error-prone scene reconstruction. Instead we advocate the use of planar
geometry proxies estimated from the sparse point-cloud obtained with Structure-from-Motion. The proxy geometry is spatially
deformed in order to align the curved path with the straight viewing direction of the synthesized view. Finally, we propose a
novel image composition algorithm accommodating for parallax and occlusion artifacts due to the approximation errors of the
actual scene geometry.

Keywords: image-based-rendering, navigation, non-photorealistic-rendering, space-deformation

1

INTRODUCTION

To ease wayfinding in unknown environments, Degener
et al. [7] recently proposed an efficient visualization
for short paths as they are typically encountered public
places like hotels, airports or museums. Their method
intuitively conveys directions in a single ’warped’ image of the path that gives the impression of looking
along the path all the way to the destination. Unlike
traditional floor plans, warped images show the path
from the visitor’s perspective and thus contain realistic
portrayals of landmarks which enables intuitive orientation and wayfinding. In contrast to conventional photographs in which segments of the path that lie around
a corner usually are occluded, the visibility of the entire path is ensured by a space deformation that aligns
the route with the viewing direction. Degener et al.
demonstrate the effectiveness of their visualization in
a comparative user-study. An example of a warped image is shown in Figure 1. Such images are valuable and
inexpensive navigation aids that can be handed out to
visitors. However, the approach of Degener et al. suffers from a severe practical limitation: It supposes that
a fully modeled, high quality textured 3D model of the
scene is already given which, naturally, seldom is the
case. To overcome this hurdle we want to use nothing

Figure 1: Given a series of input photographs and a sparse 3D
point-cloud created by a Structure-from-Motion process our
method generates a single image that summarizes the views
along a user specified path (The path points are depicted in
blue in the middle). In the synthesized image curves and corners in the path are straightened such that the impression is
created of looking along the path all the way to the destination. Beside a use as navigational aid such images also possess a certain artistic appeal.
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but a series of photographs taken along the path with an
ordinary hand-held camera.
Unfortunately, the extraction of accurate 3D geometry from photographs is a difficult task. Even though a
set of photographs could in principle suffice for a fullscale multiview reconstruction [13, 20] this is relatively
unreliable in general. In particular dense stereo matching is error prone if applied to images with a large baseline and many specular surfaces. However, recently
approaches such as Photo Tourism [17] and [16] have
demonstrated that Structure-from-Motion (SfM) can be
used to robustly extract a sparse 3D point-cloud from a
set of unordered photographs with relatively large baselines. The question now is if this sparse 3D information
already suffices to generate warped images.
In this work we present PhotoPath that, rather than
relying on a full-scale reconstruction, has at its heart
a novel image-based rendering technique that is based
on a sparse set of 3D-points reconstructed from image
features in a SfM step.
Our approach is based on a coarse, not necessarily globally consistent, proxy geometry for the scene.
As typical paths in urban or indoor environments are
strongly dominated by planar geometry (facades, floors,
walls or ceilings), our method simply fits a set of planar
proxies to the sparse 3D point cloud. To avoid unmanageable occlusion issues, we introduce an innovative
new technique for finding suitable boundaries to the potentially infinite planar proxies, based on a energy minimization in the space of the input images. Obviously
however, an inaccurate proxy geometry as we advocate poses challenges for the subsequent image-based
rendering due to frequently occurring incorrect occlusion and parallax effects. We demonstrate that these issues can be addressed effectively with our novel image
stitching method that minimizes parallax and occlusion
artifacts and at the same time is powerful enough to allow for the space deformation necessary for straightening the path. While our algorithm produces good results
fully automatically – except for a few parameter settings – we also allow for interactive user intervention in
all steps of the method to let the user further improve
the final result.

2

at the expense of a high number of required input
views. The Lumigraph system [10] demonstrated that
rendering quality drastically improves if a simple 3D
proxy for the scene geometry is used. At the other
extreme is view dependent texture mapping as used by
Debevec et al. [6] in the Facade system: Starting from
simple architectural models, Debevec et al. combine
projections of images taken from different viewpoints
into textures to increase realism. A generalization of
these approaches was given by Buehler et al. [4], who
presented an algorithm for unstructured lumigraph
rendering that gives compelling renderings even for a
sparse set of input images if a detailed proxy surface
mesh approximating the scene is given. If depth maps
are available for each image, it is also possible to apply
classical image warping techniques [5, 12] to obtain
novel views. If the density of ray sampling or the
accuracy of the geometric proxy is insufficient, as in
our case, all of the above IBR methods are prone to
ghosting artifacts. As shown by Eisemann et al. [9]
these ghosting artifacts can be reduced by warping
projected images on the proxy. However, they assume
that visibility is only affected by small geometry errors,
whereas in our case, no reliable visibility function can
be derived at all.
Our method can also be seen as an image-based rendering with a non-standard multi-perspective camera.
In this area, the work of Agarwala et al. [1] [2] is related to our approach in two respects. In [2] they introduced user controllable Markov Random Field (MRF)
optimization in the context of image stitching and in [1]
they used a single proxy plane for composing a series of
photographs into a multi-viewpoint panorama that can
capture e.g. the side of a street in a single image. Our
method is based on the same optimization principle and
allows for user intervention in a similar manner but uses
an objective function specifically designed for our scenario.
For an in-depth discussion of related work concerning Route Visualization for Navigation, we refer the interested reader to the paper of Degener et al. [7]. Let us
here only shortly mention that for successful navigation
a correspondence between map and environment has to
be established by the observer. Humans perform this
task by identifying and matching landmarks in a scene
(e.g. walls, corners, doors) with their map representation [14]. This is greatly facilitated by our composite
images since they contain real-world depictions of all
these features and are therefore easily understood and
memorized (the slight distortion in the image is usually
not an issue for a human observer).

RELATED WORK

Image Based Rendering (IBR) methods that create
novel views from a set of input images have a long
tradition in computer graphics. Individual approaches
differ mostly in the richness of the underlying geometry representation.
In general, to achieve a
given rendering quality IBR methods have to make
a trade-off between the required number of input
images and the geometric detail of the employed proxy
object. While the paper of Levoy and Hanrahan [11],
proposing Light Field Rendering, was purely image
based using no notion of geometry at all, this comes

3

OVERVIEW

Our method requires an input set of photographs I =
{I1 , . . . , IN } which have been registered by a SfM process such that every picture Ii is associated to a camera
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Ci with respective orientation matrix Ri and projection
center ti . Moreover the SfM also supplies a sparse 3D
point-cloud P = {p1 , . . . , pM } constructed from corresponding image features in the input images.
Given the user supplied path X defined by a sequence of points X = {x1 , . . . , xQ } it is the goal of our
algorithm to synthesize a single image, which we call
path-image, from the input photographs in which the
entire path, i.e. from x1 to xQ , is visible and the surroundings remain easily recognizable.
In order to create the path-image, we use P to estimate a set of planes A = {a1 , . . . , aS } that serves as a
rough approximation to the real-world geometry. The
planes in A are in general unbounded, i.e. of infinite
extent. If such unbounded planes were used as geometric proxies this would result in an unmanageable
amount of occlusion errors during image based rendering since planes from very distant parts of the scene
easily extent into the current view. It is therefore crucial that bounded proxies are generated in order to obtain approximate visibility information. To this end
eachSinput image Ii is partitioned into disjoint regions
Ii = j T ji , where a region T ji is assigned as projective
texture to a plane a j ∈ A respectively. Thus, each such
region results in a bounded, projectively textured 3Dplane aij ∈ B which will be used for composing the
final path depiction (see Fig. 2). This way occlusion
errors are dramatically reduced and it is now feasible
to resolve the remaining inaccuracies with our image
stitching approach.
Before the path-image is composed, a non-linear
space deformation φ is applied to the set of bounded
proxy planes B. Given the user specified path X
defined by a sequence of points X = {x1 , . . . , xQ },
φ is designed to align the points in X with the
viewing direction, i.e. the Z-axis. The final image I
is then composed from the images of the deformed
proxies P(φ (B)) = {P(φ (aij ))} under a standard
perspective projection P. The composition is based on
MRF optimization and selects for each pixel in I the
most suitable proxy according to our novel objective
function.

3.1

(a) Photo

(c) Textured proxies

Figure 2: Semi-automatic partitioning of an input photograph. (a) The input photograph with seed pixels depicted
as small colored pixels. Additionally the user has marked
some regions to aide the partitioning process (shown as transparently colored pixels). (b) The resulting partitioning. (c)
The partitioned imaged parts are projected onto the respective bounded proxies which are visible from the input image.
Points in P corresponding to different planar proxies are rendered in different colors respectively. Please note, that user
guidance is usually not required and the partitioning can run
fully automatically.

considered fitted by the plane and (2) a minimum number of fitted points for a plane to be considered valid.
Since the user has some knowledge about the scene,
e.g. relative object dimensions, it is usually possible to
find suitable parameter settings very quickly. The plane
detection is fast enough (about a second) so that parameter settings can be evaluated and adjusted interactively.
Due to the error tolerance of the following steps the planar approximation need not be very exact, in particular
not every point in P has to be approximated by a planar proxy. Indeed, ignoring clusters of outliers or misaligned parts in P may often improve the final result.
Thus, after the plane detection P is partitioned into
disjoint point sets Pa j ⊂ P corresponding to the plane
a j ∈ A respectively
and
a set R of remaining points,
S
S
i.e. P = ( a j ∈A Pa j ) R.

Preprocessing

4

We use the publicly available ’Bundler’ SfM system
[18] for computation of the sparse point-cloud P and
the camera parameters and orientations.

3.2

(b) Partitioning

INPUT IMAGE PARTITIONING

The proxy geometry A consists of a set of planes of
which each has principally infinite extent. However, in
order to generate the final image, the planes need to be
bounded. In this work, rather than constructing a globally consistent set of bounded planes, we propose to
perform a partitioning of each input image into (necessarily finite) parts corresponding to planes in A . While
our approach does neither guarantee a correct partitioning nor consistency between images, such errors are
handled later in the image composition optimization.
In fact, this simplicity is an important ingredient to the

Proxy Geometry

Given the sparse point-cloud P our aim is to find a set
of planes A that roughly approximates the underlying
geometry. Our algorithm is based on a RANSAC procedure that greedily extracts best fitting planes from P
(see e.g. [15]). To this end the user has to define two parameters: (1) A tolerance value ε that defines the maximal point-to-plane distance allowed for a point to be
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practicability of our approach as usually quite involved
algorithms (which in general nonetheless cannot guarantee a correct solution) are required in order to derive
a globally consistent reconstruction.
Since, by principle, every p ∈ P originates from featurepoints in at least two different images and every
image supports at least five points in P, we can identify subsets P i ⊂ P of points which originate from
featurepoints in
image Ii respectively. To find a parS
titioning Ii = j T ji for image Ii the points in P i are
projected into
I . The projected locations of points in
T i
Pai j = P i Pa j serve as seeds for regions T ji in Ii corresponding to plane a j . In order to find the regions we
make use of a simple yet surprisingly effective heuristic: Since image edges often correlate with discontinuities in the scene geometry, we try to align the region borders with image edges and assert at the same
time that the region T ji contains all the projected points
from Pi (Pai j ). These conditions are easily captured in
a MRF-like energy of the following form:
E(L ) = ∑ Dx (L (x)) + λ
x∈I

∑

able to process even a large number of images in a matter of a few minutes.
The effectiveness of our approach is best understood
in conjunction with the nature of the SfM process.
Since P is derived from image feature correspondences it naturally contains more points in textured
areas or near image discontinuities. Thus, while our
simple heuristic would generally fail in textured areas
due to the abundance of image edges, the additional
seed points constrain the solution in a sensible manner.
Conversely, in uniform image regions the number of
seed points is low, but so is the number of image edges
and these edges are much more likely to coincide with
actual discontinuities in the geometry. Additionally
we give the user the opportunity to influence the
partitioning by marking regions of images that should
belong to a specified proxy plane a j , see Fig. 2. The
marked regions are simply interpreted as additional
seeds by our system.
After the partitioning we create the final geometric
proxies on a per-image basis. Each region T ji is triangulated in the image domain and projected onto a j to
give a bounded planar approximation aij ∈ B which is
projectively textured from Ii .

Sxy (L (x), L (y))

(x,y)∈N

(1)
where L : I → A is a labeling assigning planes to pixels, x and y are pixels in I and N ⊂ I ⊗ I is the set
of neighboring pixels in I. The term Dx (L (x)) gives
the cost of assigning plane L (x) to pixel x while the
term Sxy (L (x), L (y)) describes the relation between
neighboring pixels and gives the cost of simultaneously
assigning L (x) to x and L (y) to y. The parameter λ
introduces a weighting of the two energy-terms. Finding the regions T ji then amounts to finding a labeling
L ∗ that minimizes (1).
For the partitioning Dx is used to introduce the seed
locations for the regions, i.e. it encourages assignment
of label a j at projected locations of Pai j . Thus we define

S
0 x∈
/ ak ∈A P(Pai k ) ∨ x ∈ P(Pai j )
Dx (a j ) =
1 otherwise
(2)
In order to align region boundaries with image edges
we set Sxy as follows:

0
a j = ak
(3)
Sxy (a j , ak ) =
g(k∇Ik) a j 6= ak

5

SPACE DEFORMATION

In this work we employ the space deformation introduced by Degener et al. [7] which is responsible for the
straightening of the path while also ensuring visibility
of the surrounding geometry.
The space deformation φ is derived from the user
specified path-points X = {x1 , . . . , xQ } such that
φ (X ) = {φ (xi ), . . . , φ (xQ )} lie along the negative
z-axis, i.e. the viewing direction of the final image.
These conditions alone however do not yet suffice to
specify all the important attributes of φ for creation of
a single image path depiction. Therefore every pathpoint is also equipped with four auxiliary points which
are used for specifying up- and right- direction as well
as a scaling factor.
Finally a thin-plate spline [8] is used to define the
globally smooth space deformation φ that adheres to
the user specified constraints. In our implementation
we derive an initial set of appropriate constraints automatically and give the user the opportunity to interactively adjust these in two ways:
First, the user has the possibility to change the spacing
between transformed path points, to adjust the amount
of image space a certain segment of the path occupies in
the warped image. This can be used to reduce the space
needed for long uninterrupted sections of the path in favor of complicated junctions. Furthermore, in many indoor situations, it might also be reasonable to adjust the
scaling defined by the auxiliary points, e.g. to widen a
narrow doorway along the path, providing a better view
on the space behind.

where ∇I is the image gradient and g(x) is a function
approaching zero for larger values. In our experiments
we use a four-connected neighborhood and a weighting
factor of λ = 50. As in our case k∇Ik only takes values
in [0, 1], the simple choice of g(x) = 1.0−x is sufficient.
To find L ∗ we employ standard MRF optimization
techniques (see e.g. [19] and [3]). Since every image
is treated independently the image partitioning can be
performed in parallel straightforwardly such that we are
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6

IMAGE COMPOSITION

direction of the original camera line of sight we also
need to apply φ to the direction of the line of sight
(see Figure 3. Let ~vx , k~vx k = 1 denote the direction
of the viewing ray of pixel x which intersects φ (aij )
in px and let s(t) = ci + t~r be the line of sight under
which p0x = φ −1 (px ) is observed by camera i. Then
dφ
dt (s(·)) = dφ (·)~r is the direction with which the bent
line of sight intersects φ (aij ). Thus we let

The final image I is composed from the deformed,
bounded proxies φ (B) = {φ (aij ) |aij ∈ B}. First, for
each such proxy an image I 0ij = P(φ (aij )) is rendered
under the same projection P which is also used for the
composed image I. It is these images which will be
stitched in order to form the final path depiction.
The stitching is formulated as MRF energy minimization as in (1) [2][1]. In order to achieve visually appealing results we identify the following properties that the
final image should possess [4]:
Visibility in the composed image should be consistent
within in the image itself, i.e. a chair in front of a wall
should not be partially occluded by the wall. Moreover
visibility in the composed image should mimic visibility in the real world, i.e. if there is a chair in front of a
wall in the real scene it should also appear in the composed image.
Angular deviation between the viewing ray of a pixel
in the final image and the line of sight under which the
photograph used for filling that pixel was taken should
be minimal. A small angle reduces parallax artifacts
and therefore increases visual quality of the stitched image.
Continuity between neighboring pixels in the composed image. That is neighboring pixels in the composed image should have similar colors as neighboring
pixels in the original input images. This ensures recognizability of image features in the composed result.
Resolution sensitivity means that the image should be
composed from those input photographs that possess
the above properties and at the same time give the highest resolution when projected into the final composite.
All these aspects are captured in our MRF energy formulation that follows the pattern of (1). For the stitching, the labeling L : I → P(φ (B)) now assigns each
pixel one of the projected proxies as color source. The
terms Dx and Sxy have to be redefined to reflect the
above desired properties. Dx will be responsible for
visibility, angular deviation and resolution sensitivity
while Sxy is used to encourage continuity. Thus we set
Dx as
Dx (I 0ij ) = αVx (I 0ij ) + β Ax (aij ) + γRx (aij )

Ax (aij ) = 1 − α max(0,~vtx dφ (p0x )~r)

(5)

with normalizing factor α = 1/kdφ (p0x )~rk.

angular
deviation

virtual camera

registered camera

Figure 3: The angular deviation criterion under a space deformation φ . On the left hand side, the unbounded proxy plane
a j and the camera of image Ii are shown, as well as one example viewing ray s(t) = ci +t~r highlighted in blue. On the right
hand side, the deformed proxy geometry φ (a j ) is depicted.
One viewing ray of the virtual camera with view direction ~vx ,
used to project the deformed proxy, is highlighted in red. At
the intersection point px between φ (a j ) and the viewing ray,
the angular deviation is indicated as the angle between the
viewing ray direction ~vx and the deformed viewing direction
dφ (p0x )~r.

The last term Rx prefers proxies with a texture sampled in a resolution similar to that of the target image.
Thus the sampling rate has to be determined in the input photograph as well as in the target image. Let x0 be
the pixel of Ii in which camera i observed p0x = φ −1 (px )
and let p0y be the point of aij which was observed in the
neighboring pixel y0 ∈ Ii . Then we define
Rx (aij ) = (kp0x − p0y k − kpx − py k)2

(6)

Finally the term Sxy is given as
Sxy (I 0ij , Il0k ) =

(4)

∑T

u∈{Nx

where Vx (I 0ij ) is the depth value of I 0ij at pixel x and
therefore rewards correct visibility as proxies closer to
the eye receive lower cost. Ax is the term for controlling
angular deviation of viewing rays from camera line of
sight and Rx penalizes low resolution.
Compared to previous approaches such as [4] our setting differs in that the proxy geometry is subject to a
space deformation φ . As a result, camera line of sights
are effectively bent after application of the deformation. Therefore, in order to compare the direction under
which a proxy is viewed after the deformation to the

Ny }

kI 0ij (u) − Il0k (u)k2

(7)

where Nx is the neighborhood of pixel x, including x
itself. Sxy computes the sum of squared distances between the corresponding neighbor pixel values in I 0ij and
Il0k . This penalizes compositions with visible seams between different image patches.
User interaction
Using the Dx term it is possible to easily integrate user
specified constraints into the optimization. In our system the user is able to encourage or discourage the use
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of a given image in certain parts of the target image.
This is realized by interactively marking the respective
regions of the target image similarly to the partitioning
interface.

6.1

Optimization

Two Step Stitching
To find a labeling L ∗ for the composition we need to
minimize (1) where Dx and Sxy are defined as stated
above. The algorithms we employed to this end in Sec.
4 are efficient if the number of labels is relatively small,
i.e. a few hundred. However, in case of the image composition the number of labels can be very large, i.e.
|B| = O(|I ||A |). Therefore we propose the following
two-step procedure to find the final image composite:
(1) We compose a single image I 0j for each proxy plane
a j ∈ A from all the I 0ij using the energy described
above.
(2) Then we compose these I 0j into the final result I, using the same energy formulation. The data-cost-terms
for single bounded-planar-proxies aij , however, are now
replaced by a look-up using the composition computed
in step 1.
This dramatically reduces the number of labels in each
step. In the first stage there are only O(|I |) labels
while there are exactly |A | labels in the second phase.
Of course the final result is usually not the same as obtained when directly minimizing the full problem, but
we found the results to be visually equivalent in our
experiments. The reason for this is that the set of images I 0ij usually is highly redundant due to the overlap
between the input photographs Ii and therefore a large
subset of the possible labelings in the full optimization
actually produce very similar results. In our approach
on the other hand this redundancy is eliminated in the
first step so that the second step only has to resolve ambiguities between the different proxies.

(a) Photo

(b) Path

(c) Image

Figure 4: A path through a corridor into a kitchen. (a) A photograph taken from the starting location. (b) The user specifies
the path in the sparse 3D point-cloud (path points depicted in
blue). (c) The final image composition after the space deformation.

in optimization times, since the number of labels in the
optimization grows quadratically with σ .
Because only small values of σ can be used in practice, the angular deviation costs, which in theory vary
for different shifted versions of a projection, do not
need to be recomputed, as the changes in the view direction are negligibly small for differences of only a few
pixels.
Gradient Domain Fusion
In order to further reduce visible discontinuities between different patches, which might occur for example
due to differences in material appearance under varying viewing angles, we deploy a Poisson image editing
technique on the final image, which in the context of
image stitching is also referred to as gradient domain
fusion by Agarwala et al.. For details on this optimization, please see [2].

Image Shifting
Since the scene geometry is only approximated by
a coarse proxy geometry, parallax artifacts are to
be expected. In order to deal with these artifacts
we, first of all, identified the need to formulate an
angular deviation constraint to minimize these artifacts,
but we also extend the stitching algorithm to shift
the input images I ∈ I by some pixels to further
eliminate parallax effects. This extension can easily
be implement by simply adding shifted versions
P(φ (aij ))0x,y = P(φ (aij ))x+sx ,y+sy of the projected proxy
geometry to the input of the stitching algorithm. The
allowed shift (sx , sy ) ∈ {(x, y) ∈ N2 : |x| ≤ σ ∧ |y| ≤ σ }
is specified by the parameter σ . Higher values of
σ allow better compensation for bigger parallax
artifacts. This, however, entails a significant increase

7

RESULTS

We have applied our method to two different scenarios.
In Fig. 1 we show a path through a supermarket. The
input data consists of 378 images taken with a handheld camera in about 25 minutes. Care has been taken
to ensure sufficient overlap between images as required
for SfM. Apart from that no further acquisition planning was necessary. The reconstructed 3D points are
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(a) Photo

depicted in Fig. 1 middle together with the visualized
path shown in blue. A total of 69 planar proxies were
automatically extracted from these points. In the partitioning stage it was occasionally necessary to manually
mark floor and ceiling due to lack of feature points in
these low texture regions (roughly 20% of the input images). The final stitching result was obtained without
further user interaction. As shown in the right of Fig. 1
the resulting image gives a good overview of the path
clearly depicting features along the way which serve as
landmarks during navigation. Please note that warped
path-images are not intended to convey spatial survey
knowledge but rather unfold their true power if the sequence of visible features matches the observer’s immediate surroundings. A few inconsistencies due to geometric approximation errors become apparent under
close examination. However, these minor artifacts are
perceptually insignificant and do not compromise the
visualization’s purpose.

(b) Path

(c) Automatic result

The corridor dataset depicted in Figure 4 and 5 was
taken in an office environment which exhibits far less
natural salient image features. Since features are fundamental for SfM, a slightly increased number of images was necessary. In total 400 images were taken
with a hand held camera in approximately 30 minutes.
From the sparse point cloud a total of 29 planar proxies were extracted. For the path emanating from the
kitchen shown in Fig. 5 we applied a manual correction
in the composition step to resolve occlusion problems:
In this way the door was removed to give a better view
into the corridor. Moreover a false occlusion due to the
lack of seed points on the homogenous table surface in
the front was corrected (see Figure 4 (c) and (d)).

(d) User corrected image

Figure 5: A path from a kitchen into a corridor. (a) A photograph taken from the starting location. (b) The user specified
path. (c) The result generated by our approach fully automatically. (d) The final result after a few user corrections.

(a) Photo

Finally, the museum dataset (see Fig. 6) consists of
91 pictures and 13 proxy planes. This image’s primary
purpose is to give an overview of the museums foyer
with special emphasis on the adjacent corridors. Again
it was necessary to occasionally give some manual hints
in the partitioning phase on the featureless white walls,
but the respective planes were automatically extracted.
Note that the smudgy brown area on the lower left in the
image is due to unobserved areas in the input dataset.

(b) Photo

In our approach most of the processing time is spent
in the preprocessing step: The SfM step took roughly
5 hours for 400 images. Apart from preprocessing, the
runtime of our method is dominated by the first step in
the optimization described in Section 6.1: For all data
sets it took about 15 minutes to compose textures on all
proxies. Most time was spent on the floor and ceiling
planes which are visible in many images (4.4 minutes
on average). The final composition step took only 1 in
the corridor and museum scenarios and 1.8 minutes for
the supermarket dataset at an output resolution of 900 ×
600 pixels. The times for input image partitioning (4
seconds on average) and warping are negligible.

(c) Image

Figure 6: An overview visualization of a museum’s foyer.
(a) The foyer is too large to fit into a single photograph. (b)
Our rendering on the other hand shows all the exhibits and
adjoining corridors in the room.
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CONCLUSION

[6]

This paper presents a novel approach to creating highquality single image visualizations of short, possibly
curved, routes from a series of input photographs. To
accomplish this goal we introduce a novel image-based
rendering technique able to deal with space deformations. It can be seen as a hybrid between unstructured
lightfield rendering [4], panorama and image stitching
[1, 2] as well as exploration of image collections [17].
We propose the use of simple proxy geometry estimated
from a sparse set of 3D points obtained by SfM. Our
proxies give only a rough approximation and are explicitly allowed to deviate from the actual scene geometry. A global energy minimization in the image domain
stitches the deformed proxies’ images and effectively
handles parallax and occlusion artifacts and thus allows
for very loose fitting proxies. The synthesized images
are valuable and inexpensive navigation aids that can be
handed out to visitors in public places. Moreover, we
believe that beyond functional aspects, warped images
also possess a high aesthetic value.
Our method is currently restricted to scenes predominated by piecewise planar geometry. While this is met
by most indoor and urban environments, our method is
not well suited if the scene geometry is more complex
and cannot be reasonably approximated by planes, e.g.
in a forest.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]
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ABSTRACT

have a positive divergence and may be used in a segmentation approach.
But this property is only helpful for objects with a
smooth boundary and therefore aliasing is a fundamental problem. Boundary based approaches are notoriously instable to small boundary perturbations. Hence,
the results of corresponding algorithms such as for the
medial axis are not rotationally invariant. Many methods follow the concept of reducing the influence of
aliasing using some sort of heuristic. In the context
of skeleton extraction pruning approaches are used for
such a reducing effect [16, 7, 14].
In contrast to such heuristics, we suggest a significant reduction on the basis of a bilateral filter (whose
theoretical foundations have been widely developed, recently). The bilateral filter has its origin in [17] and is
typically used in applications such as denoising of images [19] or meshes [6]. Practically, the filter can be
applied at interactive speed thanks to efficient numerical schemes [18]. A good survey of this field can be
found in [11].
Since the points with a high negative divergence are
of interest for a shape descriptor we utilize the bilateral
filter to emphasize the respective regions. We show that
the filtered point set is suitable to construct a shape descriptor which is rotationally invariant and very robust
against boundary perturbations.
This paper is structured as follows: After introducing
some mathematical basics and notations in section 2 we
explain an adapted Laplace operator and the partitioning in section 3. In section 4 we analyse artefacts which
are caused by the aliasing and describe the bilateral filter which is used to reduce these artefacts significantly.
To demonstrate the qualities and effectiveness of the
introduced operator and filter we present in section 5
as an exemplary application a skeletonization approach
which uses the filtered point set to construct a shape
descriptor. The paper is concluded with our results in
section 6.

In this paper we introduce a second order differential
operator in order to partition discrete objects into meaningful parts. One of these parts contains all points of
the object’s medial axis which is a widely used shape
descriptor.
Since aliasing is a fundamental problem for methods
based on the boundary of discrete objects we use a bilateral filter to reduce the artefacts significantly.
As a result of the partitioning and filtering we obtain
a lattice point set (a superset of the medial axis) which
is robust against noise and aliasing and which is rotationally invariant. The lattice point set can be used for
instance to compute the medial axis or similar shape
descriptors.
Keywords: 2-d shape descriptor, bilateral filter, skeletonization, curve skeletons

1

INTRODUCTION

One typical goal for processing a discrete 2-d shape S
is finding a good shape descriptor. One possible descriptor of S is the medial axis which is defined as
the set of centres (and radii) of maximal disks in S ,
whereas a disk is said to be maximal in S , if it is
not completely covered by any other disk in S (cf.
[1, 12]). Such descriptors are widely used in many applications such as shape analysis, shape representation,
skeletonization, segmentation, and shape matching (cf.
[10, 5, 9]).
In this paper we use the divergence of a scalar distance field in order to describe the shape’s local geometry. We show that only points located at the medial axis
have a high negative divergence. Of course these points
could be used in the computation of the medial axis as
the contributions of Siddiqi et al. show (cf. [15, 2, 4]).
On the other hand, points at concave boundary regions

2

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to
lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

We use the Cartesian point lattice Z2 as the mathematical model for describing a tessellation of the 2-d Euclidean space E2 into cell elements. The coordinates
of a lattice point p ∈ Z2 are denoted by px , py . For the
57
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: In (a) the distance field and (b) the divergence are shown. Gray cells in (b) have zero, blue cells have a
negative and red cells a positive divergence.
Cartesian lattice we define the local neighborhood of
size k for lattice points by

Nk (p) = q ∈ Z2 : max (|px − qx |, |py − qy |) = k (1)

We need to define negative distances for background
points in order to make it possible to have a suitable
second derivative for boundary points, too. Otherwise,
all boundary points would have positive divergence
and thus concave boundary would not be recognizable
(since all boundary points would belong to OII ).
After the distance transform, we use an adapted
Laplace operator to compute the divergence of distance
map. The Laplace operator is a second order differential operator in E2 and in our case defined as the
divergence of the gradient of the distance field.
The gradient of the distance field is defined to be the
vector field whose components are the partial derivatives of the distance field. The gradient of a point
p = (px , py )T ∈ O is defined by:

T
∂ d(p)
∇d(p) = ∂ d(p)
.
(4)
∂x , ∂y

which is based on the chessboard metric.
A discretized object O is defined as a connected finite
set of lattice points Z2 . Using the notion of a binary
image it is common to say that each point of O belongs
to the foreground while the points of O = Z2 \ O form
the background.
The border of a discretized object O is defined by the
set OB of all points p ∈ O whose local neighborhood
N1 (p) contains at least one point q with q ∈ O.

3

OBJECT’S PARTITIONING

For further analysis of a discrete object O we want to
partition it into three disjoint parts. The first part OI is
some kind of scaffold of the object and is similar to the
medial axis. The second part OII contains points which
are influenced by a concave boundary. The remaining
third part OIII is not of interest because it contains no
applicable information.
Due to partition objects we start with a distance mapping. Therefore, we use a distance transform which is
an efficient standard procedure to compute the minimal
Euclidean distance of each object point to the background (cf. [3, 13]). Figure 1(a) shows an example.
We change this definition a little by defining the minimal Euclidean distance dmin of p ∈ O ∪ O to the boundary OB instead to the background:
dmin (p, OB ) = min (kp, qk : q ∈ OB )

which we will compute by a finite difference since we
use a discrete scalar field:


1 d((px + 1, py )T ) − d((px − 1, py )T )
∇d(p) =
.
2 d((px , py + 1)T ) − d((px , py − 1)T )
(5)
Finally, we compute the divergence of the vector field
to measure the magnitude of the field’s sink at a given
point (see figure 1(b)). In general, the divergence of a
differentiable vector field is defined as the sum of the
partial derivatives of the i-th component:
∆d(p) = ∇2 d(p) =

(2)

∂ 2 d(p) ∂ 2 d(p)
+
.
∂ x2
∂ y2

(6)

Siddiqi et al. state in [15] that this definition cannot
be used since the gradient of the distance field is not free
of singularities and hence is not differentiable. Therefore, they suggest a numerically stabble solution, which
we will adapt, such that ∆d(p) 7→ [−1, 1]:

where kp, qk denotes the Euclidean distance between
two lattice points. We define the final distance mapping


−dmin (p, OB ) : p ∈ O
d(p) = 0 :
(3)
p ∈ OB .


dmin (p, OB ) :
p∈O

∆d(p) =

X
1
∠(q − p, ∇d(q))
|N1 (p)|
q∈N1 (p)
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(7)

where |N1 (p)| is the number of local neighbor points,
8 in the 2-d case, and where ∠ 7→ [−1, 1] is a function
which computes the cosine of angle α between two vectors ~u,~v taking account of zero vectors:

cos(α) = ∠(~u,~v) =


0

: ~u ≡ ~0 ∨~v ≡ ~0



: else

h~u,~vi
k~uk k~vk

. (8)

Now we analyse the divergence values for different
point classes. Let D(p) ⊂ O be the set of points of the
maximal disc in O with p as disc center. That is, D(p)
describes the disc with the largest radius of all possible
discs at p. Further, let
B(p) = D(p) ∩ OB

Figure 2: The divergence at different points (red) is influenced by the respective closest border points (dark
blue). Dark cells representing a negative, light cells
a positive divergence. The dotted circles indicate the
discs D(p1 ) – D(p4 ).

(9)

be the set of all border points in D(p).
We are not only interested in the border points of
B(p). Since the divergence of a point p (defined in eq.
(7)) depends on its local neighbors N1 (p), the closest
boundary points of those neighors are of interest, too.
In order to analyse the divergence value at p we need to
consider the gradients of the point set
B(p) =

[

B(q).

(10)

B(q).

(11)

with
OI = {p : ∆(p) < 0} ,
OII = {p : ∆(p) > 0} ,
OIII = {p : ∆(p) = 0} .

Fig. 1(b) illustrates the partitioning for an object with
a smooth boundary (i.e. without aliasing). The blue
points belong to OI , the red points to OII , and the light
gray points to OIII .
The possible uses of these subsets of an object O are
various: The set OI contains points, which are used for
example to compute the medial axis of an object. The
points contained in OII may be used to support a decomposition approach, since objects are often decomposed
at concave regions. The points of OIII can be ignored
depending on the particular object analysis approach,
resulting in reduced computational costs.

q∈N1 (p)

Note that
B(p) ⊂

[
q∈N1 (p)

We observe for points p located at the medial axis the
set B(p) contains points belonging to different boundary segments. For all other points p outside the medial axis B(p) contains only border points located at
exactly one boundary segment. In figure 2 the points
p1 , p2 are and p3 , p4 are not part of the medial axis.
Obviously, ∆(p) correlates with the gradients of the
points of B(p). For points in B(p) belonging to different boundary segments, the gradients of q ∈ N1 (p)
are oriented towards p and vary strongly. Thus, ∆(p)
is negative (see points p1 , p2 in figure 2). In contrast,
for points p having in B(p) only border points of one
boundary segment, ∆(p) may be either zero for points
b ∈ B(p) having the same gradient (see point p3 in figure 2) or may be positive if the points b ∈ B(p) describe
a concave boundary segment (see point p4 in figure 2)
and some of the gradients of the points q ∈ N1 (p4 ) are
oriented away from p4 .
This observation is now used to classify the points
into three sets so that a given object can be partioned
˙
according to the divergence values. We define (using ∪
(instead of ∪) to indicate a union of disjoint sets)
˙ OII ∪
˙ OIII ,
O = OI ∪

(13)
(14)
(15)

4

FILTERING ALIASING BASED
ARTEFACTS

The object shown in figure 1 contains no aliasing based
artefacts, because all border segments are axis aligned.
Aliasing effects occur when the object in figure 1 is rotated or noise is added and surely when an object contains non-axis aligned edges (see figure 4). The partition of O based on eq. (12) is unclear in such cases.
Obviously, the noise or aliasing causes the appearance of stripe-shaped regions of positive or negative divergence (see figure 3(a) and 3(b)). In a first filtering
step the gradient field is smoothed to reduce the effects
partly. Afterwards, a second filtering step is applied to
the divergence field. For both filtering steps the bilateral
filter is the appropriate method for removing the mentioned artefacts. This filter technique has the advantage
to smooth image data while preserving its discontinuities.

(12)
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In our case we intend to smooth small gradient and
divergence variances while preserving the greater variances. For this purpose we adapt the well-known bilateral filter. In 2-d the Gaussian kernel is given by


x2
1
exp − 2 .
(16)
gσ (x) =
2πσ 2
2σ
Using this kernel we define the bilateral filter fgrad for
lattice points p and two parameters σd ∈ N, σ∇ ∈ R by:
X
1
gσd (kp−qk)gσ∇ (a(p, q))∇(q)
fgrad (p) =
w(p)
q∈N2σd (p)

(17)
where N2σd (p) is the local neighborhood at p of size
2σd (see eq. (1)) and w(p) is a normalization factor
with
X
gσd (kp − qk)gσ∇ (a(p, q)).
w(p) =
(18)
The function a(p, q) 7→ [0, 1] together with eq. (8) is
defined by


1 − ∠(∇(p), ∇(q))
(19)
a(p, q) =
2

(c)

Figure 3: Gradient and divergences for (a) a smooth
boundary, (b) with added noise, and (c) after gradient
filtering.

˙ ÖII ∪
˙ ÖIII ,
O = ÖI ∪

(22)


¨
ÖI = p : ∆(p)
<0 ,

¨
ÖII = p : ∆(p) > 0 ,

¨
ÖIII = p : ∆(p)
=0 .

(23)

with

and expresses the difference between the gradients of p
and q.
The amount of filtering is influenced by the parameters σd and σ∇ . On the one hand σd influences the
size of the local neighborhood at p. For instance let
σd = 1 then N2σd (p) defines a 5 × 5-mask. On the
other hand the weight gσd has the intention to decrease
the influence of distant points. The second parameter
gσ∇ intends to decrease the influence of p’s neighboring points q with a differing gradient in comparison to
∇(p).
˙
We denote the filtered gradient at point p with ∇(p)
and the divergence based on the filtered gradients with
˙
∆(p):
X
1
˙
˙
∆d(p)
=
∠(q − p, ∇d(q)).
(20)
|N1 (p)|

(24)
(25)

Note, that filtering the distance map itself wouldn not
be suitable, since the variances of the distance values
are only marginal and significant features would not
preserved.

5

SAMPLE APPLICATION

In this chapter we present a skeletonization approach on
the basis of the findings of the previous chapters in order to evaluate our shape descriptor. Therefore we use
a thinning method which offers two important advantages. It is fast and furthermore the only known method
where the topological equivalence of the skeleton with
the initial discretized object can be guaranteed [8] (the
definition of topological equivalence is based on the
same number of connected components, tunnels, and
cavities). Thinning algorithms iteratively remove border points (i.e. points with at least one neighbor point
belonging to the background) from a discretized object.
It is common to call a removable point simple if its removal does not change the topology of the discretized
object ([8]).
We extend the standard thinning algorithm by using
the filtered divergence values. This is done firstly, by
sorting the removable points according to the filtered
divergence values, such that points with high positive
divergence are prioritized and points with high negative

q∈N1 (p)

See figure 3(b) and 3(c) to comprehend the filtering
effect.
After applying the bilateral filter to the gradients,
the divergence variation is small for neighboring points
p, q ∈ OI in comparison to the variance between neighboring points p ∈ OI and q ∈ OIII . With this being the
case, again a bilateral filtering is suitable in order to further reduce the artefacts.
Therefore, in eq. (17) the weight gσ∇ is replaced by
the weight gσ∆ and we get:
(21)
X

(b)

with w(p) again as the sum of all weigths. The weight
gσ∆ intends to decrease the influence of p’s neighboring
˙
points q with a divergence value different from ∆(p).
We denote the filtered divergence value at point p
¨
with ∆(p)
and redefine the decomposition of O according to the filtered divergence field:

q∈N2σd (p)

fdiv (p) =
1
w(p)

(a)

˙
˙
˙
gσd (kp − qk)gσ∆ (∆(p)
− ∆(q))
∆(q)

q∈N2σd (p)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: For non-axis aligned boundary segments aliasing based artefacts occur.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Filtering results for σd = 2, σ∇ = 0.05, and σ∆ = 0.01 are shown.
divergence are considered at last (as suggested in [4]).
Secondly, a divergence-based threshold t is used to
prevent the removal of points with a high negative
divergence. The resulting algorithm is structured as
follows:

After applying the sketched algorithm the resulting
skeletons are not necessarily thin. The thinning
algorithm is once again applied to the remaining point
set with changed conditions. The threshold-based
condition is replaced by the curve-end-point-condition,
which states that a point with only one foregroundneighbor must not be removed:

do {
something changed = false;
bp = determine all border points;
sort bp; // desc. divergence values

do {
.
.
.

for each p in bp {
¨
if (p is simple) and (∆(p)
≥ t) {
remove p
something changed = true;
}
}
} while something changed

for each p in bp {
if (p is simple) and (|N1 (p)| > 1) {
remove p
something changed = true;
}
}
} while something changed
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Simulating Real-Time Cloth with Adaptive Edge-based
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ABSTRACT
We present an approach to simulating detailed cloth in real-time using an adaptive edge-based mesh, by enhancing
its usability and performance. We show how simple seaming can be used to combine multiple adaptive meshes into
garments, accomplished with the use of discontinuous material co-ordinates. Performance is improved by decoupling the mesh adaption and simulation steps, allowing efficient data structures to be exploited for the simulation
and collision detection. Greater memory efficiency is achieved by pre-allocating a pool of memory to be used by
any mesh at any hierarchical level. The collision detection process is integrated into the edge-based adaption technique, enabling a garment to be coarsened and refined repeatedly, such that no new vertices are created inside of
the object in collision. Our technique is illustrated for a 67k triangle character wearing a T-shirt adaptively refined
to 6k triangles in real-time.
Keywords: Adaptive mesh, cloth simulation, garment

1

INTRODUCTION

is achievable in real-time now but the quality of offline
simulations will always exceed that of real-time simulations. An approach to narrow the gap between offline and real-time systems concerns the use of adaptive
meshes. Instead of using a fine regular mesh, a much
coarser mesh is used, which is subsequently adaptively
refined only in regions considered most important. Important regions are those that require a greater density
of polygons needed to model important aspects of visually realistic cloth; most commonly wrinkles in areas
of high curvature, and to accurately resolve collisions
with objects. Coarsening, being the opposite of refinement takes place in regions that no longer require a high
density of polygons.

The real-time simulation of cloth and particularly clothing is a challenging task, both the deformation calculations and collision detection are expensive thus limiting what is achievable with finite resources. Of course
very detailed and realistic cloth animations can be simulated, albeit offline with very fine meshes. However,
they are limited by how long the user is prepared to
wait for the result. We would like to be able to simulate detailed clothing in real-time, since many applications require it such as virtual reality, games and garment prototyping. Mass-spring networks are an approach made popular for simulating real-time cloth by
Provot, where an inverse dynamic procedure to correct the lengths of super-elongated springs particularly
enhanced its useabilty [Pro95]. Mass-spring networks
are favoured for their speed and real-time applications
compared to more complex physical models [DB99];
however, the cost of the simulation in either case is
proportional to the size of the mesh. Taking into account hardware advances over the last ten years, more

We continue to build on Simnett et al’s [SLD09]
work, improving the edge-based adaptive refinement
approach, which works on triangular meshes specially
enhanced with connectivity information. The subdivision is the result of splitting edges in the mesh, this
is performed using application specific edge-based
criteria. This approach allows very fast incremental
updates to the mesh, whereby only two adjacent
triangles require updating on each edge split to ensure
a conforming mesh. We use a mass-spring network for
our simulation, with Verlet numerical integration and,
importantly, make use of Provot’s inverse dynamic
procedure to correct the lengths of super-elongated
springs [Pro95]. The mass-spring network shares the
same topology with the adaptive mesh, where the mass
of each vertex is calculated as one third of the adjacent
triangle’s mass, which is updated as the mesh refines.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part
of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first
page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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The main contributions of this paper are:
• Incorporating multiple configurations into the transition states of edge-based adaptive meshes for improved real-time performance.
• Multiple edge-based adaptive meshes are combined
to form garments. A T-shirt, constructed from two
meshes attached at their seams, is illustrated in realtime.
• Collision aware mesh adaption technique enables a
garment to be coarsened and refined resulting in no
vertices of the cloth penetrating the character’s body.
Firstly we will survey existing work in related areas and
the rest of the paper is organised into the following sections detailing our work: Edge-Based Adaptive Mesh
and Configurations, Seaming, Adaptive mesh Memory,
Adaptive Cloth and Collision Detection.

2

Figure 1: Cloth draped over a sphere, rendered with
smooth lighting and coloured levels together with an
illustration of the adaptive mesh’s hierarchy.
vertex’s spring forces to the other. Seaming is not always mentioned for character garments and no specific
details were included for the garment using the adaptive
mesh in [LV05], suggesting that a 3D mesh in the shape
of the garment is used instead. We believe a simple approach is prudent for real-time simulation. We detail
our approach in Section 4 that will allow seaming of
an edge-based adaptive mesh inorder to allow garments
to be created. Collision detection research is a large
field, many algorithms and data structures have been
designed for this. Without suitable collision detection
and response, cloth simulations are severely limited and
complex algorithms are used for high fidelity offline
animations. Bridson et al.’s [BFA05] work generates
high quality wrinkles with complex collisions. By robustly processing collisions, contacts and friction, with
a collision aware post processing step a surface is subdivided and iteratively smoothed for rendering. Their
approach took approximately two minutes per frame
for a piece of cloth with 150 x 150 nodes. Self collisions for cloth is particularly expensive to compute.
Govindaraju et al. [GKJ+ 05] presented a method that
accurately detected all self-collisions for a 23K triangle cloth dress in 400-550 ms. Their chromatic decomposition partitions a fixed topology mesh into independent sets, and uses a linear-time culling algorithm performing 1D overlap tests on the CPU and a 2.5D on the
GPU. Achieving real-time performance puts tight limits on the complexity of the cloth and collision testing.
Fuhrmann et al. [FGL03] achieved interactive animation of cloth with self-collision by approximation; it
considered only pairs of particles and held them apart
using a bounding hierarchy of particles.

PREVIOUS WORK

Adaptive meshes are a good way of reducing the cost
of simulating cloth without sacrificing heavily on the
detail and have been used a number of times previously, with the adaption criterion most commonly based
on curvature [VL03][LV05]. Villard and Boroucharki
found their adaptive mesh improved simulation times
as much as six times [VB05]. Memory usage and access can be particularly problematic in the case of large
meshes where disk storage is required [VL03]. Seaming, that is the joining of meshes together, is of particular interest to cloth simulations, allowing actual garments to be constructed in a similar way to reality by
way of physically stitching pieces of flat material together to form garments. Ma et al [MHB06] presented
a method that automatically constructed a seam surface
along an arbitrary path on the surface of an irregular
mesh. They simulated seam puckering on 3D garments
with a mass-spring network, which produced realistic
wrinkles but it unfortunately requires the use of very
fine meshes beyond the capability of real-time simulation. Pabst et al [PKST08] looked at the influence
of seams on the bending of fabric, together with an
accurate bending model. If using a relatively coarse
mesh, they found that it must be locally refined around
the seams to smooth out the abrupt changes that would
otherwise be present in the bending stiffness between
adjacent elements, thus increasing the costs. Their
method produced excellent realism, comparing a real
garment with that of a simulated one with each step taking 65ms to calculate the bending forces. Durapinar et
al’s [DG07] virtual garment design and simulation system featured automatic pattern generation by cutting a
regular mesh along lines between defined corner vertices. A mass-spring system was used with seaming
taking 4.313 seconds for a skirt with 1400 vertices, finalized by combining vertices into one by adding each

3

EDGE-BASED ADAPTIVE MESH

The Edge-Based approach to adaptive meshes allows
fast incremental changes to the mesh, refining or coarsening by one level at a time. Edges in the mesh are
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split in order to subdivide the mesh, and curvature, edge
length and edge collisions have proved suitable criteria for controlling this for cloth modelling. Coarsening
of the mesh is achieved by rejoining previously split
edges. When an edge is split, a new vertex is generated at the centre and two child edges are created.
Triangles are dealt with using a state based retriangulation scheme, where the triangles adjacent to the split
(or rejoined) edges are internally retriangulated. This is
undertaken to build a conforming mesh with new additional internal edges and internal triangles. Upon reaching a full subdivided triangle (1-to-4 split), further refinement of child edges and triangles are allowed. The
adaptive mesh forms a complex hierarchical tree structure of levels, with edges containing two child edges
and a central vertex, triangles contain upto four internal
triangles and three edges. The highest level in use of
any part of the mesh constitutes the whole mesh used
for the cloth simulation. Figure 1 shows a simple simulation of a piece of cloth draped over a sphere, for which
the hierarchy is illustrated.

3.1

other three triangulations missing from the previously
defined eight states. Each of the three new triangulations share the same state as an existing one, that is
the status of the edges are the same. We therefore require an additional identifier other than state for the triangulations; we call this a triangle’s “configuration”.
There are a total of eleven configurations starting with
an empty parent triangle to a completely sub-divided
one (1-to-4 split) and all the possibilities in-between.
We map every state to a configuration, except in three
cases where now each of those states maps to two possible configurations. See Figure 2 for the states and configurations.
Deciding on the configuration to use is straight forward in the case of the 1-1 mappings. For the other 3
states, we can consider a transition from the previous
configuration to one that provides the minimal change,
this helps to keep the forces more consistent between
steps as the cloth adapts. For example: consider that
when transitioning from C1 to C4/C5, the algorithm
would choose C4 as the configuration that provides
minimal change. Therefore, if C5 was chosen instead
the change would be visually detectable in the rendered
cloth (unless the vertices were co-planar).
It can be seen that many transitions between two configurations have common features. This is because it is
not ideal to have to configure the whole parent triangle when it is re-triangulated. Instead, a lower level
approach to re-triangulation that exploits the similarities is possible, although it increases code complexity
considerably. The previous configuration is reused as
much as possible, changing only as necessary. There
are a total of 100 possible transitions that may be used
by the adaptive mesh. Table 1 shows a comparison of
the speed up that is achieved with this approach for a
selected number of cases.

Configurations

S0 C0

S1 C1

S2 C2

S3 C3

C4

C6

C8

C5
S4

C7
S5

C9
S6

Transition

Time
Improved Time
(µs)
(µs)
C0 to C1 0.218079
0.199257
C1 to C4 0.316416
0.177083
C1 to C5 0.312889
0.236971
C2 to C5 0.312540
0.173625
C4 to C1 0.238927
0.070819
C4 to C10 0.435041
0.257016
Table 1: Time comparison of the new faster retriangulation approach compared to the work in
[SLD09].

S7 C10

Some transitions such as C0 to C4/C5, are both
equally costly and we need to either use a default
selection or select it based on some criteria. We have
investigated the use of three simple approaches based
on edge curvature, edge length and edge rest length.
The two length criteria choose the configuration that
gives the shorter new edge length, based on either

Figure 2: Triangle states and configurations showing internal triangulations of a parent triangle.
The state based triangulation approach enabled the
fast determination of the new triangulation by checking the change in status of external edges [SLD09].
We have since expanded this approach to include the
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the deformed length or rest length. The curvature
criterion looks to see which way the parent triangle is
bending and selects the best configuration to conform
to this. Figure 3 shows very small differences between
different selection criteria. The reason for this is that
in most cases there is a faster transition available that
will be used in precedence to the selection criteria,
such that it will have little effect overall. Therefore we
consider the use of a default criteria, since it requires no
additional processing while not negatively impacting
on the refinement.

the group. Consequently, we can use the merged vertices instead of the old ones in the simulation. Finally
boundary edges are connected into pairs, setting their
pointers to point to each other, which are now stored
in a seam edge as part of the garment. Seaming for a
T-Shirt is illustrated in Figure 4, using a mesh for the
front and one for the back with seams above the shoulders, under the arms and down the sides.

Figure 3: Four spheres are illustrated using four different transition selection methods. (Top Left: Default Choice, Top Right: Edge Length, Bottom Left:
Edge Rest Length, Bottom Right: Edge Curvature)
A selection method is used for transitions that are
equally costly, otherwise the fastest minimal change
transition is used.

Figure 4: Interactive Seaming, Top Left: initial base
meshes (rendered with normals), Top Right: seaming links defined (vertex links in orange, edge links
in blue), Bottom Centre: after seaming, seams in
green.

4

4.1

Discontinuous Material Co-ordinates

There is a challenge with managing material coordinates for the meshes; 2D material co-ordinates
allow the quick determination of un-deformed lengths
needed for the physics calculations between any two
points of the mesh and they are readily acquired from
flat textile patterns. Ultimately there exists discontinuous co-ordinates along the seam lines between
multiple meshes and this is also the case for a single
mesh (e.g. a single mesh seamed to form a cylinder).
Storing the material co-ordinates in the vertices,
alone cannot support this. We present a method that
supports discontinuous co-ordinates between any base
triangle in the mesh, and continuous co-ordinates
are used within triangles as they are subdivided. To
support this, material co-ordinates were needed to be
moved from the vertices into the edges. Since an edge
between adjacent triangles consists of two oppositely
directed pieces, each side can have its own material
co-ordinates. Where the material co-ordinates are
continuous, both sides of the edge will hold references
to the same material co-ordinates. In the case of discontinuous co-ordinates, each side will hold reference
to a different set of co-ordinates. Figure 5 illustrates

SEAMING

Complicated models for seaming do not currently appear feasible for real-time simulations; therefore we
take a simple approach and perform seaming on the
base level of our adaptive mesh. We accomplish this
by merging the vertices and connecting the edges of
seams together. Firstly the user can interactively select
links between groups of vertices and pairs of boundary edges using the mouse or alternatively use previously stored links. The mesh can be simulated using
the coarse mesh if desired before actual seaming occurs to bring the meshes together, (linked seam vertices
are constrained together). Next we perform the actual
merging; where initially the vertices and edges are removed from the meshes. A new vertex is created for
each group of vertices that are linked and is stored as
part of the garment, each new vertex has a total mass
of all the combined vertices together with a merged adjacent triangle list. The connectivity of the boundary
edges and triangles in the meshes must be updated as
to reference the new merged vertex rather than each of
68

managed memory. We use a linked list approach with
two lists, which allow constant time access to the pools.
One list stores unused objects to be taken from the
pool, and the other holds list nodes ready for when an
object is put back onto the pool. There is an additional
advantage to this approach, the pools may be shared
simultaneously by multiple meshes; each mesh does
not need significant resources allocated to it which
may not be fully utilised. It is difficult to predict the
exact requirements for a complex simulation especially
with collisions, however, experimentation can yield
good results. Taking the simulation in Figure 10 as
an example, the base mesh requires 0.3 MB and an
additional 7.2 MB in the memory pools was needed
with allowances to support upto approximately 7,000
triangles. The full refinement to level 3 would require
15.6 MB in total, this means in this example, our
approach has saved 8.3 MB or around 53% of the
memory needed over that of pre-allocation for the
adaptive mesh.

this, three meshes are to be seamed together with three
sets of continuous material co-ordinates. Vertices are
merged but the material co-ordinates are not, then
edges are connected together. It should be noted that
the boundary edge lengths should match between pairs
for best results, as one edge is designated as the control
edge whose length will be used for the spring forces in
the simulation.

BE

E

V

6

MC

6.1

Figure 5: Three meshes each with their own set
of material co-ordinates (red,orange,green), seamed
together with discontinuous material co-ordinates
(MC) along their boundary edges (BE). Vertices are
shown in blue (V).

5

ADAPTIVE CLOTH
Separation of Adaption and Simulation

The original approach in [SLD09] was to perform both
adaption and simulation in the same algorithm and do
this at each update. We have found this not to be efficient in cases of very small time steps, often these very
small steps are needed to ensure numerical stability of
the simulation when using finer meshes. All the edges
in the mesh will be checked against the criteria for each
time step for adaption. When very few changes have
taken place, the cost of checking will surpass the actual
cost of updating the mesh structure per step. Therefore,
we have since decoupled the adaption and simulation
allowing more resources for the simulation to run at a
rate required for stability. The adaptive mesh will update a constant number of times each second (typically
at 30Hz), we refer to this as a major step. Minor steps
refer to the simulation steps, which are performed after
each major step, the number of these depend on the time
step required to give stable results. Collision detection
and response is performed once at the end of each major step rather than every minor step to save time when
vertices are only moving very small distances.
To further increase performance, it is not necessary
to recalculate the triangle normals (using the cross
product) and vertex normals (average of adjacent
triangles) during the adaption step since the vertices are
not moved. Also, new vertices are initially co-linear
with their parent edge, and therefore fast interpolation
is sufficient to determine their normal.

ADAPTIVE MESH MEMORY

Memory considerations are often overlooked in realtime simulations where we favour pre-computation
wherever possible, and consider algorithm efficiency
of most importance. However, adaptive meshes require
a large amount of memory to store subsequent levels
even for small base meshes. Real-time constraints often
force the use of pre-allocation for all levels that may be
needed, this is because the operating system’s managed
dynamic memory imposes a relatively large overhead
for creation and deletion. In regards to real-time cloth,
the purpose of the adaptive mesh is to allow refinement
only in areas that require more triangles (typically high
curvature). There is a limit on the overall number of
triangles in a piece of cloth that can be simulated and
rendered in real-time, and the adaption criteria should
be chosen accordingly. We can make use of this to
achieve large memory savings, by only pre-allocating
the maximum memory needed by the mesh over
the course of a real-time simulation. The memory
is divided into pools, one for each of the principle
building blocks of the mesh: triangles, edges, vertices
and material co-ordinates. As the mesh is refined and
coarsened the pools are used dynamically, in a similar
way but with almost no overhead compared to system

6.2

Data Structure Traversal

Our adaptive mesh’s hierarchy enables an efficient algorithm for refinement but imposes an overhead for the
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the direction of their normals with an adjustable offset.
The result is a shell around the original object, giving us
the region to hide intersections within. The originally
loaded mesh can be deleted from main memory if desired, leaving it only on the graphics card for rendering
so that memory requirements are not doubled by using
the collision mesh. We allow the mesh to be arbitrarily rotated and translated, by calculating and storing the
transformations using a 3x3 matrix for the rotation and
a 3D vector for the translation. The cloth is simulated
in world co-ordinates, and vertices are first transformed
into the object’s local coordinate space to undergo the
collision checks. Considering a cloth vertex (mass) has
a current position and a previous position (which was
outside of the object), the collision with a static object
can be determined by checking that the vertex’s path
has not intersected the object.

simulation where the hierarchical data structure must be
traversed many times each step. We have alleviated this
cost by constructing a temporary list of pointers to triangles, edges and vertices each time the adaptive mesh
is updated, they are particularly effective now that the
adaption is decoupled and the lists may be valid and
used for a number of simulation steps. Table. 2 shows
the time in milliseconds for each simulation step, the
cost of creating the list, and the improved simulation
timing that results from using the list, hence the cost
of the data structure traversal to the simulation can be
seen.
Level
Base
1
2
3

Simulation
(ms)
0.049832
0.214280
0.880447
2.964748

List Creation
(ms)
0.001453
0.006593
0.033203
0.136163

Sim. with List
(ms)
0.033908
0.136197
0.573544
2.407764

The object is potentially a large triangle soup, and
therefore we initially must partition it into a more efficient structure for collision testing inorder for real-time
computation. A 3D grid of cells is used, where each cell
is an axis aligned bounding box that contains a list of all
the triangles that are inside or partially overlapping.

Table 2: Simulation times for a single step using standard traversal and temporary lists updated
each adaptive step. A base mesh of 128 triangles is
used and the cost of list creation can be seen.

7

The main collision algorithm between a cloth vertex
and a object proceeds as follows. The previous and current position are transformed into the object’s coordinate space, the transformed points are hence referred to
as A and B. Each grid Cell that the path AB intersects
is tested for collisions by testing the vertex with each
triangle within the cell. Figure 6 illustrates the vertex
triangle collision test, firstly the segment AB is intersected with the triangle’s plane to find an intersection
point (IP). If IP exists, the barycentric co-ordinates are
calculated to determine if this lies within the triangle
face; if this is so, the surface point (SP) is calculated
by projecting B in the direction of the triangle’s normal.
The current position is moved to the SP after transforming it back into world co-ordinates.

COLLISION DETECTION

Although geometric shapes provide straight forward
collision checks by use of their parametric equations,
building complex objects out of them is not easy. The
decision was made to implement a general method that
can be used with any 3D triangle model. The only requirement is that the triangles of the mesh must be outward facing (determined by the vertex winding) forming a surface where the cloth will not be allowed to
penetrate through into the object. A problem with the
highly flexible nature of cloth is that even if the vertices
are not penetrating the object, edges and triangles may
intersect the object’s surface causing very noticeable visual artefacts. The use of the adaptive mesh, greatly increases the cloths ability to approximate the underlying
surface it is in contact with, but this alone is not sufficient. A full triangle-triangle collision approach provides a potential solution although at a cost to processing compared to only vertex-triangle collision detection. We seek a compromise for use with real-time simulations; a suitable approach is to leave a region above
the surface to hide these intersections. If too great a
region is used, the gap will be very noticeable and unrealistic; relatively too small and intersections will still
be visible. To enable this, we use a separate mesh for
collision and rendering. The original mesh is loaded,
and then sent to the graphics card to be stored in a vertex buffer object. To construct the collision mesh, we
first calculate smooth normals for the vertices (which
may be the same as used for rendering). Using these
normals we expand the mesh by moving the vertices in

Triangle Normal

A

A

Intersection Point
B
B

Surface Point

Figure 6: Vertex-triangle collision: The vertex’s current position (B) is moved to the surface point, if the
intersection point is within the triangle.
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Figure 9: Left: coarse mesh, Centre: immediately
after two adaption steps (incremental approach implies a change of one level for each step and level two
is required in some areas to resolve the collisions),
Right: after 1 second (30 adaption and 120 simulation steps), the cloth has relaxed.

Figure 7: A T-Shirt draped on a static character,
with the adaptive hierarchy of the front mesh illustrated.

7.1

therefore be rejoined in the next step. Previously Simnett et al. [SLD09] used a rejoin wait count, with the
aim to prevent rapid flipping between coarsening and
refining an edge by specifying a number of steps before an edge was allowed to rejoin after having been
split. This was although visually effective, caused the
flipping to still occur each time the rejoin wait was completed. We have changed how it is used in order to improve upon this and the performance. If edge collision
splitting is enabled for the cloth; before an edge is rejoined, it is checked for collisions. The purpose being is
that if there is an edge collision and it is rejoined, it will
almost certainly be split again at the next step. The edge
in collision will be prevented from rejoining, saving the
costs of the edge join and retriangulation. The additional collision check has a cost associated with it too,
so we make use of the rejoin wait count again but now it
saves the cost of collision and curvature checks. However, there is a trade off as rapid coarsening can bring
force, integration and collision savings for the simulation. A balance between a too long rejoin wait and not
long enough is important; we find a rejoin wait count of
ten steps works well, which will basically spreads out
the cost of the rejoin checks over the ten steps as they
are not synchronized.

Collision within Mesh Adaption

Collision routines are called from within the adaption
step, as necessary, in a number of places. When an
edge is split, the newly created vertex in the centre of
the edge can be created inside other objects, a situation
that is prevented under normal circumstances. We must
be able to determine when this has occurred and find
a suitable location to relocate the vertex to. We tackle
both of these problems in one step, by constructing a
ray pointing outwards from the object and testing it for
collision with the collision mesh. The direction we use
is the average of the edges two end normals. If there is
a collision, then the vertex is moved to the intersection
point adjusting the previous position to preserve the velocity, see Figure 8. Figure 9 shows three snap shots of
the cloth simulation on a character, and demonstrates
how the coarse base mesh may be used to speed up the
initial placement of the garment.

Vertex Normal A
Ray
New Vertex

8

Intersection Point

We implemented our cloth simulation using C++ and
used Opengl for rendering, the results presented in this
paper were performed using a PC with a Intel 2.66 GHz
Core i7 920 using a single thread with 6GB of RAM.
The limit of our approach is approximately seven thousand triangles, with the simulation times being the limiting factor where mesh adaption takes less than 10%
of the total time for each major step. Figure. 10 shows
a mesh of this size, worn as a T-shirt by a static character that is simulated in real-time. Each major step
takes 22ms running at 30Hz, with 4 minor or simulation steps running at 120 Hz. Figure 7 shows the corresponding adaptive hierarchy for the front mesh of the
T-Shirt. The accompanying video features the character, where two meshes are initially seamed together and
the cloth is simulated in real-time. To demonstrate the
adaptive mesh and collision detection more robustly, a

Surface
Edge

Vertex Normal B

Figure 8: Resolving a new vertex that has been generated inside an object. It is moved to the intersection point between the directed ray and the surface.

7.2

RESULTS

Conflicting Criteria: Edge Collision
and Curvature.

When using multiple criteria to control the refinement
an coarsening of the mesh, problems can arise from
these conflicting. An edge may be in collision and
therefore should be split, but the curvature criteria may
determine that the edge should not be split and would
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CONCLUSION

We have presented a number of improvements to
the edge-based adaptive mesh approach presented in
[SLD09], such as increased performance by decoupling
mesh adaption from simulation, using a more efficient
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which together with seaming allows the real-time
simulation of a detailed T-shirt on a virtual character.
The improved handling of memory has provided a
saving of 53% for this simulation, compared to the
pre-allocation of the complete hierarchy. In the future
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handling in order to allow non-static objects, and
the grid based approach will need to be modified to
support jointed characters. Our work shows that the
adaptive mesh would work well with additional level
of detail approaches, since an off-screen character can
be simulated using purely their base mesh. Figure 9
shows that our refinement method could quickly return
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ABSTRACT
Recently some CBIR approaches have shown the use of relevance feedback to train a pattern classifier to select relevant images
for retrieval. This paper revisits this strategy by using an optimum-path forest (OPF) classifier. During relevance feedback
iterations, the proposed method uses the OPF classifier to decide which database images are relevant or not. Images classified
as relevant are sorted and presented to the user for a new iteration. Such images are ordered according to the normalized
distance using relevant and irrelevant representative images, computed previously by the OPF classifier. Our experiments show
that the proposed approach requires fewer iterations, being faster and more effective than methods based on SVM.

Keywords: CBIR, Relevance Feedback, OPF.

1

INTRODUCTION

sented to the user; (ii) the user indicates which images
are relevant; (iii) the system learns the user’s opinion
from this feedback in order to return more relevant images in the next iteration. This process may be repeated
until the user is satisfied, but it is highly desirable to
finish it in a few iterations.

Image collections have been created and used in several applications, such as digital libraries, medicine,
and biodiversity information systems. Given the size of
these collections, it is essential to provide efficient and
effective means to retrieve images. Such a problem has
raised the interest in putting together image processing,
information retrieval, and database management to design content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems for
large image collections [2].
The visual content of an image in a CBIR system is
often represented by a feature vector, which may encode color, texture, and/or shape measures. The image
is then interpreted as a point in the feature space. A
query in a CBIR system is usually done by range (returning all images whose distance to the query image
is less than a given radius) or by similarity. We will
focus on the second approach where a number of the
closest images to the query point are retrieved from the
database. Given that the meaning of those images may
differ for distinct users since they are not completely
represented by the feature vector, a semantic gap occurs between the user’s expectation and the result of the
query. Thus, relevance feedback techniques have been
investigated to reduce the semantic gap by requiring
more user interaction than simply the specification of
a query image. These techniques usually involve three
steps: (i) a small number of retrieved images is pre-
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Figure 1: CBIR with Relevance Feedback.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the relevance feedback process. There are several studies on each stage
of this pipeline, such as creating more robust local
descriptors[15, 19] (i.e. feature vectors and distance
functions to compare them) or providing scalability to
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of OPF classifier. We show that this strategy is actually very effective reducing considerably the number of
required iterations.
In addition to that, the distance function used to compare images has also influence on the retrieval process.
Some methods use multiple pairs of feature vectors and
distance functions, called descriptors, and compare two
images by combining their distance based on each descriptor [11, 18]. In this case, the learning from relevance feedback may also change the way to combine
descriptors [18]. Our method can exploit the same
framework, but we will consider in this study only a
single descriptor per image.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the proposed algorithm based on OPF classifier and
an example illustrates our relevance feedback process.
The experiments and results using three heterogeneous
image databases are described in Section 3. As baselines for comparison, we use the method od Tong and
Chang [16] and the one illustrated in Figure 2c, which
uses only relevant images for multi-point query. Section 4 states the conclusions and discusses our future
work.

huge image databases[9, 20]. Our work focuses on the
learning and retrieval process (gray box in Figure 1),
especially in query classification and ranking.
Relevance feedback techniques were initially proposed for document retrieval, but have been successfully applied to CBIR systems[2, 13, 14, 17, 23]. Figure 2 illustrates three examples of simple relevance
feedback techniques [7, 10]. In Figure 2a, the positive examples (relevant images) from a first iteration
are used to move the next query point to their geometric center in the feature space. This idea stemmed from
Rocchio’s formula [13] in document retrieval and it has
been successfully exploited in CBIR systems, such as
MARS [14] and MindReader [6]. Two other methods
use the relevant images as next query points and, depending on the distance to this multi-point query set,
different isosurfaces are formed in the feature space
(Figures 2b and 2c). The method we present here is
also a multi-point query but, differently from those approaches, we exploit relevant and irrelevant images as
query points.

2

CBIR USING OPF CLASSIFIER

OPF is a classification method which represents each
class of objects by one or more optimum-path trees
rooted at given samples, called prototypes [12]. The
training samples are nodes of a complete graph, whose
arcs are weighted by the distance between the feature
vectors of their nodes. In relevance feedback, we have
two classes: relevant images chosen by the user and irrelevant ones. The prototypes computed by the OPF
classifier are then used to sort the images according to
the user’s selection.
Let Z be an image database. For every image t ∈ Z ,
we have a feature vector ~v(t) ∈ ℜn . That is, every image may be interpreted as a point in the feature space
ℜn . The distance d(s,t) between two images s and t is
the distance between their corresponding feature vectors. For an initial query point s, the proposed method
returns the N closest images in Z to s (query by similarity). Due to the semantic gap, the closest images
to s may not be the most relevant for a given user. By
marking the relevant images among the returned ones,
the user creates two sets: a set I ⊂ Z of irrelevant images and a set R ⊂ Z of relevant images. The method
then uses sets R and I to compute two optimum-path
forests (OPF), one for each class. Each database image
t ∈ Z \I ∪ R is then classified according to the root’s
label of the forest (relevant/irrelevant) which offers to t
the optimum path in the graph. Only the N closest images labeled as relevant will be returned in a set C to the
user in the next iteration. Relevant prototypes (A ) and
irrelevant ones (B), computed in the previous step, are
then used to sort the images in C for the next iteration.

Figure 2: Simple relevance feedback techniques that
change query shapes (i.e., isosurfaces with respect to
the query points).
Approaches based on relevant and irrelevant images
usually exploit active learning techniques to design a
classifier that selects from the database the candidate
relevant images for sorting by distance to the query
point [1, 3, 16]. The method proposed by Tong and
Chang. [16] uses Support Vector Machines (SVM) for
image classification [22]. During the relevance feedback iterations, the method finds the optimum hyperplane that separates relevant and irrelevant images, presenting to the user the images closer to the hyperplane.
This hyperplane is adjusted along the iterations and, after a last iteration, the method presents the images farther to the hyperplane, on its relevant side.
The method we propose here follows a similar strategy, using a faster and more effective classifier aiming
to present the most relevant images in the database at
each iteration, unlike SVM. For a given set of relevant and irrelevant images, the method designs an OPF
(Optimum-Path Forest) classifier [12]. Only database
images classified as relevant are sorted by distance and
presented to the user in the next iteration. This distance
is computed based on relevant and irrelevant prototypes
(representative images), computed during the training
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The method computes the average distance d¯A (t, A )
between each image t ∈ C and images in the set
of relevant prototypes A . It also computes the
average distance d¯B (t, B) between t and images
in the set of irrelevant prototypes B. Finally, a
¯ A , B) is computed as a normalized
distance d(t,
mean between relevant and irrelevant prototypes:

¯ A , B) =
d(t,

After classifying each image in Z \I ∪ R, the
method returns to the user a new set of N relevant im¯ A , B).
ages, which contains the lowest values of d(t,
This process is then repeated for a few iterations T and,
finally, the system returns all relevant images obtained
so far.
In order to illustrate the advantages of our relevance
feedback approach as compared to a simple retrieval
of the N closest images to s, we present an example
of query image in Figure 3 from the image database
Corel [21]. We use a color descriptor, called BIC, proposed by Stehling et al. [15]. The N = 30 closest images in that database are shown in Figure 16, where the
relevant images are presented with a blue border. After T = 3 iterations (a reasonable number of iterations
for practical situations), the system presents the N = 30
most relevant images found so far, as shown in Figure 17. It is important to note that the quality of this
result may vary depending on the image descriptor.

d¯A (t,A )
.
d¯A (t,A )+d¯B (t,B)

Algorithm 1: Relevance Feedback Algorithm
Input: A query image s, a feature extraction
function v, a distance function d, a desirable
number N of relevant images, an image
database Z and a number T of iterations.
Output: An ordered list L of the N most relevant
images in Z .
Auxiliary: Sets R ⊂ Z and I ⊂ Z of relevant
and irrelevant images, A ⊂ Z and
B ⊂ Z of relevant and irrelevant
prototypes, set C ⊂ Z of images
classified as relevant for the next
iteraction.
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19
20

Compute the distance d(s,t) for every image t ∈ Z .
Create an ordered list L of the N closest images t to
s based on d(s,t).
Set I ← 0/ and R ← 0.
/
for each learning iteration i = 1, 2, . . . , T do
Set C ← 0.
/
The user marks the relevant images in L, which
are inserted into R and the irrelevant ones are
inserted into I .
if |R| < N then
Compute OPF using sets I and R,
resulting also A and B.
for each image t ∈ Z \I ∪ R do
if t is labeled as relevant by OPF then
insert t into the set C of images
classified as relevant.
end
end
end
else
Return the final ordered list L with the N
most relevant images in R, as defined by
the user’s selection.
end
Create an ordered list L with the N most
relevant images in C , in increasing order of
¯ A , B).
d(t,
end
Return the final ordered list L with the N most
relevant images in R, completing it with the
N − |R| relevant images in C in the increasing
¯ A , B).
order of d(t,

Figure 3: A query image s.

3

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to evaluate our method, we use the BIC descriptor with the dLog distance function [15], and compare its effectiveness using precision-recall curves and
two other approaches as baselines: the SVM-based
method proposed by Tong and Chang [16] and the
multi-point query with relevant images only, as illustrated in Figure 2c. The first, named here as SAL (SVM
Active Learning), is also named SV MACT IV E or SV MAL
in the literature. It was chosen because it is based on a
state-of-the-art technique for image classification. The
second, named as QPM (Query Point Movement) [16],
was selected to illustrate the importance of irrelevant
images in the multi-point query set. Our approach is
named here OPFAL or simply OPF, because it is based
on the OPF classifier.
As mentioned before, our work focuses in query classification and ranking. Indexing schemes to accelerate
the search can be exploited in our method, as well as
techiques for descriptor combination. But we consider
in this study only a single descriptor in order to compare the proposed method against others.
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The curves of precision-recall use the entire image
database Z . Thus, lines 18 and 20 of our algorithm
are replaced by: Create a list L with all relevant images
¯ A , B), and
in C ∪ R, in their increasing order of d(t,
compute the precision-recall curve for images in L.
The experiments used three heterogeneous image
databases, representing different challenges for CBIR.

Corel, ETH-80, and PASCAL, respectively, by varying
the number of iterations from 1 to 8. These curves
show that OPF improves its performance (the higher
the precision-recall curve, the better is the method)
with the number of iterations, as expected, but they
also indicate the challenge degree of each database:
PASCAL imposes more challenges than Corel which is
more difficult than ETH-80.

Figure 4: Mean precision-recall curves of OPF in Corel
database, iterations 1 to 8.

Figure 5: Mean precision-recall curves of OPF in ETH80 database, iterations 1 to 8.

• PASCAL [4, 5].
This database consists of 3,448 natural images, each
one containing multiple regions of interest (subimages). Each region contains one object from a class
of visual objects (bikes, boats, birds). The regions
are labeled by their class performing a total of 23
classes with different number of images, varying
from 72 to 446 subimages each.
• Corel [21].
This database is a collection with 200,000 images
from the Corel GALLERY Magic–Stock Photo Library 2. We use a subset of 3,906 natural images,
pre-classified into 85 classes. These classes have
different number of images varying from 7 to 98 images each.

Figure 6: Mean precision-recall curves of OPF in PASCAL database, iterations 1 to 8.

• ETH-80 [8].
This database is available in the project COGVIS,
serving for both psychophysical and computational
studies concerning object recognition and categorization. The project includes images of objects
from 8 basic-level categories performing a total
of 2,384 images, distributed uniformly among the
classes.

Following, Figures 7 to 15 show the mean precisionrecall curves of each method (OPF, QPM, and SAL) in
each database (Corel, ETH-80, and PASCAL) for 3, 5
and 8 relevance feedback iterations. One may observe
that OPF outperformed SAL and QPM in the most difficult databases, Corel and Pascal, and for all number of
iterations. In the easiest case, ETH-80, the curves cross
each other in some recall rates, but OPF is still better
than the others up to 40% of recall for 3 and 5 iterations, and 50% of recall for 8 iterations. In addition to
that, OPF is much faster than SAL and it learns quicker
the simulated user’s wish, providing effective results in
fewer iterations. We consider 3 iterations as the ideal

For each image database, we simulate the user behavior by using each image as initial query point and marking the relevant points (images from the same class of
the query) from 30 returned images at each iteration.
First, we present in Figures 4, 5 and 6 the mean
precision-recall curves of OPF for the databases
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number for practical situations. OPF has also outperformed QPM in all cases and this indicates the importance of using relevant and irrelevant points in multipoint query systems rather than only relevant points.

Figure 10: Mean precision-recall curves in ETH-80
database, third iteration.

Figure 7: Mean precision-recall curves in Corel
database, third iteration.

Figure 11: Mean precision-recall curves in ETH-80
database, fifth iteration.
Figure 8: Mean precision-recall curves in Corel
database, fifth iteration.

Figure 9: Mean precision-recall curves in Corel
database, eighth iteration.

Figure 12: Mean precision-recall curves in ETH-80
database, eighth iteration.
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Table 3 shows the average execution time for one iteration of SAL and OPF. Our approach could also be
used with indexing schemes to further accelerate the
search process and reduce the execution time. However,
we present in this paper execution times without indexing structures. As the number of iterations grows, the
runtime increases. In the Corel database for instance,
our method takes 0.4 seconds to present images at the
eighth iteration while SAL takes 10.2 seconds in the
average. The tests were performed in a machine with
Intel Pentium D processor at 3.4GHz and 1 GB RAM
running the Linux operational system.
Table 1: Total execution time of SAL (minutes).
Figure 13: Mean precision-recall curves in PASCAL
database, third iteration.

Database
3 iterations
5 iterations
8 iterations

Corel
1,116
2,170
5,330

ETH-80
420
702
1,120

PASCAL
903
1,743
4,483

Table 2: Total execution time of OPF (minutes).
Database
3 iterations
5 iterations
8 iterations

Corel
42.8
102.9
224.0

ETH-80
24.2
38.9
59.1

PASCAL
33.4
81.2
188.4

Table 3: Average execution time per query (seconds).
Database
SAL
OPF

Figure 14: Mean precision-recall curves in PASCAL
database, fifth iteration.

Corel
5.71
0.22

ETH-80
3.53
0.20

PASCAL
1.96
0.19

Methods such as OPF and SAL classify candidate relevant images in the image database and sort them to
select the N closest to the query point(s). One may
ask about the relevant images misclassified as irrelevant. These images are lost by the system. Table 4
presents the percentage of images that were erroneously
discarded by OPF for each database and for iterations 3,
5 and 8; the percentages of missed relevant images are
insignificant. This result is even more important when
we consider that the performance of CBIR systems, as
mentioned before, usually increases with the number of
descriptors and strategies to combine them [18], which
is not being exploited in the present study.

Table 4: Percentages of relevant images missed by OPF
due to classification in each database.
Database
Corel ETH-80 PASCAL
3 iterations 0.36%
1.23%
3.37%
5 iterations 0.32%
1.21%
3.22%
8 iterations 0.27%
1.02%
3.06%

Figure 15: Mean precision-recall curves in PASCAL
database, eighth iteration.
Tables 1 and 2 show the execution times of SAL and
OPF, respectively. We present time values for all images of the databases for iterations 3, 5 and 8, used to
compute the precision-recall curves of Figures 7 to 15.
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4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

Challenge 2008 (VOC2008) Results.
http://www.pascalnetwork.org/challenges/VOC/voc2008/workshop/index.html.

We presented a new relevance feedback technique for
CBIR. This is the first time that the OPF classifier is
being used and evaluated for small training sets, as
required in learning by relevance feedback. Differently from the original method, we have separated the
optimum-path forests of each class for classification.
This constitutes a simple but very effective variant of
the original method. We have also proposed a new order relation among the relevant images, which is based
on the mean distances to the prototypes of the OPF classifier.
We have evaluated the method using a color descriptor, three heterogeneous image databases, two reference
approaches, a few iterations, and query by similarity.
The results indicated that the proposed method, named
OPF, requires fewer iterations of relevance feedback. It
outperformed the reference approaches in all databases
and the number of missed relevant images due to classification was insignificant.
The new CBIR approach based on relevance feedback and optimum-path forest classification presented
in this paper provides a solution in interactive time
for practical applications. On average our method was
twenty times faster than SAL.
Our future work involves the use of multiple descriptors and techniques to combine them. We intend to use
other descriptors based on shape, texture and color and
combine them by using techniques such as Bayesian
framework, Genetic Programming [18] or other similar approaches. We also intend to investigate other image classifiers and to evaluate the methods for multiple
users.
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Figure 16: Closest images to s based on d(s,t).

Figure 17: Result of OPF after three iterations.
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ABSTRACT
In a traditional finite element method for the simulation of deformable objects, the stiffness matrix depends on the shape of the
tetrahedral elements. Ill-shaped elements containing large or small dihedral angles lead to an arbitrary large condition number
of the stiffness matrix, thus slowing down the simulation. In addition, high modal frequencies cannot be simulated stably if an
explicit numerical time-integration scheme is considered. We propose an approach consisting of two components to address
this problem: First, we isolate the ill-shaped tetrahedra by performing an eigenvalue decomposition, and then remove their high
modal frequencies by directly altering their element stiffness matrices. This makes the elements softer in some directions. To
prevent element inversion, we define constraints that rigidify the object along those directions. The fast projection method,
implemented as a velocity filter, is employed to enforce the constraints after the temporal evolution. With our approach, a
significantly larger time step can be chosen in explicit integration methods, resulting in a faster simulation.

Keywords: physically based-modeling, deformable objects, modal analysis, explicit integration, constraints

1

INTRODUCTION

are necessary to reproduce the corresponding high frequencies and thus to stabilize the simulation. This is
particularly problematic in the context of real-time simulations that require the maximum time spent to compute one simulated second to be less than one real second. The time required for the force computation and
numerical integration is not dependent on the time step,
therefore smaller time steps increase the time to compute one simulated second.
There exist two ways to attack this problem, notably
by considering the geometry, or by considering the simulation. The easiest way to influence the geometry is by
employing an appropriate meshing approach that avoids
ill-shaped tetrahedra such as [LS07]. However, especially in the context of frequent topology changes in
cutting simulations, this can be hard to achieve in realtime. In contrast, changing the geometry of particularly ill-shaped elements locally often results in a cascade of topological operations that propagate through
the mesh, which are difficult to control [KS07]. In
contrast, approaches that consider the simulation usually limit the strain and thus inhibit degenerate elements [BFA02, TPS09]. However, in the context of an
explicit time-integration scheme, these methods cannot
prevent instabilities completely.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to stabilize a simulation of deformable objects in combination with an explicit time-integration method, thereby
especially addressing the case of frequent topological
changes such as cutting and fracturing. Our approach is
a combination of two components: First, we assume
that the time step of the simulation is given, based,
e. g., on real-time considerations. In cutting simulations, we instead demand that the time step stays constant throughout the simulation. We now identify those
elements which cannot be simulated stably with that

The modeling and dynamic simulation of deformable
objects is an active field of research in computer animation. To accomplish this, the domain of the object is
commonly discretized into tetrahedral elements. Then,
we assume a linear stress-strain relationship and use the
finite element method (FEM) to compute the restitution
forces which work against the deformation. By assuming that the nodes of the mesh constitute mass points,
the equations of motion can be solved numerically to
evolve the object in time.
In most standard FEM codes, the internal forces are
related to the deformed geometry of an element, and
work in the direction of its undeformed geometry. Consequently, the condition of the element stiffness matrix relies heavily on the shape of the element. More
precisely, ill-shaped elements with particularly small or
large dihedral angles result in a large condition number
of the corresponding stiffness matrix, as pointed out by,
e. g., Shewchuk [She02a].
In turn, poorly conditioned stiffness matrices cause
severe problems for the underlying numerical solver:
If implicit integration methods are considered, then the
convergence of an iterative solver is slowed down, resulting in a significant computational overhead. In the
context of explicit integration methods, small time steps
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
Copyright UNION Agency – Science Press, Plzen, Czech Republic.
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time step. We determine the directions of the problematic vibration modes by performing an eigenvalue decomposition of the element stiffness matrix. Then, we
assemble a new stiffness matrix by filtering the corresponding modal frequencies.
In order to account for the changed material properties, and to prevent element inversion of the softened elements, the second component rigidifies those elements
along the determined directions. To accomplish this, we
define a set of constraints and employ the fast projection
method [GHF∗ 07], implemented as a velocity filter, to
enforce the constraints. We show that by employing
our stabilization filter, an explicit solver can take significantly larger time steps than traditional approaches,
thus economizing the additional cost of the constraint
enforcement phase many times over. In addition, our
method avoids the headaches that come with manually
identifying and editing ill-shaped elements. Various experiments underline the benefits of our method.

2

matrix of a linear solver. However, this requires calculating the eigenvalues of the system matrix, which is not
feasible for interactively changing topologies. Schmedding et al. [RS09] define a dynamic damping term such
that the simulation is stable. While their method is suitable for mass-spring systems, the extension to FEMbased deformations is not straightforward.
In order to determine the dynamic response of a deformable object to a prescribed deformation, the model
frequencies of the system matrix can be computed. This
has been done before by Pentland and Williams [PW89]
and Hauser et al. [HSO03] who identified high modal
frequencies as source of small amplitude vibrations
causing unpleasant visible artifacts. Moreover, the high
modal frequencies require small time steps. As a result they removed the high modal frequencies from the
simulation in order to improve the simulation speed.
However, their methods require pre-computing the vibration modes for the stiffness matrix. Real-time cutting and fracturing is not feasible using these methods,
because calculating the modes online would be too expensive. In contrast to the cited works, we perform the
modal analysis on a per-element basis, which results in
a smaller system to be solved.
To constrain the deformation of the relaxed elements
we filter the velocities, such that deformations in
these elements are limited. In doing so, we build
on an approach recently proposed by Thomaszewski
et al. [TPS09]. They extend this concept to continuum
based constraints and as such define a neo-hookean
material law. This new material is linear within
the constraints, and inextensible otherwise. While
Thomaszewski et al. limit the strain of all elements,
we identify the ill-shaped elements beforehand and
only consider their deformation. Therefore, we obtain
a significantly smaller system of constraints whose
solution is feasible in real-time.

RELATED WORK

Since most schemes for the simulation of deformable
objects relate the restitution forces to the shapes of the
elements, there exist a wealth of approaches handling
ill-shaped elements. The approaches can be grouped
into those that avoid the creation of ill-shaped elements,
and those that reduce their influence on the simulation
stability.
The easiest way to handle ill-shaped elements is
to prevent them completely, by only generating wellshaped elements at the meshing stage. While Delaunaybased meshing approaches [She98, ACSYD05] and
advancing front approaches [Sch97] obtain a very good
average tet quality, they cannot guarantee not to create
any ill-shaped tets. Unfortunately, one ill-shaped tet
is enough to destabilize the simulation. This problem
is alleviated by the approach of Labelle et al. [LS07].
They compute a distance field and then fill the domain
with tets selected from a list of stencils. Their main
benefit is that they can give guarantees on the tet
qualities. However, employing their approach to
remesh domains on the fly (as in [KFCO06, WT08]) is
currently not possible in real-time.
As an alternative to global remeshing, it is also
possible to identify ill-shaped elements and use nodesnapping and edge-swapping techniques to improve
their quality [ISS04, CDRR04]. Recently, Klingner
et al.have proposed to optimize the mesh using a
sequence of different optimization steps [KS07].
However, the resulting topological changes tend to be
computationally intensive thus prohibiting their use in
real-time simulations.
Instead of the geometry, the underlying simulation
can be considered. In the field of dynamic linear systems there has been some work in trying to stabilize
explicit integration schemes by determining a suitable
time step [GK07, Shi04]. Both look at the properties of
the dynamic system and the integration scheme. They
determine a time step based on the spectral radius of the

3

OVERVIEW

Our approach is a combination of two components, notably a method which determines the ill-shaped tets and
reduces their high modal frequencies, and a velocity filter which rigidifies these tets afterwards. In this section,
we give a short overview of our approach.
As input, we assume an object whose domain is discretized into tetrahedral elements. In addition, we assume that the material properties (Young’s modulus,
Poisson ratio and density) of the object are given. Further, we assume that an explicit integration method such
as the explicit Euler or the Verlet scheme is employed
to numerically evolve the object in time.
As a first step, we choose a minimum time step ∆tmin
for our simulation. This time step can be chosen heuristically, e. g., based on the expected time texp to compute
one simulation step of this object on a given hardware.
Based on this time, the minimum allowable time step to
simulate the object in real-time can be derived. Alternatively, in case of a cutting simulation, we just demand
that a time step ∆tmin chosen at the start of the simulation does not change during the simulation, even though
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the cuts might induce ill-shaped tets requiring a smaller
time step.
We then identify the elements which cannot be simulated with ∆tmin , i. e., which have one vibration mode
exceeding the maximum allowable modal frequency.
This process requires the solution of an Eigenvalue
problem of size 12 × 12 for each element, as detailed in
Section 4.3. We then filter the modal frequencies of the
found elements along the affected directions by directly
altering the stiffness matrices. This process is done before the computation of the restitution forces and time
evolution.
The second component acts as a velocity filter, which
is executed after the time evolution. Since we have
filtered the modal frequencies of some ill-shaped tets,
these elements are particularly sensitive to element inversion. In order to prevent this, we rigidify the elements along the relaxed directions. That is, we define
geometric constraints on the positions, and employ a
projection method to enforce these constraints directly.
The result of the velocity filter are new positions and velocities satisfying the constraints, as discussed in Section 5.

matrix Ke = Ve BTe EBe , where Ve is the volume of the
element e. The global stiffness matrix K is the superposition of the element stiffness matrices Ke , K = ∑e Ke .
Shewchuk [She02a] showed that the condition of Ke
depends on the cotangent of the dihedral angles of the
tetrahedron e. If the angles approach 0◦ or 180◦ , the
cotangent goes to infinity, which results in an arbitrary
large condition number of Ke . As a consequence, the
condition number of the global stiffness matrix K depends on the condition numbers of the element stiffness
matrices Ke .
In a static FE analysis, we are interested in solving
for the unknown deformed nodal positions x, given prescribed boundary conditions. In this case, the problem
amounts to solving

4

4.2

Kx = f

for the unknown vector x. As Shewchuk pointed out,
the convergence rate of an iterative solver for the linear system decreases with increasing condition number
of K, and thus, for ill-shaped tets, the solution of (3)
becomes arbitrary expensive.

FILTERING MODAL FREQUENCIES

Mẍ + Cẋ + K(x − x0 ) = fe ,

We assume that the restitution forces are computed by
employing a linear explicit FEM with warped stiffness [MG04]. We decompose the simulation domain
into tetrahedral elements. Within each tetrahedral element, linear shape functions Ni , i = 1 . . . 4 are employed
to interpolate the displacement field u with u(x) =
Ni (x)ui , where ui = xi − xi,0 is the displacement of the
node i with undeformed position xi,0 . The elastostatic
equation states that the divergence of the stress σ and
the external forces fe form an equilibrium,
(1)

Applying the Galerkin discretization to the variational formulation of (1), we obtain the description of
the stress σe for each element e:
σe = Eε = EBe u,

(4)

where M is the mass and C the damping matrix. For
simplicity and as usual for most problems in computer
animation, we assume that the mass is lumped in the
nodes, resulting in a diagonal mass matrix. Furthermore, we limit the analysis to the case of an undamped
system, i. e., C = 0. We will consider damping as future work. Nevertheless, we can employ viscous point
damping without sacrificing our theoretical bounds.
To solve (4), the second order ordinary differential
equation (ODE) is transformed into a system of first
order ODEs, which are then numerically integrated
in order to obtain the trajectories of the mass points.
In our case, we assume an explicit time integration
scheme [QSS00].
In order to characterize the stability of (4), we
employ the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition
from [She02b], which relates the temporal resolution,
i. e. the time step of the numerical integration, to the
spatial resolution, i. e., the discretization of the mesh.
The CFL condition stems from the observation that if
a wave (e. g., a pressure wave in our case) is crossing
a discrete grid, then the time step must be less than
the time for the wave to propagate through an element.
More precisely, the CFL condition relates the time step
of the numerical integration to the vibration mode of
the underlying discretization, which is in turn inversely
proportional to the propagation time of a pressure
wave:
c
,
(5)
∆t < p
2
ωmax

Finite element method

∇ · σ + fe = 0.

Dynamic finite element analysis

In the following, we are focusing on the dynamic simulation of a deformable object. In this case, the equations
of motion of the object are

In this section, we describe the first part of our approach, which determines the ill-shaped tets and relaxes
the material along the bad directions. To accomplish
this, we first derive an analytical relation between the
element stiffness matrix and the time step of the underlying numerical integration. Equipped with this knowledge, we can determine the bad directions, and the required amount of material relaxation.

4.1

(3)

(2)

where E is the material-dependent elasticity matrix, ε is
the Cauchy strain [Hug87], and Be is a constant matrix
depending on the gradient of the shape functions Ni .
The restitution forces of each element are then linearly
related to its nodal displacements using the stiffness
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where ∆t is the time step of the numerical integration
and ωmax is the largest modal frequency of the body.
The constant c corresponds to the stability radius of the
state transition matrix [QSS00] of the underlying numerical integration scheme. In addition, c may also depend on the damping coefficient. Detailed derivations
for different solvers can be found throughout the literature. Gurfil and Klein [GK07] studied the explicit
Euler integration and derived c = 2ξ , where ξ is the
damping coefficient. The explicit Euler is never stable if no damping is present. Müller et al. [MHTG05]
present a detailed derivation for the leap frog integration scheme without damping, which results in c = 2.
For the Verlet scheme, Klein
p [Kle07] derives c = 2 for
the undamped and c = 2( ξ 2 + 1 − ξ ) for the damped
integration scheme.
In order to determine the vibration modes of
the mesh, (4) has to be transformed to a diagonal
form, which is accomplished with the whitening
transform [PW89]. This results in the generalized
Eigenvalue problem
ΛΦ = (M−1 K)Φ.

λmax (M−1 K) ≤ max
e

(6)

4.4

max λmax (Ke ) ≤ λmax (K) ≤ n max λmax (Ke )
e

e

e

(7)

where λmax (·) corresponds to the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix passed as argument. By analogy
of [Fri72], Shewchuk derived a similar estimation,

5

CONSTRAINING ELEMENT DEFORMATION

After having filtered the high-frequency vibration
modes from ill-shaped elements, we obtain a stable

max λmax (Je ) ≤ λmax (M−1 K) ≤ n max λmax (Je ), (8)
e

Stiffness matrix assembly

From Λ0e , we assemble the filtered stiffness matrix K0e =
ΦT Λ0 Φ. The modified material will react less to forces
in the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the
modified modes. In the limit the material is infinitely
soft along these directions. Thus, these modes have
to be rigidified with constraints, as discussed subsequently.
The material modification can be done as a precomputation step for simulations without topological
changes. In cutting or fracturing simulations, the
filtering is done only for those elements whose topology has changed. This is possible due to the derived
per-element approximation of the modal frequencies.

Fried [Fri72] showed that it is possible to define a reasonable upper bound for the eigenvalues of M and K
by considering each element e in isolation. These upper bounds depend on the maximal eigenvalues λmax of
the element matrices Me , Ke and the maximum vertex
degree n of the mesh,
e

(9)

We now employ the eigenvalues of Ke to compute the
amount of material relaxation required for the stable
simulation, and its eigenvectors to compute the direction of material relaxation. We first compute the matrix Λe by solving the corresponding 12 ×12 eigenvalue
problem with a QR decomposition. The diagonal matrix Λe = [λi ]ii , i = 1 . . . 12 contains the squared oscillation frequencies of the element. If the frequencies exceed the maximum oscillation ωmax from (9) we filter
the corresponding frequencies λi from Λe and form a
new matrix Λ0e = [λi0 ]ii , i = 1 . . . 12 with
(
2
λi
if λi ≤ ωmax
λi0 =
(10)
2
2
ωmax
if λi > ωmax

Element vibration modes

max λmax (Me ) ≤ λmax (M) ≤ n max λmax (Me )

1
λmax (Ke )
me

where me = 14 Ve ρ is the average mass of a corner of
the element e with volume Ve and density ρ. In (8) the
M̃e and n are related. The masses of the nodes are the
sum of the mass contributions of each tet. We use the
observation that the ill-shaped elements typically have
smaller masses than average mass M̃e /n. This gives an
estimation of the eigenvalues and thus of the quality of
2 = 1 λ
an element. More precisely, if ωmax
me max (Ke ) ≥

c 2
∆t , it follows that the element e cannot be stably
simulated with the time step ∆t.
We note that this bound is very conservative; in practice, meshes can be found whose maximum frequency
is up to a magnitude smaller than the frequency derived
from (9).

where the diagonal matrix Λ contains the eigenvalues
of M−1 K, and the columns of the matrix Φ correspond to the eigenvectors of M−1 K. The eigenvalues
λi = [Λ]ii correspond to the squared modal frequencies
ωi2 , and the eigenvectors [Φ]i correspond to the directions along which the vibrations work. By plugging
2 =λ
ωmax
max := maxi λi into (5), we can determine the
maximum time step allowed for the stable simulation of
the object.
However, we are not exactly where we want to be.
Firstly, we can now estimate a maximum time step for
the whole object, without knowing which elements are
particularly ill-shaped. However, as a single tetrahedron may make a simulation unstable, we must determin such tets. Secondly, the numerical solution of (6) is
expensive and cannot be done in real-time. Thus, in the
following, we show how to approximate (6) by looking
at each element in isolation.

4.3

−1/2

where Je = M̃e Ke M̃e , M̃e = diag(mi , m j , mk , ml )
and i, j, k, l are the nodes of e. Details are found
in [She02b].
As a consequence, the maximum
eigenvalue of M−1 K is roughly proportional to the
maximum eigenvalue of Je of the worst element e. We
employ a slightly different heuristic formulation which
is derived from (8).

e
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where l0 is the undeformed length of the edge.

time integration. However, because the modified
elements react less to forces in the direction of the
removed modes, they tend to invert or distort. To
prevent this, we replace these modes with constraints.
These constraints try to keep the filtered elements as
close as possible to the ground truth. The ground truth,
in this case, is the element without material relaxation,
and simulated with a sufficiently small time step.
To constrain the deformations of the filtered elements, we use the fast projection method [GHF∗ 07],
which is a manifold projection technique [HWL06].
The conceptual advantage is that fast projection can
be implemented as a velocity filter, which directly
modifies the future positions and velocities of the
points after the numerical time-integration.
An intuitive way to rigidify the elements along the
removed directions would be to directly employ the
eigenvectors corresponding to the removed vibrations
as constraint directions. However, since the eigenvectors and their derivatives cannot be computed symbolically, we instead classify the ill-shaped elements according to [BCER95]. For each type of degeneracy (see
Figure 1), we use tailored constraints to rigidify the element along the filtered directions. This is because filtered directions align with the shortest distances in the
tetrahedron, which can either be an edge or a height. If
more than one vibration mode is filtered, or if multiple
directions within the same element have been filtered,
we rigidify the whole element.

(a) Well-shaped, but
small

(d) Spindle

(b) Needle

• For needles, Figure 1(b), we use three edge constraints to approximate the relaxed heights. Edge
constraints are shared between tetrahedra and thus
reduce the overall number of constraints.
• For wedges, Figure 1(c), we use one edge constraints along the shortest edge.
• Spindles and Slivers, Figures 1(d) and 1(e), have relaxed directions perpendicular to the plane spanned
by the crossing edges. As such all four heights have
to be constrained. Again we use edge constraints to
rigidify the whole element.
• Finally, for caps like in Figure 1(f) we set a height
constraint along the shortest height. The function
Ch (x, y, z, w) maintaining the distance h0 between a
tetrahedron corner w and its opposite face (x, y, z) is
(((y − x) × (z − x)) · (w − x))2
− h20
k(y − x) × (z − x)k2
=0
(12)

Ch (x, y, z, w) =

These constraints are symbolically differentiated and
stacked in the constraint Jacobian matrix. Then, the fast
projection method is employed to compute the feasible
positions. The corresponding linear system is solved
with an sparse Cholesky decomposition whose run-time
is linear in the number of non-zero blocks. Therefore
the method is linear in the number of constraints. Experiments indicate that very few iterations provide sufficient accuracy. Notice that in contrast to [TPS09], we
do not impose constraints on the well-shaped tetrahedra, leading to significantly fewer constraints, which
can be maintained efficiently.

(c) Wedge

6

(e) Sliver

In this section, we demonstrate our approach on a variety of dynamic simulations of deformable objects. The
tetrahedral meshes have been generated with the approach described in [MT03]. To cut the meshes, we
use the approach in [SHGS06] which tries to keep the
number of newly created elements small. All experiments have been performed on an Intel Core2 Duo PC
running at 2.5GHz.

(f) Cap

Figure 1: We distinguish 6 different element
types [BCER95]. Highlighted line segments mark
edge (b), (c) or height (f) constraints. The other elements (a), (d), (e) use volume constraints.

6.1

Stack of Wedges

We illustrate the working of our approach on a particularly simple object consisting of six ill-shaped, wedgetype tets, encompassed by well-shaped tets (see Figure 2). The edge length of the well-shaped tets is 1 m,
the Young’s modulus is E = 10KPa, the Poisson ratio
is ν = 0.3, and the density is ρ = 0.05kg m−3 . The
wedges in the middle have one short edge and 5 long
edges of approximately the same length. We obtain an
edge ratio value of ∼ 19, meaning that the longest edge
is 19 times longer than the vertical edge. The computation of one simulation step takes 0.06ms. Due to the

• Well-shaped elements as in Figure 1(a) can cause
instability if they are small, compared to the average tet size in the mesh. Because all four heights
are relaxed, we have to rigidify the element completely, which is done by constraining the lengths
of all six edges of the tetrahedron. The length constraint Ce (x, y) for an edge (x, y) is
Ce (x, y) = ky − xk2 − l02 = 0

RESULTS

(11)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: We illustrate the working of our approach
on a particularly simple object consisting of six illshaped tets (red) encompassed by well-shaped tets
(green). For this object, a speed-up of a factor of
3.5 is obtained by employing our approach. Right:
Close-up of the six wedges.

(a)

Figure 3: Our approach can also be employed in
interactive cutting simulations. Left: Object before being cut. Right: After having cut the object
into two parts. The cutting algorithm generates illshaped tets (red). By employing our method, we can
keep a constant time step throughout the simulation.

ill-shaped tets, a small time step of ∆tmax = 0.03ms is
necessary to stably simulate the object, as we have determined experimentally. Notice that ∆tmax could also
have been derived from (9), but this would result in a
much smaller time step because of the conservative estimation. Consequently, the computation of one physical
second takes 1000/0.03 × 0.06 = 2000ms= 2 seconds,
which is not real-time.
Now we assume that we have to simulate the object
with a time step of ∆t = 0.7 ms, for example because
we aim at a real-time simulation. Thus, we want to relax all elements which cannot be simulated with ∆tmin .
By performing the eigenvalue decomposition elementwise, we isolate the six wedges and relax them along the
vertical direction. Afterwards, we constrain the small
edges of the wedges, resulting in 21 edge constraints
that have to be enforced. The resulting relaxed object
can now be simulated with a time step of ∆t = 0.7 ms,
as required. Notice that the new time step is more than
20 times larger than the initial one. The computation
of one time step, including the constraint enforcement,
takes 0.43 ms. Consequently, the simulation of one
physical second takes 1000/0.7×0.43 = 614ms = 0.61
seconds, which is real-time. Table 1 summarizes the
timings.

6.2

(b)

to ∆tmax = 0.42ms, which is again experimentally determined. Thus, without our method, the computation of
one physical second takes 1000/0.42 × 2.3 = 5476ms
= 5.4 seconds.
We now demand that the time step stays constant
throughout the simulation, i. e., we relax all tets which
cannot be simulated at ∆t = 1ms. By performing the
eigenvalue decomposition element-wise, we isolate 14
ill-shaped tets and introduce 30 constraints. By simulating the relaxed object, we can keep the time step ∆trel =
∆t = 1ms constant, as desired. The time to compute one
simulation step has slightly increased to 2.4ms, which
is due to the constraint handling. The computation of
one physical second now takes 1000 × 2.4 = 2400ms
= 2.4 seconds (see Table 1).

6.3

Liver Mesh

Generating tetrahedral meshes from surface meshes is
a difficult problem, especially if conforming or surfaceinterpolating tetrahedral meshes are generated. Our
method can be employed to simulate such meshes by
employing larger time steps. To illustrate this, we consider a liver model composed of 407 tets (see Figure 4).
The liver has a Young’s modulus E = 10KPa, a Poisson
ratio of ν = 0.3, and a density ρ = 1000kg m−3 . 52 tets
(colored red in Figure 4) have modal frequencies which
are more than twice as high as the average value. These
few elements require that the time step has to be halved.
Looking at the classification of these tetrahedra, we can
see that only six of them are considered ill-shaped. The
rest are well-shaped but are very small and thus have
a high modal frequency. If we dynamically simulate
the liver without using our approach, we need a time
step of ∆tmax = 1.2ms. The time to perform one simulation step is 2.0ms, and therefore the time to compute
one physical second is 1000/1.2 × 2.0 = 1666ms = 1.6
seconds.
Assuming that we want to simulate the liver with a
time step of ∆tmin = 2ms, the method relaxes the 52
elements, resulting in 120 constraints. The time to
compute one simulation step increases to 2.6ms. However, the overall time to compute one second is now

Cutting a Cube

Our method is particularly attractive in the context of
cutting simulations. In Figure 3 we cut a cube of edge
length 4 m consisting of 320 well-shaped elements with
no dihedral angle smaller than 45◦ . The Young’s modulus of the object is E = 10KPa, the Poisson ratio is
ν = 0.3, the density is ρ = 0.06kg m−3 . The cube is
simulated with a time step of ∆t = 1ms, and the time
to compute one simulation step is 2.6ms. Thus, the
simulation of one physical second takes 1000 × 2.3 =
2300ms = 2.3 seconds. If we cut the cube, then the cutting method [SHGS06] refines the mesh in the region
around the cut plane, thus generating 12 new tets and
changing the geometry of 125 tets. Some of these tets
will be ill-shaped, since we do not perform any further
geometric optimizations. Consequently, the maximum
possible time step after having cut the mesh would drop
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Object
Wedges
Cube (uncut)
Cube (cut)
Liver

∆t
0.03ms
0.7ms
1ms
1ms
0.42ms
1ms
1.2ms
2ms

ttimestep
0.06ms
0.43ms
2.3ms
2.3ms
2.3ms
2.4ms
2.0ms
2.6ms

tsecond
2.0 sec.
0.6 sec.
2.3 sec.
2.3 sec.
5.4 sec.
2.4 sec.
1.6 sec.
1.3 sec.

tering more elements than actually necessary. This is
because we consider each element in isolation, without
looking at its neighborhood. By investigating this issue,
the number of constraints could be reduced.
In addition, we want to include damping into the system. The material relaxation should stay unchanged,
but updating the velocities in the fast projection step
will change slightly. Additionally, we want to look at
how compatible our system is with implicit integration
schemes.

Table 1: This table summarizes the performance
gains of our approach. ∆t is the (maximum) time
step of the numerical integration, ttimestep is the time
to compute one simulation step, and tsecond is the
time to compute one physical second. We simulate
each object twice, once without employing our approach, and once by employing our approach. The
last column indicates that in all scenarios we obtain
a significant speed-up by employing our approach.

8
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ABSTRACT
We propose an approach for the interactive simulation of deformable bodies. The key ingredient is a threefold representation
of the body. The deformation and dynamic evolution of the body is governed by a cubic background mesh. The mesh is
hierarchically stored in an octree-structure, allowing for a fully local adaptive refinement during the simulation. To handle
collisions, we employ a tetrahedral mesh, allowing for an efficient collision detection and response. We then show a physicallyplausible way to transfer the contact displacements onto the simulation mesh. A high-resolution surface is embedded into the
tetrahedral mesh and only employed for the visualization. We show that by employing the adaptive threefold representation,
we can significantly improve the fidelity and efficiency of the simulation. Further, we underline the wide applicability of our
method by showing both interactive and off-line animations.

Keywords: Physically-Based Animation, Deformable Models, Collision Handling, Finite Elements, Adaptivity

1 INTRODUCTION

creasing attention with the recent advances of Nesme
et al. that consider the varying material properties of the
embedded body in the derivation of the stiffness matrices of the simulation mesh [24]. Still, the unification of
an adaptive simulation with the embedding strategy in
the context of an interactive simulator is not well investigated.

Interactive simulation of soft tissue calls for both efficient and physically-plausible methods to model the
non-linear deformations. To accomplish this, the finite
element method (FEM) is commonly employed. However, the real-time simulation of larger systems with
many degrees-of-freedom (DOF) quickly exceeds the
capabilities of today’s computer hardware. Still, a large
number of DOF are necessary to faithfully reproduce
the deformations. In this paper, we discuss two strategies to make the simulation of geometrically-complex
deformable bodies compatible with the real-time constraints, notably the adaptive simulation, and the embedding approximation.
In an adaptive simulation of deformable bodies, as
e. g. discussed by Debunne et al. [6], the DOF are dynamically arranged in regions of interest, and removed
from the undeformed parts. This is particularly attractive in the context of surgery simulations where the interaction between the soft tissue and a surgery tool is
considered. Here, the regions of interest are commonly
spatially narrow regions around the tip of the tool.
The second strategy, called embedding, is orthogonal to the adaptive simulation. In order to animate a
geometrically-complex surface, the surface is embedded into a coarse simulation mesh. The deformation
is then governed by the simulation mesh, and the surface vertices are interpolated. Although the embedding
technology is known since long [33, 23], it gained in-

Contribution In this paper, we propose a method
for the adaptive real-time simulation of complex deformable bodies. The key ingredient is a threefold
body representation of the body, consisting of a coarse
simulation mesh, a mid-resolution tetrahedral collision
mesh, and a high-resolution surface for the visualization.
The coarse simulation mesh is a non-conforming
rectangular grid composed of cubic elements, and
governs the deformation and dynamic evolution of
the body. The cubic elements allow for an octree
representation, and enable the adaptive refinement.
The surface-interpolating tetrahedral mesh is exclusively employed to detect and resolve collisions.
This is because tetrahedra are well-suited for many
collision detection schemes. Moreover, the tetrahedra
approximate the surface of the body much better
than the cubic elements of the simulation mesh, and
therefore allow for a precise and physically-plausible
handling of boundary conditions. We then present a
formulation for transferring the contact displacements
back on the simulation mesh such that the momentum
is preserved. This contrasts previous approaches that
commonly performed the collision handling directly
on the surface and therefore degrade the performance
if high-resolution surfaces are employed. By employing our threefold body representation, we can

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work
for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that
copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage
and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page.
To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 1: Adaptive resoultion of simulation mesh. A liver model is deformed by a human guided tool. Interactive
simulation of a deformable liver. The adaptive resolution allows for an efficient simulation, since the DOF are
arranged in the region of interest around the tool. The high-resolution surface is exclusively employed for the
visualization.
Adaptive deformation A widely used strategy to further accelerate the simulation of soft bodies is to employ an adaptive framework. This is usually accomplished by considering a hierarchy of meshes at different resolutions. Then, based on some level-of-detail criterion, each portion of an object can be simulated at a
different resolution, and the physical properties are interpolated in between the different resolutions [6]. In
case of tetrahedral meshes, the hierarchy is usually precomputed [35, 26] since dynamic splitting and merging
of tetrahedra is a difficult task. This is where the use of
a hexahedral simulation mesh becomes most evident.
This is because the octree-refinement of hexahedrons is
particularly simple [7, 23]. In turn, the different resolutions do not need to be pre-computed; instead, the
adaptation can be done on the fly. This is particularly
impressive demonstrated in [23] where the refinement
level is governed by the position and orientation of the
camera.
One problem inherent to multi-resolution is the
lack of compatibility between elements at different resolutions, resulting in incompatible nodes or
T-junctions. Apart from the strategy of avoiding
incompatible elements by, e. g., employing a red-green
refinement strategy [16] or extending the model to
arbitrary polygons [34, 20], there exist a wealth of
approaches to enforce the compatibility explicitly. For
example, this can be done by imposing constraints and
solving them accordingly, e. g., with the method of
Lagrange multipliers [4]. The discontinuous Galerkin
FE method (DG-FEM) treats each element in isolation,
and employs penalty forces to weakly enforce compatibility [15]. However, it comes with the drawback
of simulating more DOF than are actually desired in
the simulation. A similar strategy that neglects the
deformation of the elements is presented in [3]. As an
alternative to these works, hierarchical multi-resolution
approaches [9, 23] consider the interaction of an
incompatible node with all its direct and indirect
parents, thereby avoiding a special treatment of the
constraints. However, the resulting system tends to be
denser, which influences the performance of an implicit
solver. We follow the approach of Sifakis et al. which
propagates the force gradients between incompatible
nodes [30]. This approach has the key advantage that

adaptively simulate complex, highly deformable bodies
at interactive rates, as shown in Fig. 1.

2 RELATED WORK
The physically-based simulation of soft bodies is an active area of research. For an overview, we refer to the
excellent survey of Nealen et al. [25]. In this paper,
we focus on the interactive real-time simulation of soft
bodies. Due to their simplicity and efficiency, massspring systems [2, 33, 11] are frequently used. However, it is not easy to preserve the global deformation
behavior of an object under adaptive refinement. The finite element method (FEM) builds directly on the laws
of continuum mechanics [13] and is therefore better
suited for the adaptive simulation. We employ a linear
FE method with a co-rotational stiffness tensor, allowing to reproduce large deformations [17, 18].
Embedding To improve the efficiency, we consider
an embedding strategy where a detailed surface mesh
is embedded in a coarse simulation mesh [5, 33]. The
surface is commonly embedded by linear interpolation,
although other techniques such as harmonic coordinates (suitable for arbitrary polygons) [14, 20] or moving least squares [15] have been proposed. Recently,
Nesme et al. have proposed to compute a kinematic relation between the coarse and the surface nodes by performing a static FE analysis, and then use this relationship for the embedding [24]. We employ linear embeddings since this is favorable in the context of an adaptive
simulation.
The usage of cubic elements in the simulation mesh
is favorable in the context of adaptive refinement. However, one disadvantage of a hexahedral simulation mesh
is that its boundary is not conforming. Therefore,
boundary conditions arising from, e. g., contact handling cannot be easily imposed directly on the simulation mesh. Some authors [10, 29, 8] impose the
boundary conditions directly on the surface mesh, but
this degrades the performance in case of highly detailed surface meshes. Therefore, we propose a novel
threefold representation where a low-resolution nonconforming hexahedral mesh governs the deformation,
a mid-resolution tetrahedron mesh is employed to detect collisions and impose boundary conditions, and a
high-resolution triangle mesh is used for visualization.
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4.1 Location coordinates

the incompatible nodes do not need to be simulated,
and no special constraint handling is necessary.

A path to an element of the octree is determined by the
information whether we continue on the left or right
side of three split planes. This corresponds to a sequence of binary decisions per dimension, with a 0 for
left, and a 1 for right. We now store this decisions for
each dimension separately and obtain a 3-tuple of bit
sequences
⎤
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
sx
x1 x 2 . . .
Si = ⎣sy ⎦ = ⎣y1 y2 . . .⎦
sz
z1 z2 . . .

3 OVERVIEW
We employ a threefold representation to simulate the
deformable body. The starting point is a high-resolution
surface obtained from, e. g., a geometric modeling process or an MRI scan. From this surface, we compute
a tetrahedral mesh whose boundary nodes interpolate
the surface. The tetrahedral mesh defines the material
distribution of the body. We underline that since the
tetrahedral mesh is not employed for the deformation
computation, the tetrahedra do not need to be particularly well-shaped.
To dynamically simulate the deformable body, the
tetrahedral mesh is embedded into a coarse rectangular simulation mesh whose nodes correspond to Lagrangian mass points with associated dynamic properties. The simulation, including the handling of collisions, is done by employing a standard manifold projection method, which first assembles the global stiffness matrix K, then performs an unconstrained timeevolution to obtain unconstrained positions x̃(t + h),
and then projects the solution back on the geometric
manifold imposed by the contact constraints to obtain
non-colliding positions x(t + h). Since the contact handling is done with the tetrahedral mesh, the positions x̃c
of the tetrahedral mesh nodes must be interpolated from
the simulated points, and the resulting feasible positions
xc must be transferred back on the simulation mesh afterwards. As a post-processing step, an oracle, i. e. a
heuristic decision maker, performs the adaptive refinement in order to arrange the DOF according to the regions of interest.

where, e. g., x 1 ∈ [0, 1] encodes the information whether
the element lies on the left or right side of the top-level
plane splitting the X-axis. We denote these 3-tuples as
location coordinate, similar to the term location code
[21, 27, 1]. Each component of the location coordinate
is now represented in fixed point arithmetic. The main
benefit of this representation is that point coordinates
can be exactly compared, thus avoiding the headaches
that come with floating point comparisons. The navigation within the octree can now be efficiently done by
adding appropriate offset vectors.

4.2 Adaptive refinement
By having assigned a unique location coordinate to
each element within the octree, we have now the tools
in hand to efficiently refining refine elements. We refine
an element if the deformation energy of the element is
above a certain threshold. This simple heuristic is based
on the observation that contacts induce deformations.
Then, the DOF must be arranged in order to reproduce
the deformation, as we will show later. If, in contrast,
the deformation energy of a refined element is below a
second threshold, then we merge its sub-elements. It
is important not to merge strongly deformed elements,
since this results in popping artifacts [26].
To refine, we recursively split an element into eight
sub-elements of same size. Further, we underline that
the refinement is purely local, without restriction on the
level difference between adjacent elements, which is in
contrast to[7]. This avoids that refinements are propagated throughout the entire mesh, which would degrade
the performance.
However, at this point we have to consider that
the original simulation mesh does not correspond to
the simulated body, but to the cubic bounding-box of
the embedded body. Therefore, after a refinement,
some elements might not contain any material (see
Fig. ??). These void elements do not need to be
simulated. Thus, after having refined an element, we
test each sub-element for material intersection, i. e., we
determine the intersection of the sub-elements with the
tetrahedral mesh and remove the empty elements from
the simulation.
Following [6], we interpolate the positions and velocities linearly. In order to adjust the mass contribu-

repeat
K ← AssembleStiffnessMatrix(x(t))
x̃(t + h) ← TimeEvolution(x(t), ẋ(t), K)
x̃c ← UpdateCollisionMesh(x̃(t + h))
xc ← ComputeFeasiblePositions(x̃c )
x(t + h) ← TransferFeasiblePositions(x c )
AdaptiveRefinement(x(t + h))
until stop;

4 SIMULATION MESH
The simulation mesh is a partition of the simulation domain into cubic elements of different sizes. An octree is
employed to store the hierarchy of elements. Since we
opt for a pure local refinement of elements, we need to
handle the resulting mesh incompatibility, i. e., we need
to detect and handle the T-junctions. Having in mind
that we want to adaptively refine and un-refine the mesh
on-the-fly, we first describe a compact representation of
the intrinsic coordinates of the simulation elements and
nodes. We then describe an approach to detect the Tjunctions and discuss the deformation model as well as
the numerical integration method.
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Figure 2: We employ a threefold representation of the body, notably a deformation mesh, a collision mesh, and an
embedded surface. The top row shows the result of a full simulation while bottom row shows the same scene but
with an adaptive simulation, where elements are refined in regions of large deformation.
the elemental stiffness tensors in an analytical way, see
Appendix. To estimate the rotation, we follow the approach described in [19]. We then assemble a global
stiffness matrix K from the elemental stiffness matrices
Ke .
To compute the dynamic evolution of the deformable
body, we assume that the mass points obey the Newton
equations of motion. The time-dependent positions and
velocities of the points then result from numerically integrating the equations of motion with a semi-implicit
solver. We use the pre-conditioned conjugate gradient
from the Taucs library 1 to solve the linear system.

tions of the sub-elements, we iterate over the embedded tetrahedral corner points and distribute their masses
barycentrically on the simulation nodes. In addition,
we scale the stiffness matrix in order to account for elements that are only partially filled with material. As
Nesme et al. point out, this improves the stability, because lighter elements are now also softer [23].

4.3 Detecting T-junctions
T-junctions are inevitable if elements in an octree are
refined in isolation, i. e., without considering the neighborhood of the element. While refining elements in isolation is favorable with respect to efficiency and implementation ease, the T-junctions require a special treatment in order to avoid cracks during the simulation. To
check whether a given node is a T-junction, we traverse
its set of at most eight adjacent elements, and check
whether the element is not empty and the node is not a
corner of that element. Since T-junctions are not known
a priori, this has to be done for each node. Further,
since the height of the unbalanced octree is in O(N),
the T-junction detection is in O(N 2 ) in theory. Still,
since numerical issues forbid an unlimited refinement,
the height of the tree can be considered as constant in
practice. By imposing restrictions on the level differences, linear-time T-junction detection algorithms can
be designed [7, 1], but this comes at the price of a nonlocal refinement.

4.5 T-junction handling
At this point, we have considered all nodes of the simulation mesh as DOF. However, this is not true for the
T-junction nodes which are barycentrically constrained
to edges or faces of adjacent elements. To enforce these
constraints and avoid cracks in the simulation, we follow an approach proposed by Sifakis et al. in [30] and
later generalized by Nesme et al. [24]. The key observation is that there exists a linear relation between the
coordinates x full of the full system, and the coordinates
xredu of the reduced system containing only real DOF,
xfull = Wxredu

where the matrix W contains the barycentric coordinates of the T-junctions with respect to their
parents [30]. Nesme et al. have shown that a similar
relation holds between the nodal forces,

4.4 Dynamic deformation model
The adaptive refinement of the simulation mesh results
in a complex of cubic elements and mass points. To
compute the elastic response of the deformable body,
we rely on the linear co-rotational FE method as discussed in, e. g., [18]. This approach has the advantage
that for each element, the stiffness tensor K e depends
solely on the un-deformed point coordinates and an element rotation R e . Since in the element frames, the
elements are axis-aligned cubes, we can pre-compute

(1)

fredu = WT ffull

(2)

where the vector f full contains the forces on all
points [24]. The operator W T distributes these onto the
reduced points, excluding the hard bound points. Since
1
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5.3 Transferring the displacements

we employ an implicit solver, we assemble the global
stiffness matrix likewise as
Kredu = WT Kfull W.

Having computed the collision displacements, we have
to transfer the solution back onto the simulation mesh
in order to realize the collision response. Still, this has
to be accomplished such that the momentum of the simulation mesh is as well preserved. Moreover, one has to
consider that the resolutions of the simulation mesh and
the tetrahedral mesh might differ significantly.
To accomplish this, we again resort to [24] which relates the forces f on the coarse nodes to the forces f c on
the embedded points as

(3)

We now employ the reduced stiffness matrix K redu to
solve for the future positions. The advantage of this approach is that the dimension of the system is reduced
by the number of T-junctions, and that no special constraint treatment is required. The downside, however, is
that assembling the reduced system is more expensive,
and that the reduced system is denser.

f = H T fc .

5 TETRAHEDRAL MESH

To apply this relation, we write f c = 12 h−2 Mc dc , where
Mc is the diagonal mass matrix of the tetrahedral mesh.
Then, f = 12 h−2 HT Mc dc . Still, it is favorable to handle
collisions on the velocity level. Thus, we convert the
resulting contact forces f back to contact displacements
d, and obtain the final displacement transfer formulation as


2 −1 1 −2 T
d = 2h M
h H Mc dc = M−1 HT Mc dc (6)
2

While the simulation mesh governs the deformation and
dynamic evolution of the body, boundary conditions
such as contact constraints are imposed on the tetrahedral mesh. In this section, we describe how to update
the tetrahedral mesh, handle collisions, and transfer the
displacements back onto the simulation mesh.

5.1 Mesh update
We assume that each node of the tetrahedral mesh lies
in exactly one element of the simulation mesh. Thus,
we can derive a linear relation between the simulation
mesh nodes x and the tetrahedral mesh nodes x c ,
xc = Hx

(5)

where M is the diagonal mass matrix of the simulation
mesh nodes. We then update the positions with x(t +
h) ← x̃(t + h) + d, and the velocities with ẋ(t + h) ←
h−1 (x(t +h)−x(t)). The key benefit of this formulation
is that the momentum is preserved, which is crucial for
the physical plausibility of the simulation.
To understand the consequence of this transfer formulation, one has to consider the case where many
tetrahedral points are embedded in a single element.
In this case, the masses of the simulation nodes are
larger than the masses of the collision nodes. Consequently, the resulting simulation node displacements d
are smaller than the computed displacements d c , and
the collisions cannot be resolved. This problem can
only be overcome by dynamically refining the coarse
elements in the region of the interaction. In turn, this
results in smaller and lighter elements that can properly
react to the collision. Therefore, a good adaptation oracle is crucial.

(4)

where the matrix H contains the barycentric coordinates
of the tetrahedral mesh nodes with respect to the simulation mesh nodes. These correspond to the linear shape
functions evaluated at x c . The matrix H needs to be recomputed only after an adaptive refinement.
Consequently, having computed the (colliding) future
simulation mesh positions x̃(t + h), we update the tetrahedral mesh nodes with x̃c (t + h) = Hx̃(t + h). Then,
the collision handling is performed on the (colliding)
positions x̃c , as described in the following.

5.2 Collision handling
To detect inter-object collisions, we employ a spatial
hashing approach [32]. Then, the penetration depths are
computed with the approach described in [12]. Since
both approaches rely on a tetrahedral discretization,
they go hand in hand with our threefold representation.
To resolve collisions, we employ a position-based
scheme similar in spirit to [28] and [31]. That is, we
resolve each point-triangle collision locally while conserving the momentum. This process is repeated iteratively until all penetrations are resolved. Experiments
indicate that 5-10 iterations provide sufficient accuracy.
The result of the computation are collision-free positions xc and corresponding displacements d c = xc − x̃c .

6 SURFACE MESH
In order to improve the fidelity, we employ a highresolution triangle surface for the visualization. This
surface is linearly embedded in the tetrahedral mesh,
having the advantage that the barycentric coordinates
do not need to be re-computed after refinement of the
simulation mesh. Another benefit is that since we
compute the non-colliding positions of the tetrahedral
nodes and update the vertices of the surface mesh thereafter, visible collisions are avoided even if the simulation mesh fails to reproduce the deformation accurately
enough, as discussed before.
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Scene

High-res Adaptive
1024
265
element count
120
17
ms / time step
Bar
speed-up factor
–
7x
896
75
element count
ms / time step
102
8
Plane
–
13x
speed-up factor
Table 1: Performance measurements of our method.
The first row shows the timings of the adaptive bar simulation illustrated in Fig. 2. For this scenarios, we obtain a speed-up a factor of 7 by employing the adaptive
model. The second row illustrates that for the interactive plane scene (see Fig. 4), we obtain a speed-up of a
factor of 13 since we only refine the mesh in the region
of interest around the tool.

Our method is particularly attractive in scenarios
where a user interacts in a spatially coherent area
of a large object. To illustrate this, we perform an
experiment where the user interacts with an elastic
plane lying on the ground (see Fig. 4). The size of
the plane is 0.2m × 0.2m, its density is 400kg m −3 ,
the Young modulus is 3 × 10 4 Pa, and the Poisson
ratio is 0.4. Since we employ a co-rotational stiffness
tensor, large deformations can be reproduced plausibly,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. There are on average 75
elements simulated, and the tetrahedral collision mesh
contains 8k elements. The average computation of one
simulation step takes 8ms, where 10 −3 ms are spent for
the adaptive (un-)refinement. The simulation runs at 19
frames per second on average. A similar performance
cannot be achieved by employing a non-adaptive model
(see Tab. 1). In this case, the frame rate drops to 3 fps,
and an interactive manipulation is not possible.
To show that our method can also be employed for
a complex off-line simulation, we drop 81 elastic toy
bikes discretized into 384 tetrahedra on the ground (see
Fig. 5). The computation of the dynamics of up to 3k
elements takes 70ms per time step on average. The detection of 220 collisions takes 20ms and the computation of the non-colliding positions, including transferring the displacements, takes 7ms. The surface meshes
of the bikes contain 13k triangles each, performing the
collision handling on the surfaces directly would therefore result in a significant computational overhead. In
total, the simulation takes about 7s per frame, including
the rendering of 2.5 million surface triangles.

7 RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
method, and demonstrate our method in various challenging interactive and off-line scenarios. We underline
that the pre-computation time of our method is negligible. All experiments have been performed on an Intel
quad-core CPU @ 2.6 GHz with a GeForce GTX 280.

7.1 Performance
To show that the application of our method results in a
significant performance gain without compromising the
accuracy, we perform an experiment where an elastic
bar is laid between two rigid obstacles (see Fig. 2). The
length of the bar is 0.2m, its density is 2 × 10 5 kg m−3 ,
the Young modulus is 5 × 10 5 Pa, and the Poisson ratio
is 0.4. We perform the experiment with a non-adaptive
high resolution simulation mesh and compare it with
an adaptive simulation mesh. The measurements (see
Tab. 1) indicate a speed-up factor of seven with only
minor loss in visual quality.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an approach for robust and efficient simulation of deformable bodies. The
key ingredient has been a novel threefold representation, where a coarse simulation mesh governs the deformation and dynamic evolution, a tetrahedral mesh
is employed to handle collisions, and a high-resolution
surface is visualized. The simulation mesh is a partition of the domain into axis-aligned cubes, and therefore enables a straight-forward adaptive refinement. We
have then discussed an efficient approach to detect the
T-junctions. A linear co-rotational FE method, in tandem with an implicit numerical integration method, is
employed to compute the dynamic evolution.
We have further discussed a physically-plausible way
to update the embedded tetrahedral mesh, and afterwards transfer the collision displacements back onto
the deformation mesh. Our formulation preserves the
momentum and is therefore physically plausible. Experiments indicate that we can simulate interacting deformable bodies at interactive rates.
As future work, we plan to adapt the stiffness tensor in order to reflect the embedded material, similar
in spirit to Nesme et al. [24]. In addition, we will address topological changes such as cutting and fracture.

7.2 Examples
First we verify that our method yields comparable results as a reference simulation: we use tetrahedral FEM
to simulate the same body at a higher resolution. Fig. 3
shows for one example that this is indeed the case.

Figure 3: Qualitative comparison of a hanging bar.
Left: The deformation mesh of the tetrahedral FEM
consists out of 800 elements. Right: Our method embeds the body into 9 cubic elements.
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Figure 4: By employing an adaptive scheme, we can reproduce rich deformations at interactive rates. This is
because a large object is refined locally, thus arranging the DOF in the regions of interest. To illustrate this, we
perform a simulation of a deformable plane being manipulated by a user. The simulation runs at 19 frames per
second on average. Left: The hexahedral simulation grid. Middle: The tetrahedral collision mesh. Right: The
high-resolution surface mesh.

Figure 5: Massive scenario of bikes falling on the ground. The collisions induce deformations, which in turn make
that the objects are being refined. The surface meshes of the bikes contain 13k triangles each. Since we perform
the collision handling on the tetrahedral mesh, the simulation of the full scenario depicted on the right takes only
7s per frame.
This work has been supported by the Swiss CTI project
ArthroS.
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A CUBIC ELEMENT STIFFNESS
In this section, we discuss a way to analytically compute the element
stiffness tensor Ke , similar in spirit to [22]. For general hexahedra
the usual approach is to use the isoparametric approach and perform a
numerical integration of the resulting integral. For axis-aligned cubes
this is not necessary and a simple parametrization of the integration
domain is straight-forward. From continuum mechanics we know
that a body’s deformation energy is given by

 z  y  x
2
2
2 1
1 T
Edef =
σ ε dV =
ε T Dε dxdydz
(7)
2
Ω
z1
y1
x1 2
with the strain ε and the linear elasticity matrix D. To interpolate the
deformation within the element, we employ natural coordinates
1
Ni (ξ , η , χ ) = (1 + ξi ξ )(1 + ηi η )(1 + χi χ )
(8)
8
where ξi , ηi , and χi denote the positions of the corners in natural coordinates. Then the deformation field u within the element is
interpolated by u(ξ , η , χ ) = ∑8i=1 Ni (ξ , η , χ )ui . The Cauchy strain
εc (u) := 12 (∇u + (∇u)T ) depends on the spatial derivative
∇u = [
where

∂u ∂u ∂u T
∂u ∂u ∂u T
,
,
] = J−1 [
,
,
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(9)

(10)

is the Jacobian matrix. For a general hexahedron, x, y and z are functions of ξ , η and χ , and therefore the partial derivatives are involved
functions in the integration coordinates, requiring a numerical evaluation of the integral in (7). However, since we have cubes as integration
elements, we obtain much simpler functions
x(ξ ) = 1/2(x2 − x1 )ξ
(11)
y(η )

=

1/2(y2 − y1 )η

(12)

(13)
z( χ ) = 1/2(z2 − z1 ) χ
with a corresponding constant and diagonal Jacobian J. Thus the
integral (7) can be evaluated analytically. The corresponding stiffness
tensor results from basic FE theory [13].
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ABSTRACT
In the situations where isosurfaces are comprised of many disjoint components, two or more datasets can be visualized simultaneously by processing only a subset of isosurface components. The components of interest can be selected by exploiting
interdataset coherency at the level of individual voxels and components. Thus, only those components (identified as voxel coverages or voxel sets) which differ significantly among the datasets under consideration are extracted as needed while the similar
components were extracted only once from a reference dataset. Since the polygons are extracted/rendered as a whole component, the rendered isosurfaces are crack-free. We use three user-defined thresholds to control multiple dataset visualization
(MDV) so that important relationships (differences and similarities) among the datasets can be explored with an improvement
in the overall performance. If the data-coherency can not be defined easily, MDV can still benefit from the on-the-fly processing
of the individual components.

Keywords: Multiple dataset visualization, data coherency, isosurface extraction, component, crack-free

1

INTRODUCTION

spread in a three-dimensional space. The users often
face tremendous challenge in visually identifying
the similar and dissimilar regions. It is, therefore,
desirable that MDV can automatically detect and
highlight such regions.

Multiple dataset visualization (MDV) is desirable
for developing a more complete understanding of
a given system or problem for which two or more
datasets are available (e.g., [aoy07, chi97, kha06]).
Unlike normal visualization in which each dataset
is processed independent of other dataset(s), MDV
processes multiple datasets of interest together so
that the cross-correlations (such as differences and
similarities) among them can be better explored. A
straightforward approach is to completely process
each dataset using an existing visualization technique
(such as isosurface extraction [lor87]) and then simply
display the resulting images together. There are two
issues with this approach. Firstly, it is not always
possible to process fast and completely all the datasets
under consideration due to the limited computing
and storing capabilities. For instance, a modern
dataset can be arbitrarily large so minimizing the
processing/storage requirements is crucial in MDV.
Secondly, even if it is possible to handle all datasets
simultaneously, it may not be effective for comparison
purpose. For instance, there are situations where the
underlying structures are highly complex and widely

Several approaches have been explored in the context of visualization of multiple datasets. In [chi97],
the authors have proposed visualization spreadsheets
for comparing multiple datasets. By displaying the
outputs for several datasets in a tabular form, the users
can apply various operations for the cells of the spreadsheets (e.g., subtracting two cells and rendering the
difference in another cell). A recent MDV work involves overlaying multiple visualizations within a single view or rendering them in multiple views [aoy07].
While these approaches primarily deal with the interfaces (i.e., how the display outputs are organized), the
scalable adaptive MDV presented in [kha06, kha07]
deals with visualization at the processing level using
isosurface extraction and texture mapping.
To improve MDV performance, one can exploit
the coherency between the datasets to be visualized
([kha08]). Data coherency is simply a measure of
similarity between the datasets. In this approach,
a given multiple set of data are first divided into
two groups: reference datasets and non-reference
datasets. The reference datasets are those which are
completely processed and whose polygon data are
used subsequently to also represent the parts of the
isosurfaces of the non-reference datasets. The required data-coherency test is performed by comparing
a non-reference dataset with a reference dataset block

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this
work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided
that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial
advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the
first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 1: Multicomponent isosurface
by block. Only the polygons (triangles) within the
blocks (i.e., octree nodes) which significantly differ
from the corresponding blocks of the reference dataset
are extracted; the polygons in other blocks are simply
retrieved from the reference dataset.
In this paper, we perform component-based isosurface extraction in combination with interdataset
coherency to support multiple dataset visualization.
Our MDV is shown to be useful in the situations
where the underlying isosurface structure is comprised of many small spatially disjoint components.
An example is shown in Fig. 1 for the electron density
isosurfaces. Here, different isosurface components
correspond to electron distributions around different
atomic sites. Similarly, in the case of medical data
such components may correspond to different suborgans or tissue structures. A typical scenario can
be that two or more datasets represent some changes
which are localized. For instance, one vacancy site
(an missing atom) in a crystal is likely to affect the
electron distribution only in its neighbourhood. A
component can thus change its size/shape freely
without affecting the other components. Therefore,
identifying and subsequently processing such individual components can be useful in comparing
datasets and hence in MDV. As stated above, our
method assumes the data coherency, i.e., it assumes
that the shape differences between isosurfaces are
reflected in a subset of voxels. It differs from the data
coherency method of [kha08] in that we analyze both
the component similarity and voxel similarity while
only the voxel similarity was considered previously.
There are two advantages of considering both types
of differences. First, the isosurfaces are guaranteed
to be crack-free while the previous study ([kha08])
suffers from cracks due to the inconsistency between
extracted and approximated parts of isosurfaces (Fig.
2). Secondly, the proposed approach is more effective
in identifying the interesting structural differences
and suppressing the noises. In many cases, a small
change in a big isosurface component may not be of
interest because it can be due to some noise or can
be so small that it is visually undetectable. We can
avoid an unnecessary processing of the corresponding
polygons by specifying appropriate thresholds.

Figure 2: Cracks (top) and no cracks (bottom)

2

MULTI-COMPONENT ISOSURFACE EXTRACTION

The first important step in the proposed multicomponent isosurface extraction method is to identify
the components themselves. An exact identification of
a component can be computationally expensive. However, we can approximate an isosurface component by
its voxel coverage - a set of voxels which contribute
to the component, which is determined as described
below. It is easy to realize that two components
must be separated spatially from each other by, at
least, one voxel gap. The second important step is
to perform the interdataset coherency test. For this
purpose, we divide given datasets into two categories:
reference datasets (RDS) and non-reference datasets
(NRDS). Consider the simplest case of two datasets
for which we have one RDS and one NRDS. RDS
is completely processed and the polygon data are
stored for later retrieval. On the other hand, NRDS
is processed for partial isosurface extraction. Only
those components which differ from or do not exist
in RDS are directly extracted from NRDS; all similar
components are rendered using the corresponding
RDS polygon data. Thus, the two types of datasets are
processed differently.
The RDS isosurface extraction is performed using
Algorithm 1. This algorithm processes a reference
dataset to generate the polygon data representing isosurface component and a lookup table RDS.map representing the relationship between voxels and the components. An entry RDS.map[vi ] indicates the component the voxel vi belongs to. We define RDS.map[vi ]
to be zero if vi does not contribute to the isosurface.
RDS.map is used later during processing of NRDS
(Algorithm 2). RDS.map allows us to easily find out
whether a newly extracted component in NRDS overlaps with any component in RDS. In Algorithm 1,
vi .iss and vi .p are true/false flags indicating whether
the voxel vi contributes to the isosurface and whether
98

the polygons within it have been extracted, respectively. These two flags allow us to skip many voxels.
The variable comp counts the number of components.
To find a component, we start from a voxel in that
component and expand the component by checking its
neighbors and then their neighbors successively. This
expanding process can be implemented by a queue as
follows. We traverse each voxel of RDS. If a voxel
contributes to an unexplored component, we extract
the polygons within the voxel and check for its neighbors. We put all its neighbors that also contribute to the
isosurface into a queue (denoted as Q). We repeat this
process for each member in the queue until all members in the queue are processed. We record the component a voxel belongs to in RDS.map every time polygons are extracted from the voxel. We also group the
polygons in a component together for an efficient retrieval. Note that since the polygons that belong to the
same component are extracted successively, the grouping can be done simply by recording the first extracted
polygon in the component if the polygons are saved in
a list.
We use the Marching Cubes algorithm to extract the
polygons in a voxel. In order to determine whether
a voxel contributes to the isosurface or not, we need
to compare its scalar values to a given isovalue. It
is not a cheap process. One can find the maximum
and minimum of the scalar values of each voxel and
use the octrees to speed up the extraction. Here,
our major goal is to illustrate the component-based
isosurface extraction approach. It can be extended
to octrees ([she96, wil92]) and other fast isosurface
schemes ([yar98]).
For each non-reference dataset, we first compute the
per-voxel differences from a reference dataset. The
voxel differences between two datasets can be measured in many ways. Different measures vary in their
sensitivity to noise and their ability to capture the
change. Generally speaking, the measures more capable to capture the change are also more sensitive to
noise. Some choices include the differences in one of
the eight values or the maximum or the average value
between two voxels. Computing the voxel difference
can be time-consuming. However, if we choose a difference measure independent of isovalue such as those
just mentioned, we need not recompute the differences
when we change the isovalue. It is important to note
that isosurfaces need to be explored over a wide range
of isovalues. We can also divide the whole volume
into blocks and assign the same voxel difference to
all voxels in the same block as in the previous study
([kha08]).
Once the voxel differences are computed, the polygon generation for a non-reference dataset can be performed with Algorithm 2 only for the components
which contain sufficiently large number of significant

Input: a reference dataset RDS
Output: polygons in RDS, RDS.map
Initialize all variables to zeros/false.
FOR each voxel vi in RDS
IF vi .iss AND NOT vi .p THEN
extract polygons in vi
vi .p ← true
comp ← comp + 1
RDS.map[vi ] ← comp
Q[0] ← vi
head ← 0, tail ← 1
WHILE head < tail
FOR each neighbor nb j of Q[head]
IF nb j .iss AND NOT nb j .p THEN
extract polygons in nb j
nb j .p ← true
RDS.map[nb j ] ← comp
Q[tail] ← nb j
tail ← tail + 1
ENDIF
ENDFOR
head ← head + 1
ENDWHILE
ENDIF
ENDFOR
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for isosurface extraction for
a reference dataset
voxels. These are the voxels whose difference are
greater than the user-defined threshold1. In Algorithm
2, vi .p is a true/false flag which indicates whether the
voxel has ever entered into the queue Q or not. We
use the flag vi .p to avoid putting the same voxel into
Q multiple times. voxel.di f f denotes the voxel difference, threshold1, threshold2, threshold3 are userdefined parameters. threshold2 and threshold3 are
for measuring the differences between components
while threshold1 is for measuring the similarity between voxels. nV is a counter counting the number
of voxels in the component. nSV is a counter counting the number of significant voxels in the component. nV and nSV together with threshold2 is for determining whether a component is significantly different and hence should be extracted. NE[.] is an array of
true/false flags and NE[ci ] indicates whether there are
newly extracted polygons in the corresponding region
of RDS.ci (the ci component in RDS). NE[.] is used
when we decide the components to be retrieved from
RDS.
Algorithm 2 scans through all significant voxels
and finds their components. The polygons in a
component are extracted only if the component
contains sufficiently large number (determined by
threshold2) of significant voxels. The polygons of
the reference dataset are retrieved if no polygons are
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newly extracted in the corresponding region in the
non-reference dataset and the overlap of the NRDS
isosurface and RDS isosurface are sufficiently large
(determined by threshold3). The effects of these three
thresholds are presented in the next section.

THRESHOLDS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

In this section, we analyze how thresholds control
the outputs. We consider a two-dimensional case but
our discussion and all conclusions apply to a threedimensional case. Imagine that the components from
the reference dataset and the non-reference dataset are
laid over each other in space (Fig. 3). We color the
RDS isosurface (isoline) blue and the NRDS isosurface
(isoline) red. There are three cases for each component
in the output for a non-reference dataset:

Input: a non-reference dataset NRDS, polygons in
the reference dataset RDS, RDS.map, threshold1,
threshold2, threshold3.
Output: polygons in NRDS
Initialize all variables to zeros/false
FOR each voxel vi in NRDS
IF vi .iss AND NOT vi .p AND vi .di f f >
threshold1 THEN
vi .p ← true
nV ← 1; nSV ← 1
Q[0] ← vi
head ← 0; tail ← 1
WHILE head < tail
FOR each neighbor nb j of Q[head]
IF nb j .iss AND NOT nb j .p THEN
nV ← nV + 1
IF nb j .di f f ≥ threshold1
THEN
nSV ← nSV + 1
ENDIF
nb j .p ← true
Q[tail] ← nb j
tail ← tail + 1
ENDIF
ENDFOR
head ← head + 1
ENDWHILE
IF nSV > threshold2 × nV THEN
FOR k = 0, . . .tail − 1
extract polygons in Q[k]
NE[RDS.map[Q[k]]] ← true
ENDFOR
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
FOR each component ci (i ≥ 1) in RDS
IF NOT NE[ci ] THEN
n1 ← number of voxels in ci
n2 ← number of voxels in ci whose counterparts in NRDS also contain polygons.
IF n2 > threshold3 × n1 THEN
retrieve the polygons in ci
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code for isosurface extraction for
a non-reference dataset

• Case I: One component from the non-reference
dataset does not touch any component from
the reference dataset (Fig. 3 (a)). If the voxel
covering of the component contains more than
threshold2 significant voxels, the polygons
from the non-reference dataset are extracted.
Otherwise, the polygons are missing in the
output.
• Case II: One component from the reference
dataset does not touch any component from the
non-reference dataset (Fig. 3 (b)). This polygons
are not retrieved and hence is missing in the
output.
• Case III: One component from the reference
dataset overlaps another component from the
non-reference dataset (Fig. 3 (c) ).
– Case III (i): The component from the
non-reference dataset contains more than
threshold2 portion of significant voxels. The
polygons contained in that component from
the non-reference dataset (i.e. the red one)
will be extracted. The polygons from the
reference dataset (i.e., the blue one) are not
retrieved and are missing in the output.
– Case III (ii): The component from the reference dataset contains no more than threshold2
portion of significant voxels and the overlapping of these two components is more than
threshold3 portion of the total number of the
voxels in the component from the reference
dataset (In other words, the green voxels in
Fig. 3 (c) count less than 1 − threshold3 portion of the number of the voxels in the component from the reference dataset). The polygons from the reference dataset (the blue one)
are retrieved and the polygons from the nonreference dataset are missing in the output. In
other words, the exact isosurface of the nonreference dataset (the red one) in that region
is approximated by the isosurface of the reference dataset (the blue one).
100

– Case III (iii): Otherwise, no polygons are
extracted or retrieved for the non-reference
dataset.

visually indistinguishable. The different components
are highlighted so we can see easily that some disjoint
components in the perfect crystal merge together in
the defective crystal. As threshold1 decreases, more
and more voxels in the non-reference dataset turn into
significant voxels. However, in our approach more
significant voxels do not necessarily lead to more extracted triangles (which is the case in the previous
method in [kha08]) because we also consider the similarity between components. If we increase threshold2,
some components may be discarded so less overhead
in polygon extraction and the performance improves.
threshold3 does not involve polygon extraction but
only retrieval for rendering and so it will not affect performance dramatically. Domain-specific knowledge
is needed to tune these values. However, there are
some visual indications in the case when the threshold values are not set correctly. For example, large
blank space of the resulting image may indicate that
threshold2 or threshold3 is set too high. We may need
to do further investigation for that particular portion of
data.

Here, threshold1 is for capturing the difference locally while the threshold2 and threshold3 are for capturing the global difference (between components).
By choosing different combinations of three thresholds, users can define the similarity and suppress noise
in a flexible way. If all three thresholds are set zero, the
output are the exact isosurfaces from the non-reference
dataset. From the above analysis, we can also see that
we do not introduce any cracks or any self-intersection
to the output isosurfaces since the polygons are extracted or retrieved as a whole component.

(a) Case I

(b) Case II

(c) Case III

7

10

4

number of new triangles

Figure 3: Effect of thresholds. The blue and red curves
represent an exact component of the isosurface from
the reference dataset and the non-reference dataset, respectively

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We visualize the electron density data for the perfect
and defective (one atom missing) crystals of MgO with
the multicomponent isosurface extraction method. We
use the perfect crystal dataset as the reference dataset
and the defective crystal dataset as the non-reference
dataset. The size of each dataset is 356 × 380 × 252.
Performance measurements were carried out in Windows XP with Pentium (R)4 3.40 GHz and 2.0 GB
RAM.
We use the difference between the scalar values at
the upper left corners of the two voxels as the voxel
difference. We calculate the number of triangles and
polygon generation time by varying threshold1 for
threshold2 and threshold3 fixed at 0.25 and compare
isosurfaces for four isovalues of 0.01, 0.018, 0.02 and
0.023. As shown in Fig. 4, the number of triangles for the exact NRDS isosurface (which are directly
processed) varies strongly with isovalue. Correspondingly, the isosurface extraction time increases with isovalue. Note that the time (350 ms) for the one-time
computation of voxel differences is not included. By
choosing threhold1, threshold2 and threshold3 to be
0.0015, 0.25 and 0.25, respectively, we successfully
capture the dissimilar components by much fewer triangles in about half of the time. The exact and approximated isosurfaces for NRDS shown in Fig. 5 are
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Figure 4: Number of new triangles (top) and generation time (bottom) for the non-reference dataset as a
function of threshold1
Component-based isosurface extraction is not useful if the isosurfaces under consideration contain only
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one or two large components that extend over almost
the entire scene. If this is the case, then these big components are either extracted or ignored based on the
thresholds. If the components are not extracted, then
large portions of the isosurfaces are retrieved or missing. If they are extracted, it takes more time than the
normal processing time.
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Shalf, J.M., Hagen, H., Hamann, B., and Joy,
K.I. Extraction of crack-free isosurfaces from
adaptive mesh refinement data. Approximation
and Geometrical Methods for Scientific Visualization, pp.19-40, 2001
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Real-time exploration of regular volume data by
adaptive reconstruction of iso-surfaces. The Visual Computer, vol. 15, pp. 100-111, 1999.

ON-THE-FLY ISOSURFACE EXTRACTION

Our method assumes the data coherency. In some situations, the shape similarity/difference may not be reflected by voxel values. Consider the case where two
isosurfaces differ only by a shift of one voxel size. The
shapes of the isosurfaces are the same but the voxels
differ a lot. Here, we provide a way to handle such
situations to take the advantage of multi-component
isosurface extraction. Instead of extracting the polygons at once, we use a simple shape to represent each
component after we find them using Algorithm 1. If
the user recognizes and selects a region of interest,
then the actual isosurfaces within that regions are exacted. We show an example in Fig. 6 where we use
a bounding box to represent a component. Since only
simple shapes are stored and the exact isosurfaces are
extracted on the fly, we not only improve the time and
space but also the user interaction.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a combination of
multi-component isosurface extraction and data coherency methods to support multiple dataset visualization. Our approach can detect and highlight interesting
structural differences. By exploring the voxel similarity and component similarity between datasets, we can
improve time and space requirements in the situations
where only a subset of isosurface components differ
significantly between the datasets. We also provide
on-the-fly isosurface extraction based on component
comparison.
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Figure 5: The first column are the isosurfaces for the reference dataset. The second column are the approximated
isosurfaces for the non-reference dataset. The third column are the exact isosurfaces for the non-reference dataset.
The blue components are the components not retrieved and hence are unique to the reference dataset. The red
components are extracted exactly from the non-reference dataset. The white components are recognized as common components by our approach. The rows are for the isovalue 0.01, 0.018, 0.02, 0.023 respectively. We can
easily see that some disjoint components from the reference dataset merge together to form a new component in
the structure from the non-reference dataset. Those components are successfully identified by our approach.
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Figure 6: On-the-fly isosurface extraction. Each component is represented as its bounding box. The boxes are
colored according to their size. A user recognizes a region of interest by noticing a big yellow box unique to
one dataset (i.e., the big yellow box in the bottom left of the top right window) and selects the region so that the
isosurfaces within that region are extracted from both datasets.
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ABSTRACT
Motion LoD (Level of Detail) is a preprocessing technique that generates multiple details of captured motion by
eliminating joints. This LoD technique is applied to movie, game or VR environments for the purpose of
improving speed of crowd animation. So far, replacement techniques such as ‘impostor’ and ‘rigid body motion’
are widely used on real-time crowd, since they dramatically improve speed of animation. However, our
experiment shows that the number of joints has a greater effect on the animation speed than anticipated. To
exploit this, we propose a new motion LoD technique that not only improves the speed but also preserves the
quality of motion. Our approach lies in between impostor and skeletal animation, offering seamless motion
details at run time. Joint-elimination priority of each captured motion is derived from joint importance, which is
generated by the proposed posture error equation. Considering hierarchical depth and rotational variation of
joint, our error equation measures posture difference successfully and allows finding key posture of the entire
motion. This ‘motion analysis’ process contributes error reduction to the next ‘motion simplification’ stage,
where multiple details of motion are regenerated by the proposed motion optimization. In order to reduce the
burden of optimization, all the terms of the objective function - distance, string, and angle error - are defined by
joint-position vectors. In this aspect, a constrained optimization problem is formulated in a quadratic form. Thus,
a sequential quadratic programming (SQP), a nonlinear optimization method, is suitable for resolving this
problem. As the result of our experiment, the proposed motion LoD technique improves the animation speed and
visual quality of simplified motion. Moreover, our approach reduces the preprocessing time and automates the
whole process of LoD generation.

Keywords
Level of detail, Crowd animation, Real-time animation, Motion analysis, Motion optimization
animation. At present, however, due to GPU
evolution, the demands of real-time crowd animation
have increased and, for this reason, speed of
animation is becoming another important research
topic. Skinning vertices are transformed in the GPU
rather than in CPU. Therefore, at each frame, the
CPU sends to GPU only the initial pose of mesh and
the transformation matrix of joints [Dom01]. This
animation mechanism reduces the calculation time of
the dynamic mesh and relatively increases the burden
of joint transformation. In order to demonstrate this,
we conducted an experiment on the effect of joints.
Joints and polygons are both simplified into 8 levels
and finally 64 levels of detail are created. For each
detail, 10,000 articulated bodies are cloned and
animated. Our experiment shows that the number of
joints remarkably affects the overall speed of crowd
animation. In comparison with polygon reduction
(see Fig. 1), joint elimination appears to be even
more effective. Although this skeletal simplification
approach cannot surpass the animation speed of
impostor technique [ABT00][TLC02][DHO+05], our

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent animated products, the number of joints and
polygons of articulated bodies has been increased
substantially. Furthermore, the number of bodies that
can be rendered in crowd scenes is also increasing.
According to these trends, many studies on crowd
animation have been presented to date. These works
can be classified into two major categories: (1)
realism enhancement - behavior manipulation [TT94]
[MT01][ST05][YMP+09], collision detection [Rey87]
[TCP06][PAB07], and (2) speed improvement of
crowd animation. In the past, enhancement of realism
was the major area of research with regard to crowd
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.
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experiment shows that the speed of the lowest detail
(8% detail) is about four times faster than the original
animation (100% detail), without any other physical
simulation or interpolation, i.e., just for playback.

2. RELATED WORKS
There are two approaches on crowd animation for
improving the speed: (1) the ‘impostor’ [ABT00]
[TLC02][DHO+05], wherein an image sequence is
applied instead of articulated motion, and (2) the
‘skeletal simplification’ for simulation LoD [CH97]
[CIF99][PW99][BK04][RGL05][KRK08] or motion
LoD [GJG+03][JT05][AOW06]. Among these works
the impostor is more efficient in terms of increasing
the speed of crowd. However, this image technique is
compromised by the following disadvantages:
Reality: If the camera approaches an animated
virtual human (VH) or moves rapidly around the
crowd, the realism of the motion is deteriorated.
Memory: To animate a long take or multiple
motions, a great deal of memory space is necessary
for saving entire image sequences.
Interactivity: In a real-time environment, interaction
between the user and VH would not be easy.
Skeletal simplification, meanwhile, can gradually
decrease detail of motion and at run time it can adjust
motion details by controlling the number of joints.
Moreover, the skeletal simplification can overcome
these reality, memory, and interactivity problems.

Figure 1. Experiment on 10,000 walking virtual
humans (VHs). A VH consists of 40 joints and
1,310 polygons. Joints and polygons are simplified
at a rate of 100, 82, 70, 58, 45, 33, 20, and 8%.
Each bar represents animation speed of 10,000
VHs by frame per second (FPS) at GeForce 7800
GTX 512 MB and Pentium D 3.0 Ghz.

Over the last decade, many researches on skeletal
simplification have been presented. [CH97] and
[PW99] simplified manually the hierarchy of an
articulated figure in order to improve the speed of
physical simulation and facilitate convergence.
However, these skeletal simplifications are unable to
apply in the crowd motion using motion capture data.
[GJG+03] proposed a manually constructed level of
articulation to improve speed of the real-time
networked environment. [BK04] described a method
for simulating motion of complex plants. They used a
preprocessing method to generate different plant
structure, along with a set of simulation LoD.
[AW04] proposed a joint posture clustering (JPC)
method in order to reduce the number of
transformation and improve the speed of animation.
However, reducing transformation is not as fast as
eliminating joint of motion. [RGL05] presented an
adaptive algorithm for computing forward dynamics
of articulated bodies using motion error metrics.
Their approach simplifies the dynamics of a multibody system, based on the desired number of degrees
of freedom and forces. [JT05] generated different
levels of motion based on given animating mesh
sequences. The joint structure is reconstructed by
clustering rotation of triangles. [AOW06] proposed
an optimized motion LoD for real-time crowd
animation. In order to generate a simplified motion,
they minimized error between the original and the
simplified motion by designing a linear system that
optimizes skinning matrices by least square
approximation (LSA).

Our major contributions are as follows:
Automatic level generation: Each joint has different
hierarchical depth and rotational variance per motion.
If a joint has fast moves, it can be considered that it
contains more information than a slow joint. The
priority of elimination of joint will be decided by this
importance measure. In this paper we present an
equation that automatically generates this importance.
Fast preprocessing: From the motion capture system,
a number of motions are accumulated. Animators
who have access to these captured motions spend lots
of time to eliminate joints with low importance and
to re-create simplified motion. Our simplification
method optimizes simplified motion by excluding
mesh parameters in the objective function and by
using a fast nonlinear optimization solver.
Preserved motion quality: If the bone length is not
consistent during motion, the quality of motion will
decrease. Previous works on skeletal simplification
[JT05][AOW06] mentioned about this bone length
problem. In this approach, we succeed to avoid bone
length variation by defining constraints of rigid bone.
From these contributions, our approach not only
reduces preprocessing time of optimization, but also
considers the quality of simplified motion. Moreover,
automatic generation of joint importance shows the
practicality and flexibility of this method.
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In the early period of skeletal simplification, joints
were eliminated for the purpose of improving speed
of physical simulation (simulation LoD). Recently,
however, eliminating joint from a captured motion
(motion LoD) became another important issue.

‘motion simplification’ stage, each motion level is
generated. Joints that are selected from the priority
list become frozen joints (see Section 5). At the ‘joint
freezing’ stage, frozen joints are applied to the
simplified structure of motion. Finally, at the ‘motion
optimization’, our nonlinear optimization algorithm
calculates a new simplified motion by minimizing the
error between the original and the simplified motion.

3. MOTION LOD FRAMEWORK
The overall animating pipeline of our approach is
depicted in Fig. 2. First, at the preprocessing stage,
motion and mesh are divided into a number of details
through our motion and geometric LoD [Hop96]. The
number of details is given by user and a discrete level
of mesh is generated by edge collapsing. Simplified
motion is connected to the corresponding mesh level
by ‘motion mapping’. The background scene is also
analyzed to populate simplified bodies into the scene.
A depth map is generated from the top orthographic
view of the VH’s movable region. This map is later
used for calculating height and limiting boundary of
VH’s movement. At the run-time stage, preprocessed
results are gathered into the ‘simulation’ module.
During simulation, VH’s root position, view frustum
culling, and projected size of VH from the camera
coordinates are generated and sent to the ‘scene
generation’ via ‘LoD control’ or directly. Finally, the
whole scene is rendered for each frame and camera
attributes are modified for the next simulation loop.

4. MOTION ANALYSIS
Before simplifying a skeletal structure of motion, we
need to know the elimination priority of joints. This
priority list is created by sorting joint importance,
which are measured by the sum of posture error. In
this section, we propose a basic equation on posture
error and show how we extract key posture and
derive joint importance from the posture error.

Figure 3. The evaluation terms of posture error
Ej(tref, t). The length rcj(t) is the distance between
joint j and its child c at frame t. The radian θcj(tref,
t) is the angle of pc(tref)pjpc(t), where pc(t) is the
position of joint c at frame t.

4.1. Posture Error of Joint
Our posture error equation considers two important
factors - hierarchical depth and rotational variance of
joint. For example, if a joint lies near the root of
hierarchy, its rotation will propagate to descendents.
Therefore, a higher level joint has a higher posture
error than a lower level joint. The rotational variance
is a more intuitive factor. If a joint rotates in a wide
range during motion then the difference will increase.
As described in Eq. (1), the posture error Ej(tref, t) is a
posture difference of joint j from frame tref to t.
Figure 2. The overall pipeline of motion LoD.
E
The proposed motion LoD consists of two sub-parts motion analysis and simplification. Every motion has
different properties, thus the way of simplifying
motion must be distinguished among each motion.
The proposed ‘motion analysis’ enables us to
distinguish motion by generating key posture of
motion and priority list of joint elimination. In the

,

∑

,

(1)

Basically, the posture error equation is a normalized
summation of joint-trajectory distance between tref
and t. Each specific term of equation is depicted in
Fig. 3. The constant m is the total number of children
of joint j and 2πrmax is the normalization value of
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posture error equation. In our experiment, we set the
rmax value as the summation of rcroot (c=1, …, m). In
this equation, the hierarchical factor is covered by the
number of descendants m and the average length of
rcj(tref) and rcj(t). Meanwhile, the rotational factor is
covered by θcj(tref, t). Some previous works proposed
a different way to evaluate posture error [LCR+02]
[KPS03]. Our posture error equation automatically
generates a normalized and weighted error.

4.3. Joint Importance
Joint importance is a measure of average variance of
a joint on the entire motion. From this value, we can
generate the priority list for joint elimination. The
joint importance εj can be obtained from Eq. (2). As
defined by Eq. (3), the sum of the row tkeyj is
normalized by the number of frames. A joint with
low importance has a higher elimination priority. The
value εj is used on the motion simplification stage as
for creating the priority list for joint elimination.

4.2. Key Posture of Motion
From the Eq. (1), we create a 2D array of posture
errors for each joint, where the row parameter is tref,
column is t and array value is Ej(tref, t). The key
posture is generated from the minimum sum of the
row i.e. for each joint j, we select a reference frame
tref and calculate the sum of posture errors on entire
frame t (1 ≤ t ≤ n). The constant n is the number of
motion frames. This error summation proceeds for all
tref (1 ≤ tref ≤ n). As defined by Eq. (2), the reference
frame tref with the minimum row sum is set to tkeyj,
which is the key frame of joint j.
arg min

∑

E

,

ε

1⁄

∑

E

,

(3)

5. MOTION SIMPLIFICATION
In this section, we describe how to minimize error
between original and simplified motion. The goal is
achieved by two stages - joint freezing and motion
optimization. In order to construct a priority list of
joint elimination and to generate frozen joints, the
joint importance εj is applied. The basic terms of the
proposed objective function are acquired from joint
position vectors and frozen joints.

(2)

5.1. Frozen Joint
Before removing joint from a motion, we freeze joint
(make it rigid) in order to keep useful parameters
such as rigid bone length and angle. Frozen joints are
selected by εj and by the number of joints that will be
eliminated during motion simplification. The local
transformation of frame tkeyj which has the minimum
error sum over all frames is applied as a frozen joint.
For each frozen joint, the bone length and cosine
angle constraints can be defined as in Eq. (4).

As the result, each joint contains different key frame
tkeyj. Key posture of motion is generated by applying
matrix or quaternion that is defined at frame tkeyj.
Since the key frame of each joint is extracted from
the existing motion frames, the key posture doesn’t
violate human constraint. As depicted in Fig. 4, we
applied our key posture algorithm to several motions.

b
θ

(4)

,

b

,

·
b,

Figure 5. The frozen joint and motion attributes
for optimization. A simplified posture is a posture
of which we want to minimize the error.

Figure 4. The key posture generation results.
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As depicted in Fig. 5, the unknown motion consists
of position vectors of joint xj(t), functions of bone
length bc,p(t), and cosine angle θj(t), where p is parent
and c is child of joint j. Here the cosine angle θj(t) is
defined from 0 to π. For every frozen joint j, known
values bc,p(0) and θj(0) of the key posture (keys are
saved into frame zero) are pre-calculated. The rest
pose of a VH’s mesh is modified by the key posture,
including skinning weights re-arrangement on the
frozen area. If a vertex is related to a frozen joint, the
skinning weights move to its parent joint.

Angle error: The square sum of approximated cosine
difference between θr(t) and θr(0) is the angle error
Ea, as in Eq. (8). Function θr(t) is the cosine value of
joint r at frame t, where r is one of the frozen joints.
Constant θr(0) is the same cosine value of the angle
of joint r at the key posture. Constant n-m is the total
number of frozen joints. In the case of non-frozen
joints, the cosine value varies through the frame, and
therefore is not considered here.
E

5.2. Motion Optimization
The basic idea of motion optimization is to minimize
the sum of difference between the original motion
xoj(t) and simplified motion xj(t). Due to the frozen
joints, the objective function must consider additional
hard constraints such as the bone length and joint
angle. As was defined by Eq. (4), these functions can
be replaced by unknown vectors xj(t). Therefore, we
formulate the objective function E as a summation of
distance Ed, string Es, and angle Ea error as in Eq. (5).
Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) [GMW81]
[Fle87][Gle98], is applied to solve this problem.
Each error term is multiplied by the weighting
constants α, β, and γ. In our experiment, we applied
0.2, 0.4 and 0.4 respectively.
E

E

E

E

∑

∑

θ

θ 0

(8)

For the initial values, the original motion’s joint
position is used. The local transformation value of
each joint is recovered from the optimization result
xj(t) and the hierarchical information of each joint.
Our approach optimizes simplified motion from the
motion data itself. The frozen joints are removed
after fitting motion data into the meshed structure.
Fig. 6 shows each level of simplified motion.

(5)

Distance error: The square sum of the positional
difference between the original joint position xoj(t)
and an unknown simplified joint position xj(t) is the
distance error Ed as in Eq. (6). Constants f and n are
the total number of frames and joints, respectively.
Root joint (j =1) is excluded in the evaluation, since
the root position of the simplified motion is
constrained to be the same as the original position.
E

∑

∑

(6)

String error: The square sum of joint-to-joint length
difference between bc,p(t) and bc,p(0) is the string
error Es as in Eq. (7). Function bc,p(t) is the length
between joint c and p of the unknown simplified
motion at frame t, where p is the first parent of c
among joints not to be removed (non-frozen joint).
Constant bc,p(0) is the same length at the key posture.
Constant m is the total number of non-frozen joints.
Root joint (c = 1) is excluded in the evaluation, since
its parent joint does not exist.
E

∑

∑

b

,

b

,

0

Figure 6. Motion LoD results. The number of
joints is indicated on the left, for each LoD
posture. Each color corresponds to a joint.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe our experiments that
address the advantage of our proposed method. We
have conducted four experiments - preprocessing
time, motion quality, memory, and animation speed.

(7)
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6.1. Preprocessing Time
The main advantage of our approach is that we use
simple parameters in the optimization process. Since
the previous works [JT05][RGL05][AOW06] include
complex parameters such as velocity, acceleration,
position, and normal of mesh, they give a burden of
preprocessing time. As was described in Table 1, we
analyzed the preprocessing time of four different
methods. The number of joints, frames, and vertices
(Nj, Nf, Nv) are described for each experiment. Each
preprocessing time was measured by minutes (tm).
Motion analysis contributes to a fast convergence.
Figure 7. The comparison of average bone length
errors and variations in logarithmic scale of mm.

Methods
tm
Nj
Nf
Nv
7.2
22
400
3030
SMA
29.4
11
287
2239
LSA
3.5
24
331
2679
SQP
0.8
24
331
2679
ASQP
Table 1. A comparison of preprocessing times;
SMA [JT05]; LSA [AOW06]; SQP: Our method;
ASQP: Our method with motion analysis

6.2. Motion Quality
By formulating constraints of bone length and angle,
we succeed to attain reasonable quality of motion. In
order to show this, we conducted an experiment on
the average errors and variations of the bone length
(see Fig. 7). Each motion is simplified into 8 levels
of detail and the sum of bone errors is calculated for
each posture (i.e. the sum of bone length differences
in a frame). The blue and green bar is the average of
the sum of bone errors over entire frames and levels
of motion. In addition to the average bone error, we
generated the variation of bone length as well. For
each bone, the standard deviation of bone length is
calculated over all frames of motion. For each level,
we added standard deviations of all bones. The red
and violet bar is the average standard deviation over
all levels of motion. As the result, our approach
shows better stability compared to the other approach.
Moreover, the length variation is less than 3%, which
is not perceivable with full attention [HRP04]. The
enhancement of our approach is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Enhancement in terms of motion quality;
Top: Growth motion; Bottom: Rebound motion

6.4. Animation Speed
To conduct an experiment on speed, 5,000 VHs with
200,000 joints are populated in the scene. Motion and
mesh are simplified into ten levels. As described in
Table 2, average animation speed is measured for
four different types of animation with the same
navigation path. During the navigation, our approach
improves the speed by minimum two to maximum
five times faster than the original. Moreover, owing
to the GPU skinning technique, motion LoD is even
faster than geometric LoD. We used the same
simplification rate for both GLoD [Hop96][OZS+03]
and MLoD. The hardware environment is GeForce
7800 GTX 512 MB and Pentium D 3.0 Ghz.

6.3. Memory
A previous work on impostor [DHO+05] mentioned
that 7 MB of memory are required for sampling a
single frame of motion. Considering a 287-frame
shrinking motion, more than 2 GB will be required.
However, our approach needs only 10.3 MB for ten
levels of motion (animation and geometry: 9.94 MB,
texture: 0.36 MB). According to the experiment of
polypostor [KDC+08], our approach also gives better
efficiency. The memory cost will decrease more, if a
temporal compression [Ari06] or a geometric LoD
[PHB07] are applied into our framework.

Original GLoD MLoD G+MLoD
6.78
12.44
17.83
21.73
Nav1
12.49
20.62
26.44
30.43
Nav2
Table 2. Average animation speed in FPS for two
navigation paths (Nav1, Nav2); GLoD: Navigation
with Geometric LoD; MLoD: with Motion LoD;
G+MLoD: with Geometric and Motion LoD
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Figure 9. The Stadium: A massive crowd scene; Top left: A scene populated with 15,880 VHs, 805,189
joints, and 56,775,042 polygons; Top right: Top left scene with colored joints; Bottom left: Top right
scene shown from the other camera view (motion LoD is applied from the top scene’s camera view);
Bottom right: Bottom left scene without motion LoD (for comparing visual quality of our motion LoD);
The average frame rate is 5.23 FPS (original scene is 1.21 FPS)

Finally, as was depicted in Fig. 9, we have populated
15,880 VHs in a stadium environment to show the
efficiency of our motion LoD approach. A total six
different VH models and six different motions with
about 1,240 frames were preprocessed by geometric
LoD and motion LoD, respectively. The size of
memory required for simplified VH was 41.7 MB
(animation and geometry: 39.88 MB, texture: 1.82
MB). We were able to animate 805,189 joints and
56,775,042 polygons at 5.23 FPS with GeForce 8800
GTX 768 MB and Core2Duo 2.4 Ghz.

motion analysis and simplification is running on the
preprocessing time. The proposed motion LoD is
suitable for a real-time environment with captured
motion. The error of LoD transition is not considered
in our optimization. We tried to minimize the artifact
by controlling LoD with projected pixel size of VH.
For improving the quality of optimization, some
future works remain. The proposed optimization
focuses on a fast preprocessing with affordable
accuracy of the simplified result. Therefore, other
important issues such as motion smoothness are not
considered in the proposed objective function. By
resolving the temporal coherence problem, the
quality of simplified motion will surely be improved.
Another work that should be considered is to derive
multiple key postures, since the error of simplified
motion strictly depends on the key posture. The
proposed motion LoD technique is expected to be
more useful in the applications of highly crowded
environments such as an urban simulation and games,
since a great number of virtual humans are often
occluded or appear tiny in the entire scene. It can
readily be surmised that the number of virtual
humans and the complexity of a skeleton would
greatly increase in the near future. Motion LoD will
be more challenging than ever before.

7. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new LoD framework that
improves the performance of a real-time crowd
environment. We automate the whole process and
reduce the preprocessing time for the practical use.
Moreover, the bone length and angle preservation
improves the animation quality of the simplified
motion. As the result, we verified that our approach
can be adopted in a crowd animation framework.
However, the proposed motion LoD doesn’t consider
the end effector or foot plant of the simplified motion.
We assumed that the end effector is not a serious
problem, since the detail of low level motion is
indistinguishable in the scene. Our approach is not
suitable for physics based animation, since the
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ABSTRACT
Ambient occlusion represents one aspect of global illumination, simulating the actual accessibility of surfaces for
indirect illumination due to occlusion of nearby geometry. Recently the approximation in screen space made it
feasible for realtime applications. We focus on the utilization of screen space ambient occlusion (SSAO) in
virtual and mixed reality environments, especially considering scenes with a large spatial extent and massive
amounts of data, typical for industrial factory planning scenarios. Therefore, a sophisticated screen space
approach closer to the original definition of ambient occlusion is presented and compared with existing
techniques considering the visual quality. Furthermore, we introduce a method to avoid the disappearance of the
SSAO effect in depth for scenes with a large spatial extent. A user study compares the impact of our approach to
standard SSAO and standard phong shading, regarding the several cues of human depth perception in a virtual
and a mixed reality scenario. The evaluation underlines the benefit of our approach for pure virtual scenes and
additionally illustrates a different perception of the cues regarding virtual scenes with a half transparent overlayimage of the real world, typical for mixed reality discrepancy check scenarios.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The approximation of global illumination (GI) effects
in realtime has always been a major issue of
computer graphics research. One technique
simulating the occlusion term of indirect diffuse light
is known as Ambient Occlusion (AO). Surface points
being occluded by nearby geometry are shadowed,
thus reflecting less light to the viewer, which can be
observed in cavities or creases. Although AO is an
indirect GI effect, the human visual system gains
essential clues of depth, curvature and spatial
arrangement from the resulting soft shadows
[Lan99a]. Taking advantage of the evolved
capabilities of modern graphics hardware [Mit07a]
recently presented SSAO as an approximation of AO
in image space. In contrast to former computationally
expensive AO approaches, SSAO uses the Z-Buffer
as a representation of the scene geometry and
therefore involves significant advantages:

computation independent from polygon count
feasible for fully dynamic content
calculation can entirely be done on the GPU

Due to an improved realism, SSAO nowadays is
widely spread. Being independent from scene
geometry and supporting fully dynamic content
makes SSAO attractive for the visualization of mass
data scenarios with a large spatial extent.
Discrepancy checks in mixed reality environments,
comparing digitally planned data with real build
structures are an actual topic of research [Sch08a].
Typical scenes like complete facilities contain
massive amounts of data [Bru06a], thus realtime GI
effects are hard to achieve and sparsely considered.
Screen space approaches can close this gap by
improving the visualization of purely virtual
environments and the process of discrepancy checks
in mixed environments may also have a benefit. In
this paper we present an alternative approach for
SSAO, producing visually convincing results,
especially in scenes with a large spatial extent. We
give a comparison to existing approaches regarding
the visual quality and present an evaluation of SSAO
in mass data scenarios, showing how SSAO affects
the several criteria of human depth perception in
merely virtual and in mixed environments. Finally,
our evaluation results for the use of SSAO in

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part
of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first
page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee
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discrepancy checks of industrial factory planning
applications are described.

sample rays through the voxelgrid, determining the
amount of solid cells being hit. Thus, occlusion
caused by hidden surfaces can be considered.

2. RELATED WORK
3. VECTOR BASED APPROACH

The idea of computing AO approximately in screen
space by using a linear Z-Buffer originally evolved
from Crytek [Mit07a]. They compute the occlusion
value for every pixel p in the following way: The
respective view space position P is computed to
sample the vicinity with a set of 3D offset-vectors.
Every obtained sample point is projected back to
image space and an occluder is found if the depth
stored in the linear Z-Buffer is closer to the viewer
than the depth of the sample point itself [Kaj09a].
The final occlusion term represents the ratio of solid
geometry to empty space in the vicinity of P.
However, their method suffers from uniform
shadowing of actually unoccluded faces and produces
edge highlighting artefacts.

Referring to the definition of AO, occlusion at a point
of interest P is caused by any surface point within its
visible hemisphere, as this represents all directions of
incoming light. We derive our approach from this
background and determine occluders, by checking
their position to be within the hemisphere of P.

[Fil08a] present a similar approach, but apply an
attenuation function to weight an occluder’s influence
dependent on the difference between the depth of the
sample point and the one read from the Z-Buffer. The
final occlusion value is formed by averaging the
contribution of all samples. However, they do not
assure that the detected occluders are actually located
within the visible hemisphere of the point of interest.
As a result they have to deal with self-occlusion
occurring on unoccluded surfaces.

Figure 1. Concept of occlusion-vectors:
Sample S1 is located outside the visible
hemisphere and does not contribute to
occlusion of P.

[Bav08a] interprete the Z-Buffer as an heightfield
and search for the horizon, which is characterized by
the slope in the heightfield surrounding a pixel. This
horizon-based AO reveals visually pleasing shadows
at interactive framerates. They further suggest to
speed up computation time by rendering in half
resolution and compensate the resulting low quality
with a blur pass. We will give a comparison to this
approach in section 4.

Having a set of sampling positions on the image
plane, we read the respective depth values from the
linear z-buffer and further un-project the sample
points into view-space. This gives us a set of surface
points representing potential occluders. For any of
them we finally create a so called occlusion-vector
vO, pointing from P to the respective occluder
candidate. An occluder is found if the angle between
the surface normal at P and vO is less than 90°,
checked by a simple dot-product (see figure 1).

[Fox08a] consider the orientation of surface normals
in the vicinity of a pixel to detect occlusion caused by
creases. This approach is fast, but ignores lowfrequency occlusion from distant objects.

The final occlusion value o(vO) is determined
considering the length of vO. This idea is
straightforward, as long vectors representing distant
objects occlude less than short vectors pointing to
nearby objects. We apply a function similar to the
one usually being used in computer graphics to model
the attenuation of light:

[Sha07a] introduce an approach to calculate highand low-frequency parts separately. They assume
small spherical occluders to compute the highfrequency occlusion by nearby surface points entirely
in screen space. Approximating scene geometry with
spherical proxies is used to determine the lowfrequency occlusion by distant geometry. Due to the
need of approximating the scene geometry for distant
occlusion, low frame rates for highly tessellated
massive data scenes (e.g. > 20 Mio.) can be expected.

o(v O ) =

1
1 + c ⋅ vO

2

⋅ v Onorm , n P

The strength of the quadratic attenuation is controlled
by an artistic parameter c. In addition a cosine weight
expressed by the attached dot product is applied. This
is based on [Lan02a] who applies Lamberts law on

[Rei09a] address the limitation of viewpoint
dependence. They perform a realtime voxelization of
the scene geometry and compute occlusion by tracing
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the concept of ambient occlusion and concludes that
the occlusion is maximal for surface points along the
direction of the normal.
The utilization of occlusion-vectors is a simple but
effective technique. We correctly ignore surface
points not contributing to occlusion, represented by
occlusion-vectors pointing outside the hemisphere.
This enables us to detect fully unoccluded surface
points and therefore avoids false shadowing effects
on planar faces or the highlighting of edges, e.g.
occurring in [Kaj09a]. For the same reason, our
approach avoids the self-occlusion problem described
by [Fil08a]. Finally, we acquire an enhanced visual
quality of the AO with our approach. This is a result
of a higher sample density effectively used for the
occluder detection. This issue is clearly illustrated in
figure 1, as we obtain two valid occluders for the
sample points S2 and S3 in contrast to the approaches
of [Kaj09a, Fil08a]. Furthermore, the length of the
occlusion-vector is a more effective measure for the
occlusion strength than the view-direction dependent
depth deltas used by [Fil08a]. Hence, we are able to
properly represent the distance from the point of
interest to the respective occluder.

Figure 2. Comparison of image (top) and view
space sampling (bottom). Four random
sampling patterns applied to Stanford Dragon
Aliasing artefacts due to a constant sampling pattern,
are avoided by reflecting the offset-vectors on a
random plane as described by [Mit07a]. A Gaussian
bilateral filter commonly used for SSAO is further
applied to blur the noise, while preventing AO from
bleeding through strong object edges [Pet04a].

Accounting for scene scale and extent
Virtual and mixed reality factory planning
applications generally involve scenes of a large
spatial extent, exhibiting geometry of different metric
unit scales due to the individual creation process of
the CAD authoring tools. These scenes reveal
difficulties for a robust computation of occlusion. We
therefore pay attention to the following issues:

Sampling technique
Correctly sampling the vicinity of a surface point
forms the basis for a well approximated occlusion
value. Regarding the space wherein the samples are
created, view and image space sampling can be
distinguished. View space sampling uses a set of 3D
offset-vectors to sample the environment of the point
of interest [Mit07a][Fil08a], while image space
sampling utilizes 2D vectors to directly create sample
positions on the image plane [Bav08a]. The latter
makes the back-projection of sample points
redundant and offers direct access to the depth- and
normal-buffer.

1.

Definition of the sampling radius

2.

Normalization of the occlusion measure

In general the sampling pattern can be scaled by a
radius multiplier sscene to give an artistic control over
the area being considered by AO. This sampling
radius is defined to be constant in view space
throughout all currently known approaches. Hence,
the area of sampling decreases for surfaces being
farther from the viewer, and the visible effect finally
vanishes with distance. Therefore, we chose the
sampling radius to linearly grow with increasing
depth values, keeping its projection constant in screen
space. Although this is physically incorrect, it reveals
two advantages: First, the larger sampling area
produces soft shadowing on distant objects as well
and thus makes the AO effect observable within the
entire scene (figure 5). An improved visual
perception of depth has been verified in a user study
presented in section 5. Second, setting the radius in
relation to depth couples the radius to individual
scene scales, making a further adjustment by the artist
redundant. The relation between the initial radius rB
and the resulting sampling radius rS is derived as
follows:

However, we obtain an enhanced visual quality with
view space sampling due to a better distribution of
the sample positions. According to [Fil08a], we flip
an offset-vector in the sampling process if it points
outside the visible hemisphere of P, obtaining a
higher density of sample positions within the
hemisphere. Although the direction of the acquired
occlusion-vectors is not predictable due to the unprojection with an unknown depth value, the higher
initial sampling density significantly enhances the
probability to find potential occluders. Figure 2
compares the AO obtained by both sampling
methods. The higher noise using image space
sampling is clearly observable.

rS = rB ⋅ s scene ⋅
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Figure 3. Comparison of our results with the approaches by [Fil08a] and [Bav08a]
In order to account for different scene scales, we
normalize the measure of occlusion given by the
length of the occlusion-vectors due to their
dependence on the underlying scene unit. We hence
avoid the individual adjustment of the artistic
parameter c in extreme ranges of up to [0,107]. Yet
the normalization mathematically requires the
maximum length of the occlusion-vector to be known.
As these vectors are formed by the un-projection with
an afore unknown depth value, the maximum is not
given in advance. We deal with this issue by taking
the respective sampling radius in view space as an
approximate measure and thus doing a quasinormalization:

vO ' =

close up illustrations at the chin and head of the
dragon and around the row of small archs in the
cathedral. However, we obtain a satisfying overall
quality of occlusion. [Bav08a] indentified the
following criteria affecting computation time of
SSAO: screen resolution, resolution of AO
computation, sample count and size of the applied
blur kernel. We benchmarked the Sibenik Cathedral
scenario using a constant resolution of 1280x1024
pixels while increasing the sample count stepwise
from 16 to 128 samples per pixel. We captured the
time for the mere calculation of the SSAO-Pass listed
in table 1. As [Bav08a] and [Rei09a] favor a half
resolution computation to significantly speed up, we
consider this aspect as well.

vO

SSAO time [ms]
Full Res. Half Res.
16
12.4
1.6
36
24.6
3.5
64
47.0
6.1
128
96.9
12.4
Platform: Intel Core i7 920 2,67GHZ 3GB RAM,
Nvidia Geforce GTX 285, OpenGL 2.1, GLSL

rS

Samples

This means the normalized length might exceed the
range of [0,1]. Nevertheless, we observe robust
results with this approach, being able to deal with
different scene scales without the need of manual
adjustment for every scene.

4. COMPARISON
In figure 3 we show the comparison of the SSAO
approaches acquired with the Stanford Dragon (871K
polygons) and the Sibenik Cathedral (80K polygons).
36 Samples were used at a resolution of 800x800
pixels. The unblurred effect of SSAO is shown to
allow a proper evaluation. As SSAO generally is a
strongly parameter-dependent effect, we attempted to
appropriately set the parameter for every approach
allowing a visible comparison. The analysis of the
images reveals a high amount of noise for [Fil08a] in
both scenarios. Surface details and contours are not
properly underlined. [Bav08a] in contrast produces
better results, tending to show less noise overall.
Nevertheless, some regions exhibit a sudden volatile
noise that can be observed in the

Table 1. SSAO computation time and visual
quality
Geo.
3.6ms

SSAO
12.4ms

3.6ms

24.6ms

Blur
3.6ms
(13x13)
2.8ms
(9x9)

Application
19,6ms /
51.02FPS
31,0ms /
32.2FPS

Table 2. Overall performance for 16 (top) and 36
Samples (bottom) per pixel
We gain an acceptable performance feasible for
realtime applications and present the overall
performance for 16 and 32 samples in table 2. The
clear loss of quality applying half resolution
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rendering is usually compensated by using big blur
kernels. We do not favor this method, as satisfying
quality is only obtained using high screen resolutions
and the quality loss is too significant.

well researched topic in the community [Dra96a,
Cut95a, Swa07a, Mur95a]. Nevertheless, the effect of
an indirect illumination approximation like SSAO for
the several cues of human depth perception has yet
not been investigated. According to [Mur95a], we
consider depth cues of a constructionist point of
view, because the discrepancy check cannot fulfill the
key point of the ecological approach regarding the
impact of motion. [Mur95a] and [Dra96a] describe
various depth cues and additional criteria that have a
strong effect on the perception of depth cues. In our
experiment we focused on the pictorial depth cues,
listed as follows: Occlusion, contrast, light and
shadows, relative brightness, linear perspective,
relative size, detail perspective and aerial
perspective.
During a period of one week we tested 22
participants (4 female, 18 male) recruited at the
Daimler Research Center in Ulm, consisting of
students, Phd candidates and scientific assistants aged
between 23 and 47 years (M=31.05, SD=6.0). Their
experience with virtual or augmented reality
applications was asked and yielded a mean value of
4.14 (SD=2.57) on an ordinal scale from 1 to 7. The
candidates sat in front of a Toshiba plasma tv-screen
with an image diagonal of 42 inches and a distance to
the viewer of approximately 55 inches.

Figure 4. Mean values and standard deviation
for test 1 (first col.) and test 2 (second col.)

Each experiment started by showing every participant
three different renderings of a typical factory scene
with a large spatial extent. We labeled the renderings
D1 for standard phong shading, D2 for our approach
to SSAO, and D3 for standard SSAO with a
decreasing size of the sample radius in depth.
Additionally, the same scene was presented with a
50% alpha blended image taken in the real factory at
a viewpoint matching the one of the virtual scene.
The several depth cues were explained to the
participants, being further instructed to take care of
how the three rendering methods support their
perception of the different cues, in both the mere
virtual and the mixed 50% transparent representation.
Next to the tv-screen we put an additional flat screen
showing the definitions and sample pictures (not
related to any of the test scenes) of the various depth
cues for explanation and as a reminder during the
tests.

5. EVALUATION
Even though our approach of keeping the sampling
radius constant in image space produces results of
enhanced visual quality for scenes with a large spatial
extent, we intended to evaluate the impact on the
several cues of human depth perception in detail. We
further wanted to examine whether there is a change
in the perceived criteria of depth using our approach
in a mixed reality discrepancy check scenario in
contrast to standard SSAO.
Discrepancy checks in industrial applications are
performed in-situ at a factory floor with a tracked
mobile device [Sch08a]. Therefore, the device is
moved at the desired position, and the discrepancy is
examined by interactively adjusting the transparency
of a plane, textured with the real world video image
laying in front of the virtual scene. The visualization
is shown on a touch screen mounted on the device.
Even if the tracked device can be moved, a single
check is mostly done at a fixed position similar to an
examination of a freezed image. Due to this setup,
binocular or kinetic depth cues [Dra96a] like motion
parallax and stereopsis can be neglected in our
experiments, keeping focus on the perception of
pictorial depth cues. The human perception of depth
in virtual and augmented reality environments is a

Study Design
Overall, we ran two tests with five different factory
planning scenarios. The scenes were randomized to
eliminate any scene related effects. In the first test
D1, D2, and D3 were shown for a virtual scene
(figure 5). The three scene representations were
arranged side by side on the tv-screen. The resolution
of D1, D2 and D3 was set to match the video
resolution (1024x768) of the image processing
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camera used for discrepancy checks to obtain
comparable results. Since SSAO is a mere indirect
effect of GI, and every individual has a different
preference of the intensity of such an effect, we gave
the participants the opportunity to switch between
four slides showing D2 and D3 in a varying intensity
of the effect, parameterized from weak to strong. D1
remained unaffected. On a questionnaire the
participants marked
which of the three
representations mostly fulfilled the depth cues as a
whole. Next they evaluated their perception of the
depth cues for each of the three representations on an
ordinal point scale from 1 to 7, or marked an “X” if a
conclusion was not found. The participants were
asked to assign the points 1 to 7, representing how
properly they could perceive the respective depth cue
in the whole scene. In the second test D1, D2 and D3
where shown with a 50% transparent overlay of an
image of the real factory, matching the viewpoint of
the virtual scene (figure 5). Again the participants
were asked to judge which representation mostly
fulfills the various depth cues as a whole and assign
points ranging from 1 to 7 or mark an “X”. Due to
former observations, we wanted to prove the
hypothesis that some of the depth cues may be
perceived differently in the 50% representation and
that the general preference for one of the three
representations might slightly shift in this scenario.
The user study confirmed this assumption, as we will
show in the next section. To prove any significance of
our results we ran an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
for repeated measures of pair wise comparisons with
bonferroni correction, as well as a paired t-test to
compare the results for the several cues between the
virtual and the 50% scenario regarding the respective
representation.

perception between the three representations could be
found. Thus, the perception of the linear perspective
does not significantly profit from the effect of SSAO.
Furthermore, the cue of relative size is unaffected
regarding D1 and D3. Comparing D2 and D3, the
ANOVA revealed significant or highly significant
results, except the cue of relative size yielding only a
trend (p<.10). The reason for that lies in a stronger
perceived effect of the blur and an increased
shadowing in depth of our approach. The main effects
for D2 and the 100% selection of D2 by the
participants show that the essential pictorial cues for
human depth perception like occlusion [Cut95a] are
better perceived with our approach for pure virtual
scenes with a large spatial extent. The ANOVA of
test 2 revealed numerous main effects as well, but a
slight shift in the perception of the several cues can
be noticed. For the cue of contrast, we could only
assess a trend between D1 and D3, but no
significance at all for the cues of detail perspective
and relative size. Comparing both SSAO
representations with D1, no effect was observable
regarding the linear perspective, what proved that this
cue in reference to test 1 does not take any advantage
of the SSAO effect. The perception of the depth cues
for the two SSAO representations revealed further
interesting differences. Yet no significant change
emerged for the cue of occlusion, relative brightness
and relative size. The cue of contrast only reveals a
trend. However the results for the cue of light &
shadow and for the aerial perspective shift from
highly significant to very significant, compared to the
results of test 1. This could be an explanation why
only 65% of the participants chose D2, whereas 32%
preferred D3. Between D2 and D3 the most effective
depth cue of occlusion [Cut95a] can not be perceived
significantly different. The ANOVA of other
important cues and additional criteria necessary for
the perception of depth, like contrast, relative
brightness and relative size also revealed no main
effects. Nevertheless, 96% of the participants chose
SSAO in general to be the preferred representation
for the discrepancy check scenario. D2 and D3 do not
differ in the perception of important cues, but a
tendency to our approach D2 is still noticeable.
Additionally, we ran a paired t-test to evaluate
significant changes in the perception of the several
cues for D1, D2 and D3 between the two scenarios.
The results are listed in table 5 and show various
significant differences, indicating that the perception
of depth seriously changes in the 50% overlay-image.
According to the significance levels, the perceptual
changes in the virtual and 50% scenario appear the
most for D1. The perception of the cues for D1
mainly improves in the mixed scene. For D2 the
important cues of occlusion and relative brightness
change significantly, with lesser mean values for the

Study Results
For the virtual scene all participants marked D2 as
the representation mostly supporting the perception
of the depth cues as a whole. For the 50% overlay
scene 1 of the participants (4.54%) chose D1, 14
(63.63%) chose D2 and 7 (31.81%) chose D3,
indicating that SSAO is generally preferred in the
discrepancy check scenario. However the advantage
of perceiving depth with D2 compared to D3 is not
that distinct as it was for the mere virtual scenario.
The ANOVA for test 1 and test 2 revealed many
main effects summarized in table 3 and table 4. The
assessment of the several depth cues given by the
participants is depicted in figure 4, including the
mean value and the standard deviation. Comparing
both representations of SSAO to pure phong shading,
the ANOVA yields numerous main effects from
highly significant (p<.001) over very significant
(p<.01) to significant (p<.05), except the cue of linear
perspective, where no significant change of the
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Figure 5. Sample Scene of the user study showing the pure virtual scene (top) and the 50% mixed scene
(bottom). The occlusion term for D2 (top right) and D3
. (bottom right) is also presented.
mixed scene, and even the clue of light and shadow
shows a trends of being perceived worst. D3 shows a
trend of improving the perception for occlusion and
also reveals a significant better perception of relative
brightness. The strong changes in the perception of
such important cues for D2 and D3 with D3 showing
a better benefit in the mixed scene explain the choice
of 32% of the participants for D3. This observation is
furthermore confirmed by the results of the ANOVA
for test 2, where no main effects between D2 and D3
emerged for the important cues of occlusion and
relative size.
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proved to be the appropriate representation with a
tendency to our approach. Nevertheless, mixed
scenes reveal more balanced differences in
perception, especially for D2 and D3. Therefore, our
future work will focus on extending SSAO with
alternate forms of visualizations and their benefit for
the perception in mixed scenarios.
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Test 1

Depth Cue

ANOVA

Test 2

Bonferroni

ANOVA

D1<D2, p < .001
F(2;46) = 87.48

Occlusion

D1<D3, p < .001

D1<D2, p < .001
F(2;46) = 21.22

D2>D3, p < .001

Contrast

D1<D3, p < .001

D1<D2, p < .01
F(2;44) = 9.22

D2>D3, p < .05

Light and Shadow

D1<D3, p < .001

D1<D2, p < .001
F(2;46) = 19.82

D2>D3, p < .001

F(2;46) = 53.16

D1<D3, p < .01

D1<D2, p < .01
F(2;44) = 12.33

D2>D3, p < .001

Linear Perspective

D1<D2, NO
F(2;42) = 0.81

D1<D3, NO
D2>D3, NO

F(2;44) = 6.57

D1<D2, p < .01
F(2;44) = 7.08

D1<D3, NO
D2>D3, p < .1

Detail Perspective

D1<D3, p < .01

D1<D2, p < .01
F(2;44) = 10.95

D2>D3, p < .05

F(2;44) = 39.25

D1<D3, p < .001

D1<D3, NO
D2>D3, p < .05

D1<D2, p < .001

Aerial Perspective

D1<D3, NO
D2>D3, NO

D1<D2, p < .001
F(2;42) = 21.0

D1<D3, NO
D2<D3, NO

D1<D2, p < .05

Relative Size

D1<D3, p < .05
D2>D3, NO

D1<D2, NO
F(2;42) = 2.41

D1<D3, p < .01
D2>D3, p < .01

D1<D2, p < .001

Relative Brightness

D1<D3, p < .1
D2>D3, p < .1

D1<D2, p < .001
F(2;46) = 101.5

D1<D3, p < .001
D2>D3, NO

D1<D2, p < .001
F(2;46) = 20.77

Bonferroni

D1<D2, p < .001
F(2;42) = 28.34

D2>D3, p < .001

D1<D3, p < .01
D2>D3, p < .01

Table 3. Statistical results of test 1 and test 2
Depth Cue

D1

D2

D3

Occlusion

T=-3.37, S1<S2, p<.01

T=3.07, S1>S2, p<.01

T=-1.78, S1<S2, p<.10

Contrast

T=-2.07, S1<S2, p<.10

T=1.06, S1>S2, NO

T=-0.12, S1<S2, NO

Light and Shadow

T=-4.18, S1<S2, p<.001

T=1.74, S1>S2, p<.1

T=-0.90, S1<S2, NO

Relative Brightness

T=-3.67, S1<S2, p<.01

T=2.83, S1>S2, p<.05

T=-2.83, S1<S2, p<.05

Detail Perspective

T=-2.39, S1<S2, p<.05

T=-0.53, S1<S2, NO

T=-0.87, S1<S2, NO

Aerial Perspective

T=-1.99, S1<S2, p<.10

T=-0.43, S1<S2, NO

T=-0.73, S1<S2, NO

Table 4. Statistical results for the t-test (S1/S2 being the mean value of test 1/test 2)
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ABSTRACT
The complexity of large scale computational fluid dynamic simulations demand powerful tools to investigate the numerical
results. Time surfaces are the natural higher-dimensional extension of time lines, the evolution of a seed line of particles in the
flow of a vector field. Adaptive refinement of the evolving surface is mandatory for high quality under reasonable computation
times. In contrast to the lower-dimensional time line, there is a new set of refinement criteria that may trigger the refinement of
a triangular initial surface, such as based on triangle degeneracy, triangle area, surface curvature etc. In this article we describe
the computation of time surfaces for initially spherical surfaces. The evolution of such virtual “bubbles” supports analysis of
the mixing quality in a stirred tank CFD simulation. We discuss the performance of various possible refinement algorithms,
how to interface alternative software solutions and how to effectively deliver the research to the end-users, involving specially
designed hardware representing the algorithmic parameters.

Keywords: visualization, CFD, large data, pathlines, timelines, surface refinement

1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

features in the space-time domain of interest. In this
work, we present an interdisciplinary effort to generate
and visualize time surfaces of the fluid flow from the
time dependent CFD data. The implementation of time
surfaces, such as an evolving surface of a sphere, for
analyzing the flow field is more relevant in context of a
stirred tank system. The integration of surfaces over
time generates an evolving surface that can illustrate
key flow characteristics such as how matter injected in
a stirred tank disperses, and in what regions of the tank
is the turbulence high. Such observations are crucial to
identifying the best conditions for optimal mixing.
The CFD dataset was obtained from a large eddy
simulation (LES) of flow inside a stirred tank reactor
(STR). The simulation is performed on 200 processors
(64 bit 2.33 G Hz Xeon quadcore) where each time-step
is calculated in approximately 36 seconds. Stirred tanks
are the most commonly used mixing device in chemical
and processing industries. Improvements in the design
of stirred tanks can translate into several billion dollar
annual profit. However, better designs of stirred tanks
require detailed understanding of flow and mixing be-

Motivation

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a computationally based design and analysis technique for the
study of fluid flow. CFD can provide high fidelity temporally and spatially resolved numerical data, which
can be based on meshes that range from a few million
cells to tens of millions of cells. The data from CFD
can range to several hundred thousand time steps and
be of sizes in order of terabytes.
Therefore, a key challenge here is the ability to easily mine the time dependent CFD data; extract key features of the flow field; display these spatially evolving
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice
and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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moved or added, but they derived a point-based algorithm that is designed for GPU implementation. In
addition to rendering a stream surface, they applied
line integral convolution to show the flow field patterns
along the surface.
Rather than remeshing a stream surface when the surface becomes highly distorted, von Funck et al [23] introduced a new representation of smoke in a flow as
a semi transparent surface by adjusting opacity of triangles that get highly distorted and making them fade.
Throughout the evolution of the smoke surface, they do
not change the mesh, but rather use the optical model
of smoke as smoke tends to fade in high divergent areas [23]. However, the authors report that this method
does not work well if the seeding structure is a volume
structure instead of a line structure.
Core tangibles [21] we use in this paper are physical interaction elements such as Cartouche menus and
interaction trays, which serve common roles across a
variety of tangible and embedded interfaces. These elements can be integrated to dynamically bind discrete
and continuous interactors to various digital behaviors.
Many toolkits support low-level tangible user interface
design, allowing designers to assemble physical components into hardware prototypes which can be interfaced to software applications using event-based communication. Notable examples include PHidgets [10],
Arduino [2], iStuff [1], SmartIts [3] etc. Core tangibles
focus on tangible interfaces for visualization, simulation, presentation, and education, often toward collaborative use by scientist end-users [21].

Figure 1: Two evolving spheres visualized just before
their mixing in the Stirred Tank simulation system.
havior inside the tank. The present study focuses on analyzing the dynamics of mixing inside the tank. Turbulent flow inside the stirred tank was solved numerically
using LES to resolve small-scale turbulent fluctuations
and the immersed boundary method (IBM) in order to
model the rotating impeller blade in the framework of
a fixed curvilinear grid representing the tank geometry.
The grid is distributed over 2088 blocks and comprised
of 3.1 million cells in total. Flow variables like velocity and pressure are defined at the center of each cell
and computed for each time step over a total of 5700
time steps representing 25 complete rotations of the impeller. The handling and processing of these voluminous, multi-block, non-uniform curvilinear datasets to
generate time surfaces and track set of particles in the
fluid flow is the main challenge addressed in this paper.

1.2

2

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

In the domain of computer graphics one distinguishes
four categories of integration lines q ⊂ M that can
be computed from a time-dependent vector field v ∈
T (M), mathematically a section of the tangent bundle T (M) on a manifold M describing spacetime: path
lines, stream lines, streak lines and material lines. Each
category represents a different aspect of the vector field:

Related Work

One of the earliest works related to this problem is the
generation of stream surfaces, in particular Hultquist’s
attempt to generate a triangular mesh representation
of streamsurfaces. Hultquist introduced an algorithm
that constructs stream surfaces by generating triangular tiles of adjacent streamlines or stream ribbons. In
Hultquist’s algorithm, tiling is done in a greedy fashion.
When forming the next triangle, the shortest leading
edge is selected out of the two possible trailing triangles and appended to the ribbon. Each ribbon forming
the stream surface is advanced until it is of equivalent
length to its neighboring ribbon along the curve they
share [13]. Particles are added to the trail of the stream
surface by splitting wide ribbons, and particles are removed from the stream surface by merging two narrow
(and adjacent) ribbons into one. Note that Hultquist’s
algorithm was developed for steady flows. Also, advancing the front of the stream surface requires examining all the trailing ribbons.
Along the same lines, Schafhitzel et al. [15] adopted
the Hultquist criteria to define when particles are re-

path lines (also called trajectories) follow the evolution of a test particle as it is dragged around by the
vector field over time.
stream lines (also called field lines) represent the instantaneous direction of the vector field; they are
identical to path lines if the vector field is constant
over time.
streak lines represent the trace of repeatedly emitted
particles from the same location, such as a trail of
smoke.
material lines (also called time lines) depict the location of a set of particles, initially positioned along a
seed line, under the flow of the vector field.
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Each of these lines comes with different characteristics:
stream lines and path lines are integration lines that are
tangential to the vector field at each point
q̇ ≡

d
q(s) = v(q(s))
ds

here we have a much richer set of possible surface characteristics that may trigger creation or deletion of integration points. Some options are to refine a surface at
locations where

(1)

• a triangle’s edge

Since the underlying differential equation is of first order, the solution is uniquely determined by specifying
the initial condition q(0) = q0 by a seed point q0 ∈ M
in spacetime. Neither stream lines nor path lines can
self-intersect (in contrast to e.g. geodesics, which are
solutions of a second order differential equation). However, a path line may cross the same spatial location at
different times, so the spatial projection of a path line
may self-intersect.
In contrast to stream and path lines, streak and material lines are one-dimensional cuts of two-dimensional
integration surfaces S ⊂ M, dim(S) = 2. This surface is
constructed from all integral lines that pass through an
event on this initial seed line q0 (τ):

• a triangle’s area
• a triangle’s curvature
• a triangle degeneration (“stretching”)
becomes larger than a certain threshold. Section 5.1
reviews our results experimenting with different such
criteria.

3
3.1

SOLUTION
Data Model

We use the VISH [4] visualization shell as our implementation platform. It supports the concept of fiber
bundles [8] for the data model. The data model consists
of seven levels, each of which is comprised of compatible arrays that represent a certain property of the
dataset [5]. These levels, which constitute a Bundle,
are Slice, Grid, Skeleton, Representation, Field, Fragment and Compound. The Field represents arrays of
primitive data types, such as int, double, bool, etc., and
the collection of Fields describes the entire Grid. The
Grid objects for different time slices are bundled together and are represented as a Bundle. As an example
of our implementation, each Field contains values of a
property such as coordinates, connectivity information,
velocity, etc. The collection of these Fields is a Grid
object, and the collection of Grid objects for all time
slices is the Bundle of the entire dataset.
The dataset used for visualizing the features of fluid
flow contains numerical data for 2088 curvilinear blocks
constituting the virtual stirred tank. The input vector
field is fragmented and these fragments are the blocks
of the Grid. The input dataset for each time slice consists of coordinate location, pressure and fluid velocity
for each grid point in the entire 2088 blocks. These
properties are stored as Fields in the Grid object for
each time slice, and these Grid objects are then combined into a Bundle.
When a multi-block is accessed for the first time, a
Uniform-Grid-Mapper is created which is a uniform
grid having the same size as a world coordinate aligned
bounding box of the multi-block. For each cell of the
Uniform-Grid-Mapper a list of curvi linear block cells
(indices) is stored which intersect the Uni-Grid-Mapper
cell by doing one iteration over all curvilinear grid cells
and a fast min/max test. When computing the local
multi-block coordinates the corresponding Uni-GridMapper cell is identified first which then selects a small
number of curvilinear cells for the Newton iteration.

S = {q : R → M, q̇(s) = v(q(s)), q(0) = q0 (τ)}
The resulting surface contains a natural parametrization S(s, τ) by the initial seed parameter τ and the
integration parameter s. It carries an induced natural coordinate basis of tangential vectors {~∂τ ,~∂s }, with
~∂s ≡ q̇ = v. For a streak line, the initial seed line q0 (τ)
is timelike as new particles are emitted from the same
location over time, dq0 (τ)/dt 6= 0, for a material line
the seed line is spacelike dq0 (τ)/dt = 0, a set of points
at the same instant of time. The respective streak/time
line is the set of points of the surface q(t) = St=const. for
a constant time. If the integration parameter is chosen
to be proportional to the time s ∝ t, for instance when
performing Euler steps, then the original seed line parameter τ provides a natural parameter for the resulting
lines, i.e. each point along a time line is advanced by
the same time difference dt at each integration step.
Refinement of lines by introducing new integration
points is mandatory to sustain numerical accuracy of
the results. The ideas of the Hultquist algorithm [12]
and its improvements by Stalling [17] could be applied
also to the spatio-temporal case, however such would
result in the requirement to perform timelike interpolation of the vector field. For data sets that are nonequidistant in time such as adaptive mesh refinement
data generated from Berger-Oliger schemes [6] finding the right time interval for a given spatial location
this becomes non-trivial. For now we refrain from nonequidistant temporal refinement (such as done in [14]),
though this is an option – if not requirement – for future
work.
A time surface is the two-dimensional generalization
of a time line, a volumetric object in spacetime. The
Hultquist algorithm, if applied to a spatio-temporal surface, discusses criteria on refining one edge, whereas
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Uni-Grid-Mapper objects are stored in the Grid object
of the vector field and can be reused when accessing the
same multi-block again later.

3.2

Out of Core Memory Management

The original approach taken while visualizing the features of fluid flow is to keep the entire vector field data
in the main memory and integrate over the vector field
to extract the features. However, with the necessity
of visualizing the time-dependent 3D vector field, the
original approach has restrictions, such as the size of
the time-dependent data can easily exceed the capacity
of main memory of even state of the art workstations.
In [24], the authors present the concept of an out-ofcore data handling strategy to process the large time
dependent dataset by only loading parts of the data at a
time and processing it. Two major strategies presented
for out-of-core data handling are Block-wise random
access and Slice-wise sequential access. The authors
emphasize the Slice-wise sequential access strategy for
handling the data given in time slices, however, we
have implemented both Block-wise access and Slicewise access of time-dependent data while generating
the time surfaces for visualizing the fluid flow.

Figure 3: Particle advection of a 2-dimensional element
vs. a 1-dimensional element. In our case, our surface
element is in 3-dimensional space spanned over time.
blocks, instead only the blocks that are touched at the
given time slice are loaded and processed.
At every time slice two Grid Objects are handled,
one containing the input data of the vector field and the
other consisting of seed points and connectivity information among the seed points. The connectivity information is used to generate the triangle mesh for surface generation. In the case of no surface refinement,
the connectivity information is constant throughout the
time slices and is stored once and used multiple times.
This conserves the memory and also reduces the memory access. However, with surface refinement the number of points and their connectivity changes over time
resulting in an increase in memory usage.

3.3

Particle Seeding and Advection

Our set of particle seeds qi,t0 for i = 0, ..., n − 1, lie on
a sphere. At any given time t > t0 , the time surface is
represented as a triangular mesh formed by the particles
qi,t that have been advected using equation 1. Figure 3
illustrates the difference between our seeding approach
versus Hultquist’s where we are evolving a surface element (a triangle) over time as opposed to spanning a
surface out of a line segment element.

3.4

Triangular Mesh Refinements

As time elapses, the triangular mesh of particles enlarges and twists according to the flow field. To preserve the quality of the mesh, we refine it by adding
new particles and advecting them while updating the
mesh connectivity. Of the possible refinements criteria
mentioned above, we have implemented the following:

Figure 2: Time surface computed from a vector field
given in 2088 fragments (curvilinear blocks) covering
the Stirred Tank Grid (top). Only those fragments that
affect the evolution of the time surface (bottom) are actually loaded into memory.

Edge length: If the distance between pairwise particles of a triangle is larger than a threshold edge
length, we insert a new midpoint and subdivide the
triangle accordingly.

The virtual stirred tank system has 2088 blocks, and
each block has vector field data for every time slice.
The data for each time slice is accessed only once as
a Grid object from the input Bundle and processed to
generate the time surface at that particular time. The
integration of the time surface does not process all the

Triangle area: If the area of the triangle formed by the
new positions of the particle triplet is larger than a
threshold area, we insert three midpoints and subdivide the triangle to a new set of four triangles.
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4

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

Paraview is supplied with the generated XDMF file
through which it can access the data in the corresponding HDF5 (or F5) file. No other reader or converter is
necessary. An added advantage of this approach is that
parallel file readers (if supported) and other parallel algorithms can be used to quickly access and process very
large data-sets. We thus leverage on the parallel and
distributed framework already provided in Paraview.

In order to verify and compare our results with other
implementations, we also investigate alternative implementations. Paraview [11] is one of the well known and
widely used visualization tools in the scientific community. It addresses issues pertaining to the visualization
of large scale data-sets using high-performance computing environments. It can be perceived as a framework around the well known Visualization Toolkit [16]
library. It not only provides a GUI to Visualization
Toolkit(VTK), but also provides a convenient environment for intuitive visual programming of the visualization pipeline.
Paraview has implicit mechanisms for handling scale,
both in terms of data and computation [7]. It achieves
this by providing generalized abstractions for parallelization and distribution. Therefore a scientist using
Paraview can switch from visualizing smaller data-sets
on a desktop computer to a much larger data-set utilizing a large HPC infrastructure, with minimum effort.
We describe ongoing work and approaches to porting
and visualizing the given F5 (fiber-bundle) data-set, as
described in 3.1, in Paraview.

4.1

5
5.1

RESULTS
Surface Refinement

We benchmarked our implementation with a 30-timestep
subset (85 MB per timestep) of the stirred tank data and
on a 64-bit dual core (2GHz each) pentium laptop machine with 4GB of RAM. We advected one sphere for
the first 30 timesteps of the simulation. Due to the small
size of our test data, we could not notice a difference
in time surface meshing quality from the visualization
itself, but from the data in tables 1 and 2, we notice
a slight performance improvement of the area criteria
over the edge length criteria. Though the number of
particles is slightly higher in the second case, this suggests that the quality of the surface with the area criterion is better.

Porting Fiber-bundle (F5) to Paraview

The 500GB fiber-bundle data-set is provided in the F5
format. This format has no native support in Paraview
and some form of conversion would be required to utilize the data. One approach to solve this problem is to
use a format converter and separately convert the entire
file to a natively supported format. However, this approach causes redundant data and can waste considerable amount of space on the storage disk. An alternative
solution is to write a custom reader into Paraview such
that the data is read and mapped into internal VTK datastructures. This approach adds an additional computation time into the visualization pipeline and can cause
unnecessary slowdown of the visualization process.
An ideal solution would be a combination of the
above mentioned approaches such that both space and
time optimization can be achieved. Such a solution is
possible in our case due to a certain characteristic of
the F5 format (explained shortly) and the use of XDMF
(eXtensible Data Model and Format) [9] which is supported in Paraview. An F5 format is characteristically
a specific description or organization of the HDF5 data
format. All HDF5 readers and commands which typically work on HDF5 formats also work on F5. The
XDMF data format is an XML format for data generally known as a "light data". It provides light weight
descriptions of the "heavy data" which is typically a
HDF5 file containing the actual data. A XDMF file can
thus be seen as an index into the HDF5 file and is usually much smaller in size, taking very less time to get
generated.

threshold tot points avg time/slice tot time
0.005
4269
6.480
200.868
0.01
822
1.519
47.1
0.02
258
1.165
36.101
Table 1: Timing Analysis (in seconds) for the Edge
Length Criteria
threshold tot points avg time/slice tot time
0.005
4269
6.864
212.785
0.01
837
1.454
45.08
0.02
258
1.150
35.646
Table 2: Timing Analysis (in seconds) for the Triangle
Area Criteria
From either tables 1 or 2, picking a threshold too
small compared to the characteristic of the triangle being examined, results in maximum refinement, while a
large enough threshold leads to no refinement at all.

5.2

Timing Analysis

For the overall integration and refinement of the time
surface, we used a larger dataset of size 12GB with
150 timesteps. We ran the implementation on a 64bit
quadcore workstation with 64 GB of RAM. We used
the edge length criterion with a threshold of 0.01.
The listing in the Table 3 is for 12 GB of input data
from an initial time of 0 to a final time of 150. Initially
the number of points is 516, which increases over time
as more points are generated for surface refinement. As
the number of points increases, the computation time
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Figure 4: Images showing evolution of two spheres at
time slices 0, 50, 100, 125 and 150, respectively from
left-top to bottom, as seen top-view of the stirred tank.
First image shows the seed spheres, and the last image
shows two sphere just before the surfaces are about to
mix.
time no. of points time/slice(s) time/point(ms)
0
516
0.4
7.0
50
3468
2.0
5.9
100
15822
7.4
4.8
125
41574
18.8
4.7
150
129939
49.7
4.0
Table 3: Timing Analysis for Threshold=0.01
Figure 5: First two graphs shows the increase in no.
of points and thus increase in processing time per slice
over the time. Third grpah shows the decrease in time
per point as number of point increases.

for the next time slice increases. However, the time per
point seems to be slowly decreasing, as seen in third
graph of Figure 5. This may be because more and more
points tend to locate in the same block and the data of
one block is shared by many points, resulting in less
memory access per point.

6

a web based distributed interface, or physical interaction devices as to the provided traditional 2D graphical
user interface. As an example of this, we have based
a significant portion of our interaction with the present
large dataset from stirred tank with “viz tangible” interaction devices. An example of this is pictured in Figure 6. Earlier stages of this work have been described
in [22, 20, 19, 18].
An application programming interface (API) is under development which supports coupling tangibles to
VISH and other visualization environments. In this
API, when interaction control messages are sent (trig-

DEPLOYMENT TO END USERS

Results of the algorithm can be investigated better if
we explore the entire time evolution of the surface interactively, by navigating through space and time. In
most visualization environments, the graphical user interface is tightly coupled with the underlying visualization functionality. One feature of VISH is that it decouples the interface from the underlying visualization
application. At least in principle, this makes it as easy
to couple VISH to a CAVE immersive environment,
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2. Parameter Adjustment operations: Our current implementation includes time surface seedings and surface transparency adjustment. For time surface seedings, we steer center of seeds, number of subdivisions, etc. to parameter wheels. Within surface
transparency adjustment, wheels are bounded to different scales of surface transparency.
In future, we hope quantities in high dimensional parameter space such as curvature and torsion of the surface can also be explored effectively with the integration of “viz tangibles” and the API.

7

CONCLUSION

While most of the previous visualization techniques for
fluid flow have concentrated on flow streamlines and
pathlines, our approach has been directed towards generating the time surfaces of the flow. The interdependencies of integration over a vector field require random access to amounts of data beyond a single workstation’s capabilities, while at the same time requiring
shared memory for required refinements. This limits
available hardware and impacts parallelization efforts.
The evolution of a seed surface required refinement of
its corresponding triangular mesh to preserve the quality of the time surface over time. From the results we
noticed a slight superior quality of the area refinement
criterion over the edge length criterion.

Figure 6: User physically manipulating VISH application through “viz tangibles” interaction devices
gered by physical events, such as RFID entrance/exit or
the turning of a knob), they trigger corresponding methods in VISH. We use cartouches – RFID-tagged interaction cards [19, 20] – as physical interactors which
describe data and operations within the VISH environment. Users can access, explore and manipulate
datasets by placing appropriate cartouches on an interaction tray (Figures 6, 7), and making appropriate button presses, wheel rotations, etc.

8
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In our present implementation, we have used two
classes of cartouche objects. These are summarized below:
1. Viewpoint operations: Specific supported view point
controls include rotation, zooming, and translation.
In the case of rotation and translation, individual
wheels are bounds to the (e.g.) x, y, z axis. In the
context of zooming or time step navigation, wheels
represent different scales of space and time navigation.
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Complex Geometric Primitive Extraction on
Graphics Processing Unit
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ABSTRACT
Extracting complex geometric primitives from 2-D imagery is a long-standing problem that researchers have had
to deal with. Various approaches were tried from Hough transform based methods to stochastic algorithms.
However, serial implementations lack sufficient scalability on high resolution imagery. As sequential computing
power cannot pace up with the increase in size of datasets, researchers are compelled to exploit parallel
computational resources and algorithms. In this study, we have merged parallelization capability of GPUs with
inherent parallelism on genetic algorithms to cope with the problem of detecting complex geometric primitives
on high resolution imagery. We have implemented ellipse detection on commodity graphics processing unit and
showed that our GPU implementation achieve high speed-up relative to state of the art CPU by experimental
results.

Keywords
Geometric primitive extraction, Genetic algorithm, GPU.

1. INTRODUCTION
RHT is not the only approach that tried to reduce
the parameter space of classical Hough transform.
Researchers have proposed partitioning parameter
space to smaller subspaces by using features of
specific complex geometric primitives. Si-Cheng et
al. proposed real time ellipse detector that uses
analytical properties of ellipses and edge gradient
information to divide 5-D parameter space of
classical Hough transform [Sic05].

Most of the tasks in image analysis involve
geometric primitive extraction as a preprocessing
step. Therefore, efficiently detecting primitives is an
important research topic in the domain of computer
vision. Researchers have proposed numerous
solutions to detect geometric primitives [Tia96],
[Rob98], [Rot94].
Hough transform, HT, based techniques have been
widely used for geometric primitive extraction. The
idea of classical Hough transform was to perform a
mapping from image space to parameter space in
order to obtain a function. Optima’s of this function
correspond to instances of primitives.
HT is
powerful for detecting simple primitives such as
lines. However, computational and memory
complexity of classical Hough transform increase
exponentially along with the number of parameters
[Pen99].

Stochastic approaches were also tried to detect
geometric primitives. Ever since geometric primitive
extraction has been shown to be an optimization
problem [Rot93], researchers have tried optimization
algorithms to extract primitives [Rot94], [Pen99].
Genetic algorithm, GA, is one of the most popular
stochastic approaches to extract geometric primitives.
In the context of natural evolution, genetic algorithm
simulates parallel evolution of individuals to find
approximate solutions to optimization problems for
which no efficient algorithm is known to find the
exact solution otherwise. Since primitive extraction
can be regarded as an optima search problem, genetic
algorithm fit well into the problem of detecting
imperfect instances of geometric primitives. Thus,
many researchers have developed genetic algorithm
oriented methods to detect geometric shapes
[Yao05], [Kaw98], [Rot94].

To alleviate problems of HT, randomized Hough
transform, RHT, has been proposed by Kultanen et
al. [Kul90]. RHT performs converging mapping to
parameter space by randomly sampling a number of
pixels from image space that will ensure convergence
to one point.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.
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GA based techniques use the feedback obtained
from population to cluster solutions around optima’s,
whereas HT based methods exhaustively search
image space irrespective of distribution in parameter
space. Although genetic algorithms has inherent
strengths over HT based methods, extracting all
instances of a geometric primitive cannot be directly
translated into problem space of classical genetic
algorithm.
Detection of single most observable geometric
primitive, on the other hand, can be converted into
unimodal optimization problem. However, in real life
applications, we need to detect multiple primitives
that qualify certain criteria. This corresponds to
multi-modal
optimization.
Researchers
have
proposed variety of multi-modal optimization
stochastic algorithms to extract geometric primitives
from 2-D imagery.
Lutton et al. proposed sharing genetic algorithm,
SGA, where diversification of population is
maintained by promoting fitness of local optima
[Lut94]. Fitness of similar individuals is shared to
decrease the clustering around global optima while
guiding search towards uninhabited areas.

Figure 1. Evolution scheme in compute unified
device architecture.

Yao et al. proposed multi-population genetic
algorithm [Yao05]. They suggest island oriented
model of population where each individual is
prompted to live on a matching island. New island
generation is also possible if an individual is not
close to any existing island.

Genetic algorithm needs
. a random number
generator. We have chosen park-miller pseudorandom number generator, RNG, due to its
simplicity. Each individual has to load the seed for
park-miller RNG from global memory of the device
that was previously set using Mersenne Twister
RNG. As seen in figure [1], each thread block loads
initialization data to shared memory in a coalesced
manner. RNG seeds, on the other hand, are kept in
the local memory of the threads.

In this study, we have implemented multipopulation genetic algorithm for extraction of
complex geometric primitive on graphics processing
unit. We have chosen Nvidia’s compute unified
device architecture, CUDA, as a development
platform. Our genetic algorithm implementation on
GPU has been tested for detection of ellipses and
shown successful improvement over an optimized
serial implementation.

After initialization, genetic algorithm is carried out
in parallel. When to stop algorithm is a challenging
question in general. An indication of convergence
can be checked to terminate the process [Yao05].
More practical applications employ predefined
number of iterations before termination [Won09].
This is a tradeoff between accuracy and
computational complexity. We have chosen to
terminate the genetic algorithm after fixed number of
epochs determined by empirical results.

2. GEOMETRIC PRIMITIVE
EXTRACTION ON GPU
Our implementation of geometric primitive
extraction starts by detecting edges of image. Edge
image is then partitioned into tiles on which a copy
of our genetic algorithm runs. In CUDA , each block
works on its corresponding isolated island, and each
thread is responsible for an individual on that island,
as it can be seen in figure [1]. After loading data,
threads behave as individuals who mate with other
individuals to produce fitter offsprings for the next
generation. However, these responsibilities are
distributed after coalesced loads of tiles into shared
memory. Current graphics processing units have
sixteen kilobytes of shared memory available per
block. To comply with limitations of graphics
hardware, edges are encoded in bit string.

Last step is to merge the results of thread blocks to
find potential primitives. Individuals write the best
result they have obtained to global memory of
graphics processing unit. Results are then copied
back to CPU memory, where they are combined to
find candidate primitives sequentially. Merging of
results is required only if segmentation is overlapped
on image. If not, thread blocks can threshold the
population and output a fixed number of qualified
individuals.
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Figure 3. Original 512x512 image (a), edge
image after 4 iterations (b), after 90 iterations
(c)
In our implementation of Canny’s algorithm, we
have used parallel breadth first search algorithm to
detect connected edges, proposed
by Pawan et al.
.
[Paw07]. This adaptation has also accelerated
Yuancheng’s implementation, which is illustrated in
figure [5]. Details of algorithm to find connected
components are given in figure [4].

Figure 2. Architecture of primitive extractor on
graphics processing unit.
Figure [2] shows phases . of geometric primitive
extraction on graphics processing unit. We will
explain details of each step in the following sections
of this document.
Figure 4. Algorithm to find connected edges on
graphics processing unit.

Edge detection
Edge detection is an important part of our process.
Falsely detected edges lead to unreliable primitive
extractor. There are various edge detectors available.
Since we do not have enough memory for contour
images, our expectation from an edge detector is to
produce minimal response to a true edge.

Individual representation

.
There are different proposals for chromosome
encoding of an individual for geometric primitive
extraction. Yao et al. suggested encoding minimal
number of points to uniquely define geometric
primitive [Yao05], whereas Lutton et al. proposed
storing parameters of the equation of geometric
primitive [Lut94].

Canny’s edge detection algorithm is commonly
used in the domain of computer vision. Its aim is to
produce single response for an edge while
maintaining the purpose of detecting all edges in the
image. In this study, Canny’s algorithm is selected
for GPU implementation.

Both approaches have their own advantages and
disadvantages. The former needs re-computation of
parameters of primitive on each fitness evaluation,
while keeping search focused on existing edge points
and primitives. The latter, on the other hand, is
computationally efficient on fitness evaluation while
spending considerable time on non-existent
primitives.

Yuancheng et al.
have already implemented
Canny’s algorithm on CUDA [Yua08]. They have
released source code of their implementation.
However, their implementation is partial since it
makes fixed number of iterations to find the
connected components at the last stage of Canny’s
algorithm. They have tested their edge detector
implementation on Lena, and reported limited
improvement on edges for more than four iterations
to find connected components. As it can be seen from
figure [3], one needs more adaptive implementation
to detect all edges.

Since we have implemented ellipse detection on
graphics processing unit, computation of ellipse
parameters is negligible compared to time spent on
fitness evaluation. Therefore, we have decided to
encode a chromosome of an individual with five
points. General ellipse equation has five coefficients
to be determined. Note that, the latter approach
should be considered on more complex shapes,
where number of unknowns is large.
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most time consuming task of genetic algorithm is
fitness evaluation, contour image usage on larger
shared memory can directly reduce bank conflicts,
effectively increasing bandwidth of transaction
between shared memory and co-processors.

Initial population generation
One possible population generation is each thread
composing its own individual based on edge points
on block’s shared memory. A thread can compose an
individual by randomly sampling edge points from
block’s tile. One exceptional case is where there is
not enough number of edge points on the tile. In that
situation, block is terminated immediately since there
is not enough evidence to hypothesize the existence
of geometric primitive on the tile. Roth et al. has
applied the same scheme of initial population
generation, but noted that approach usually leads to
ill-defined representation of entire geometric
primitive [Rot94].

Evolution
Selection and diversification dictate the main
process of evolution. Selection eliminates individuals
of low fitness value, promoting fitter individuals.
However, it is important not to cluster all solutions
around global optima while using elitism for
selection.
Since
our
genetic
algorithm
implementation divides the population into islands,
side-effects of elitism have been eliminated.

An alternative generation of initial population is
total random point generation irrespective of edge
existence on that point as suggested by [Pen99].
Although this approach is less computationally
demanding, it does not consider existing edges to
compose a candidate geometric primitive. However,
number of points on chromosome is insignificant
considering the points on the primitive it represents.

Diversification is realized by crossover and
mutation. Crossover mates two individuals to
produce fitter offsprings. In CUDA, every thread
selects her own mate to crossover randomly. We
have implemented tournament selection on GPU as
in Pospichal’s study [Pos09]. However, their
adaptation of tournament selection is deterministic
since every thread mates with one next to it. In our
implementation, we have used RNG to select a mate,
which is more intuitive for stochastic algorithms but
problematic in terms of bank conflicts.

We have chosen second approach since first results
in bank conflicts between threads. Thus, each thread
generates a random chromosome consistent with tile
dimensions.

Although other selection algorithms are possible,
they are more computationally demanding on CUDA.
For example, roulette wheel selection requires that
every thread branch divergently in a loop, which
immediately causes divergence of whole warp.

Fitness Evaluation
Most of the proposed methods for fitness
evaluation of ellipse simply matches template on the
boundaries of it. Variations exist, however, in
calculation.

Mutation, in our implementation, simply changes a
random bit of a chromosome with low probability of
occurring. There are different mutation methods
proposed for primitive extraction. Yao et al.
suggested localized mutation operator that utilizes a
trace tracking algorithm to find potential ellipse
[Yao05]. Yin, on the other hand, proposed flipping a
bit of a pixel such that it remains in the image
[Pen99]. We have adapted Yin’s implementation of
mutation due to its lower processing requirements.

Mainzer suggests punishment of displacement from
boundary of an ellipse [Man02]. It is intuitive to
distinguish edges near the primitive and the ones far
from it. Value of the fitness function is given in
eq.(1), where c is 0.7 and E(x,y) is 1 if there exists an
edge pixel on point (x,y) 0 otherwise.
𝑀𝐴𝑋 𝐸 𝑥 + 𝑖, 𝑦 + 𝑗 − 𝑖 + 𝑗

𝑐

∀ 𝑖,𝑗

(1)

𝑥,𝑦

Yao et al. suggest two measures of fitness
concurrently converging on the optima [Yao05].
They name these fitness measures as similarity and
distance. Similarity determines how much the actual
pixels match the perimeter of an ideal complete
ellipse. Distance, on the other hand, is a measure of
how far or close the actual pattern to the ideal ellipse
is.

3. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
In this section, we inspect various aspects of our
implementation and describe our results. Most of our
experiments are focused on comparison of sequential
and parallel implementations of ellipse detection.
A moderate improvement on canny edge detector
has been achieved in our study. CUDA
implementation of Yuancheng has been improved in
terms of reliability and efficiency. Figure [5] shows
efficiency gained by our adaptation of Pawan’s
parallel breadth first search algorithm for finding
connected edges [Paw07]. Difference between two
GPU implementations stems from work distribution
among threads. In Yuancheng’s implementation,
each thread executes its own breadth first search,

We have implemented fitness evaluation suggested
by Mainzer [Man02]. If we had the capability of
storing contour of tile on the shared memory of our
GPU, this approach would be less time consuming
since contour images can supply the distance from
edge. In our implementation, we have checked
neighborhood of boundary edge of ellipse. Since
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Figure 7. 1024 x 1024 image from our test
database (a), image with highlighted ellipse (b).
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Our ellipse detector is effective against high
. detection algorithm has
resolution imagery. Ellipse
been tested with over 600 images contained in our
database. CPU implementation has been tested on
Intel Core™ i7 at 2.67 GHZ, while GPU
implementation has been tested on Nvidia GeForce
GTX 260 graphics card. Figure [6] shows us that
sequential computational resources could not exhibit
scalability
accomplished
by
our
parallel
implementation of ellipse detection. Note that GPU is
not fully utilized for a 512 x 512 image since there
are more processors than image segments.

Average
Running
Time ( s )

Figure 5. Comparison of our canny edge
detector implementation with Yuancheng’s
implementation on CUDA.

Average
Number of
Ellipses

As input size is multiplied by four, average running
time is doubled for small inputs. The reason is under
utilization of GPU on low resolution images. Also
note that, accuracy of our computation decrease as
we increase number of ellipses. This is the result of
clustering on global optima. Although we have
adapted multiple island model of genetic algorithm,
test cases where more than one solution falls into
single island did not produce accurate results. To
overcome this problem, variations of genetic
algorithm, such as sharing genetic algorithm, can be
implemented on CUDA.

Number of
Images

512 x 512

To test our ellipse detector,
we have constructed
.
image database from both synthetic and real world
images. Figure [7] shows a real-world image
contained in our database along with result of the
experiment.
To test the accuracy, geometric
properties of contained ellipses have been recorded.
Table [1] shows statistical results obtained from
ellipse detection experiments on GPU.

Dimensions
of Images
( pixels )

Execution Time ( ms )

while in our implementation every thread is
responsible for a single edge.

512x512

124

1.3

0.311

82.4

1024x1024

241

2.4

0.627

81.9

2048x2048

248

5.2

1.340

77.3

10
Table 1. Statistical results obtained from
experiments on our ellipse detector.

5
0
512 x 512

4. CONCLUSION .

1024 x 1024 2048 x 2048

In this study, we have shown an implementation of
geometric primitive extraction on graphics
processing unit. Genetic algorithm has been fully
utilized on GPU side, while CPU’s computation time
is saved. We have achieved up to 15x speed up
relative to our sequential implementation of genetic
algorithm on state of the art Intel CPU. Main

Dimensions of image ( pixels )
CPU implementation of GA
GPU implementation of GA
Figure 6. Comparison of sequential
implementation of ellipse detection versus
parallel implementation on CUDA.
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problem of our GPU implementation is low shared
memory per multiprocessor. Usage of bit strings to
represent image has produced bank conflicts during
fitness evaluation, which is the most costly process of
genetic algorithm. Advantage of our sequential
implementation is the use of contour images to store
edges. Such a data structure to store edge images is
expected to accelerate fitness evaluation on GPU
side. But current memory limitation has forced us to
use bit strings. This problem might be alleviated by
image compression techniques. Hardware solutions,
on the other hand, are also possible for this kind of
problem. As graphics processing hardware scales
rapidly, more efficient ellipse detector can be
implemented easily.
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